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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis reviews the two-phase frictional pressure gradient and void fraction 
models available in the literature. New research is proposed in the area of two-phase 
frictional pressure gradient and void fraction, specifically, the development of new 
models which will enable the prediction of pressure drop and void fraction 
characteristics, which are important design parameter in many engineering 
applications such as chemical industry, nuclear industry, petroleum industry, 
refrigeration and air-conditioning applications, and space station applications. The 
new models will be simple but accurate at the same time. 
Results for developing new definitions of two-phase viscosity that can be used 
to compute the two-phase frictional pressure gradient using the homogeneous model, 
giving a simple asymptotic compact model for two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
in horizontal pipes as well as bounds on two-phase frictional pressure gradient and 
void fraction in circular pipes are presented. 
It is shown that the new definitions of two-phase viscosity can be used to 
analyze the experimental data of two-phase frictional pressure gradient in circular 
pipes using the homogeneous model. 
It is observed that the new models accurately predict the experimental data 
contained in the literature and are much simpler than other empirical models, which 
are presently available in the literature. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 What is Two-Phase Flow? 
A phase is defined as one of the states of the matter. It can be either a solid, a 
liquid, or a gas. Multi phase flow is the simultaneous flow of several phases. The study of 
multiphase flow is very important in energy-related industries and applications. The 
simplest case of multiphase flow is two-phase flow. Two-phase flow can be solid-liquid 
flow, liquid-liquid flow, gas-solid flow, and gas-liquid flow. Examples of solid-liquid 
flow include flow of corpuscles in the plasma, flow of mud, flow of liquid with 
suspended solids such as slurries, motion of liquid in aquifers. The flow of two 
immiscible liquids like oil and water, which is very important in oil recovery processes, is 
an example of liquid-liquid flow. The injection of water into the oil flowing in the 
pipeline reduces the resistance to flow and the pressure gradient. Thus, there is no need 
for large pumping units. Immiscible liquid-liquid flow has other industrial applications 
such as dispersive flows, liquid extraction processes, and co-extrusion flows. In 
dispersive flows, liquids can be dispersed into droplets by injecting a liquid through an 
orifice or a nozzle into another continuous liquid. The injected liquid may drip or may 
form a long jet at the nozzle depending upon the flow rate ratio of the injected liquid and 
the continuous liquid. If the flow rate ratio is small, the injected liquid may drip 
continuously at the nozzle outlet. For higher flow rate ratio, the injected liquid forms a 
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continuous jet at the end of the nozzle. In other applications, the injected liquid could be 
dispersed as tiny droplets into another liquid to form an emulsion. In liquid extraction 
processes, solutes dissolved in a liquid solution are separated by contact with another 
immiscible liquid. Polymer processing industry is an instance of co-extrusion flow where 
the products are required to manifest a steady interface to obtain superior mechanical 
properties. Examples of gas-solid flow include fluidized bed, and transport of powdered 
cement, grains, metal powders, ores, coal, and so on using pneumatic conveying. The 
main advantages in pneumatic conveying over other systems like conveyor belt are the 
continuous operation, the relative flexibility of the pipeline location to avoid obstructions 
or to save space, and the capability to tap the pipeline at any location to remove some or 
all powder. 
Sometimes, the term two-component is used to describe flows in which the phases 
do not consist of the same chemical substance. Steam-water flow found in nuclear power 
plants and other power systems is an example of two-phase single-component flow. 
Argon-water is an instance of two-phase two-component flow. Air-water is an example 
of two-phase multicomponent flow. Actually, the terms two-component flow and two-
phase flow are often used rather loosely in the literature to mean liquid-gas flow and 
liquid-vapor flow respectively. The engineers developed the terminology rather than the 
chemists. However, there is little danger of ambiguity. 
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1.2 Basic Definitions and Terminology 
The total mass flow rate (m) (in kg per second) is the sum of the mass flow rate of 
liquid phase (ml) and the mass flow rate of gas phase (my). 
(1.1) 
The total volumetric flow rate (Q) (in cubic meter per second) is the sum of the 
volumetric flow rate of liquid phase (QJ) and the volumetric flow rate of gas phase (Qy). 
(1.2) 
The volumetric flow rate of liquid phase (QJ) is related to the mass flow rate of 
liquid phase (ml) as follows: 
Q _ml /-
Pi 
(1.3) 
The volumetric flow rate of gas phase (Qy) is related to the mass flow rate of gas 
phase (my) as follows: 
(1.4) 
The total mass flux of the flow (G) is defined the total mass flow rate (m) divided 
by the pipe cross-sectional area (A). 
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G=m 
A 
(1.5) 
The quality (dryness fraction) (x) is defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate of 
gas phase (mr) to the total mass flow rate (m). 
mg mg 
X = - = ----"--- (1.6) 
m m1 +mg 
The volumetric quality (/3) is defined as the ratio of the volumetric flow rate of 
gas phase (Qg) to the total volumetric flow rate (Q). 
(1.7) 
The volumetric quality ( fJ) can be related to the mass quality (x) as follows: 
xvg I f3 = = ------:----:-
xv, +(1-xJv, l+e:x )(~) (1.8) 
The void fraction (a) is defined as the ratio of the pipe cross-sectional area (or 
volume) occupied by the gas phase to the pipe cross-sectional area (or volume). 
(1.9) 
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The superficial velocity of liquid phase flow (Ut) is the velocity if the liquid is 
flowing alone in the pipe. It is defined as the volumetric flow rate of liquid phase (Qt) 
divided by the pipe cross-sectional area (A). 
U _Q, ,-
A 
(1.10) 
The superficial velocity of gas phase flow (U y} is the velocity if the gas is flowing 
alone in the pipe. It is defined as the volumetric flow rate of gas phase (Qg) divided by 
the pipe cross-sectional area (A). 
u = Qg 
g A (1.11) 
The mixture velocity of flow (Urn) is defined as the total volumetric flow rate (Q) 
divided by the pipe cross-sectional area (A). 
(1.12) 
The mixture velocity of flow (U m) (in meter per second) can also be expressed in 
terms of the superficial velocity of liquid phase flow (Ut) and the superficial velocity of 
gas phase flow (Uy) as follows: 
Urn =U1 +Ug (1.13) 
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The average velocity of liquid phase flow (u~ is defined as the volumetric flow 
rate of liquid phase (Q~ divided by the pipe cross-sectional area occupied by the liquid 
phase flow (A!). 
(1.14) 
The average velocity of gas phase flow (ug) is defined as the volumetric flow rate 
of gas phase (Qg) divided by the pipe cross-sectional area occupied by the gas phase flow 
(A g). 
(1.15) 
In order to characterize a two-phase flow, the slip ratio (S) is frequently used 
instead of void fraction. The slip ratio is defined as the ratio of the average velocity of gas 
phase flow (ug) to the average velocity of liquid phase flow (ul). The void fraction (a) can 
be related to the slip ratio (S) as follows: 
S=~= QgiAa =Qg(l-a) 
u 1 Q1 I A (1- a) 
(1.16) 
u g G xI A a p g p1 x (1- a) S=-= =...;;._;.. __ __;_ 
U1 G (1-x)l A (1-a) p1 pg (1-x) a 
(1.17) 
Equations (1.16) and (1.17) can be rewritten in the form: 
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(1.18) 
1 (1.19) 
From Eqs. (1.7), and (1.18) or from (1.8), and (1.19), it is obvious that the 
volumetric quality (/3) is equivalent to the void fraction (a) when the slip ratio (S) is 1. 
The void fraction (a) is called the homogeneous void fraction ( a,J when the slip ratio (S) 
is 1. This means that P = am. 
1.3 Flow Patterns in Two-Phase Flow 
1.3.1 Flow Patterns in a Horizontal Two-Phase Flow 
Many flow patterns have been recognized in a horizontal two-phase flow. 
Sketches of the different types are shown in Fig. 1.1. Alves [ 1] has described these 
different types as follows: "Assume a horizontal pipe with liquid flowing so as to fill the 
pipe, and consider the types of flow that occur as gas is added in increasing amounts". 
i. Bubble Flow: Flow in which bubbles of gas move along the upper part of the pipe at 
approximately the same velocity as the liquid. This type is similar to froth flow where the 
entire pipe is filled with froth similar to an emulsion. 
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ii. Plug Flow: Flow in which alternate plugs of liquid and gas move along the upper part 
ofthe pipe. 
iii. Stratified Flow: Flow in which the liquid flows along the bottom of the pipe and the 
gas flows above, over a smooth liquid-gas interface. 
iv. Wavy Flow: Flow, which is similar to, stratified flow except that the gas moves at a 
higher velocity and the interface is disturbed by waves traveling in the direction of flow. 
v. Slug Flow: Flow in which a wave is picked up periodically by the more rapidly 
moving gas to form a frothy slug which passes through the pipe at a much greater 
velocity than the average liquid velocity. 
vi. Annular Flow: Flow in which the liquid forms in a film around the inside wall of the 
pipe and the gas flows at a high velocity as a central core. Sometimes, it is possible to 
have all the liquid flowing in the annular film on the pipe wall. This is most likely to 
happen at low flow rates near the boundary with slug flow. This type of flow is called 
ideal annular flow. 
vii. Spray Flow: Flow in which most or nearly of all of the liquid is entrained as spray by 
the gas. This has also been called dispersed flow. 
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Figure 1.1 Flow Patterns in a Horizontal Two-Phase Flow [1] 
1.3.2 Flow Patterns in a Vertical Two-Phase Flow 
Many flow patterns have been recognized in a vertical two-phase flow. Sketches 
of the different types are shown in Fig. 1.2. 
i. Bubble Flow: The liquid phase is continuous. The dispersion of bubbles flows within 
the liquid continuum. The bubbles have variable shapes and sizes, usually distorted 
spheres. 
ii. Slug (Plug) Flow: At higher gas flows, bubbles coalesce and grow to dimensions 
comparable to the pipe size. When this occurs, large characteristically bullet-shaped 
bubbles are formed. These bullet-shaped bubbles are commonly called plugs (or gas 
slugs) or Taylor bubbles. Regions containing dispersions of smaller bubbles, which are 
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commonly called liquid slugs, may separate these bullet-shaped bubbles. The liquid 
phase flows down the outside of the large bubbles in the form of a thin falling film, 
though the net flow of both liquid and gas can be upward. 
iii. Churn Flow: When the flow velocity increases, the slug flow bubbles breakdown. 
This leads to an unstable flow pattern. There is an oscillatory motion of the liquid upward 
and downward in wide-bore pipes. Thus, this type of flow is called chum flow. The 
oscillatory motion may not occur in narrow-bore pipes. A smoother transition between 
the slug flow and annular flow patterns may be observed. 
iv. Annular Flow: The gas phase flows along the center of the pipe. The liquid phase 
flow as a continuous annular film along the walls of pipe. Usually, some of the liquid 
phase is entrained as small droplets in the gas core. If there is an appreciable degree of 
entrainment, the term annular-mist flow is used. This happens at high gas rates and the 
liquid film tends to be quite thin. It is possible (although less common) for bubbles to be 
entrained in the liquid film. Annular flow is very important in many engineering 
applications like cooling of nuclear reactors because it gives rise to very high heat 
transfer coefficients and enables a lot of heat to be removed from the core with a short 
length of cooling channel passing through the reactor core. For this reason, the designer 
tries to maximize the fraction of the tube that exhibits annular flow. 
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v. Wispy Annular Flow: When the liquid flow rate increases, the concentration of drops 
in the gas core increases. Ultimately, droplets coalesce in the gas core. This leads to large 
lumps or streaks (wisps) of liquid in the gas core. This pattern is characteristic of flows 
with high mass flux. 
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Figure 1.2 Flow Patterns in a Vertical Two-Phase Flow [2] 
1.4 Flow Pattern Maps 
Flow pattern maps are an attempt, on a two-dimensional graph, to separate the 
space into areas corresponding to the different flow patterns. Simple flow pattern maps 
use the same axes for all flow patterns and transitions while complex flow pattern maps 
use different axes for different transitions. Flow pattern maps exist for both horizontal 
and vertical flow. 
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1.4.1 Flow Pattern Map in a Horizontal Two-Phase Flow 
The Baker map is an example of flow pattern map for horizontal flow in a pipe. 
Figure 1.3 shows Baker flow pattern map for horizontal flow in a pipe. This map was first 
suggested by Baker [3], and was subsequently modified by Scott [4]. The axes are 
defined in terms of G I A and Gzl.f/, where 
m G =-g 
g A 
G _m, ,-
A 
J 
( J 
2 
A= Pg _fr_ 
Pair Pwater 
1 
If/ = 0" water ( ____f!j_ [ Ppwa
1
ter ] 
2 
J J (}" l Jlwater 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
The dimensionless parameters A and If/, were introduced to account for variations 
in the density, surface tension, and dynamic viscosity of the flowing media. These 
parameters are functions of the fluid properties normalized with respect to the properties 
of water and air at standard conditions. Both A and If/reduce to 1 for water/air mixtures at 
standard conditions. The Baker map is reasonably well for water/air and oil/gas mixtures 
in small diameter(< 0.05 m) pipes. 
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Figure 1.3 Baker Flow Pattern Map for Horizontal Flow in a Pipe [5) 
1.4.2 Flow Pattern Map in a Vertical Two-Phase Flow 
The Hewitt and Roberts [6] map is an example of flow pattern map for vertical 
flow in a pipe. Figure 1.4 shows Hewitt and Roberts flow pattern map for vertical upflow 
in a pipe. Since the axes are defined in terms of G/pg and G/p1 (phase momentum flux). 
So all the transitions are assumed to depend on the phase momentum fluxes. Wispy 
annular flow is a sub-category of annular flow that occurs at high mass flux when the 
entrained drops are said to appear as wisps or elongated droplets. The Hewitt and Roberts 
map is reasonably well for all water/air and water/steam systems over a range of 
pressures in small diameter pipes. 
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Figure 1.4 Hewitt and Roberts Flow Pattern Map for Vertical Upflow in a Pipe [5] 
For both horizontal and vertical maps, it should be noted also that the transitions 
between adjacent flow patterns do not occur suddenly but over a range of flow rates. So, 
the lines should really be replaced by rather broad transition bands. 
1.5 Pressure Drop in Two-Phase Flow 
The pressure drop, which is the change of fluid pressure occurring as a two-phase 
flow passes through the system. The pressure drop is very important parameter in the 
design of both adiabatic systems and systems with phase change, like boilers and 
condensers. In natural circulation systems, the pressure drop dictates the circulation rate, 
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and hence the other system parameters. In forced circulation systems, the pressure drop 
governs the pumping requirement. 
In addition, the pressure drop is very important in pipelines because co-current 
flow of liquid and vapor (gas) create design and operational problems due to formation of 
different types of two-phase flow patterns. Estimation of pressure drop in these cases 
helps the piping designer in reaching an optimum line size and a better piping system 
design. 
Not only accurate prediction of pressure drop is extremely important when 
designing both horizontal and vertical two-phase flow systems, but also it is extremely 
important when designing inclined two-phase flow systems like directional wells or hilly 
terrain pipelines. Pipe inclination has an appreciable effect on flow patterns, slippage 
between phases and energy transfer between phases. There is no method for performing 
these calculations, which is accurate for all flow conditions. Historically, pressure drop in 
inclined flow has often been calculated using horizontal or vertical two-phase flow 
correlations. This is often satisfactory if the pipe inclination is very near to the horizontal 
case or the vertical case. However, this may not be the case in many applications. 
The total measured pressure drop in two-phase flow ( .t1p) consists of three 
contributions. The first contribution is the frictional pressure drop (.t1pp. The second 
contribution is the acceleration pressure drop (.t1po,). The third contribution is the 
gravitational pressure drop (4Jgrav). 
(1.24) 
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The acceleration pressure drop (.dpcJ can be neglected in the adiabatic flow. For 
flow in a horizontal pipe, the gravitational pressure drop ( ..dpgrav) is zero. Thus, the total 
measured pressure drop (..dp) in the adiabatic experiments in horizontal pipes comes from 
the frictional pressure drop (LJpp only. 
To compute the frictional component of pressure drop, either the two-phase 
friction factor or the two-phase frictional multiplier must be known. It is necessary to 
know the void fraction (the ratio of gas flow rate to total flow rate) to compute the 
acceleration, and gravitational components of pressure drop [7]. 
For the homogeneous model, the frictional component of pressure drop can be 
computed using the two-phase friction factor (/;p) in two different approaches. In the first 
approach, the two-phase friction factor (ftp) has been assumed equal to the friction factor 
occurs when the total flow has been assumed to be all liquid (/io). The friction factor (/i0) 
will be a function of the all-liquid Reynolds number (Relo) and the pipe relative 
roughness (dd). The use of/to in the evaluation of the two-phase frictional pressure drop 
does not allow extrapolation to the correct value when x = 1 (i.e., with single-phase vapor 
flowing through the pipe). The second approach overcomes this difficulty. In the second 
approach, the two-phase friction factor (/ip) has been evaluated using the viscosity of two-
phase gas-liquid flow based on the homogeneous model (p,J in the normal friction factor 
relationships. 
The acceleration component of pressure drop ( ..dpcJ reflects the change in kinetic 
energy of the flow. Assuming the vapor and liquid velocities to be uniform in each phase, 
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the acceleration component of pressure drop can be obtained by the application of a 
simplified momentum equation in the form: 
(1.25) 
The gravitational component of pressure gradient can be expressed in terms of the 
void fraction as follows: 
( dp) = g [ ap g + (1- a) Pi] sin(} dz grav 
(1.26) 
Using Eq. (1.26) and knowing that am = {J, the gravitational component of 
pressure gradient based on the homogeneous model can be expressed as follows: 
(
dp) g sinB 
dz grav,m =_X_+ _1_-_X 
(1.27) 
Pg Pi 
1.5.1 Two-Phase Frictional Multiplier 
The two-phase frictional pressure drop ( LJpj can be expressed in terms of two-
phase frictional multiplier. This representation method is often useful for calculation and 
comparison needs. For example, the two-phase frictional pressure drop (tJpj can be 
expressed in terms of the single-phase frictional pressure drop for the total flow 
considered as liquid (t1PJ.to) using two-phase frictional multiplier for total flow assumed 
liquid in the pipe ( t/Jt/). The single-phase frictional pressure drop for the total flow 
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considered as liquid is computed from the total mass flux (G) and the physical properties 
of the liquid. The concept of all-liquid frictional pressure drop is useful because it allows 
the correlation to be tied into single-phase results at one end and eliminates any 
ambiguity about the physical properties to use, especially viscosity. Moreover, the all-
liquid frictional pressure drop is chosen over the all-gas frictional pressure drop, because 
the liquid density generally does not vary in a problem, while the gas density changes 
with pressure. Also, the correlation of frictional pressure drop in terms of the parameter 
(f/Jt/) is more convenient for boiling and condensation problems than(¢/). The parameter 
( ¢1/J was first introduced by Martinelli, and Nelson [8] in 1948. Table 1.1 shows 
definitions of different two-phase frictional multipliers. 
Table 1.1 Definitions of Different Two-Phase Frictional Multipliers 
Two-Phase Mass Density Reynolds Symbol 
Frictional Flux Number 
Multiplier 
All flow as liquid G1+ Gg Pt . (Gt+ Gp)dl f.lt th_/ 
Liquid fraction only G1 PI G1dlf.lt ¢/ 
Gas fraction only Gg PI! G~pf! ¢/ 
All flow as gas G1+ Gg PI! (Gt+ Gy}d/J.lf! ¢I!/ 
• 1.5.2 Some Forms of Dimensionless Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Drop (Apt) 
Keilin et al. [9] expressed two-phase frictional pressure drop (LlpJ) in a 
dimensionless form as follows: 
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(1.28) 
The above expression satisfies the following limiting conditions: 
* at X = 0, iJpf = ,tjpJ,lo and iJpf = 0; * at x = 1, iJpf = ,tjpJ,go and iJpf = 1; ( 1.29) 
The dimensionless two-phase frictional pressure drop (t1pj) can be expressed as a 
function of two-phase frictional multipliers as follows: 
(1.30) 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, and using the Blasius equation [10] to define the 
friction factor, the above equation can be expressed as follows: 
(1.31) 
Borishansky et al. [11] expressed two-phase frictional pressure drop (L1pf) in a 
dimensionless form as follows: 
(1.32) 
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The above expression satisfies the following limiting conditions: 
at x = 0, LJpf = LJPJ,to and LJpj = 0; 
The dimensionless two-phase frictional pressure drop (LJpj) can be expressed as a 
function of two-phase frictional multipliers as follows: 
(1.34) 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, and using the Blasius equation [10] to define the 
friction factor, the above equation can be expressed as follows: 
(1.35) 
1.6 Methods of Analysis 
Two-phase flows obey all of the basic equations of fluid mechanics (continuity 
equation, momentum equation, and energy equation). However, the equations for two-
phase flows are more complicated than those of single-phase flows. The techniques for 
analyzing one-dimensional two-phase flows include correlations, the phenomenological 
models, simple analytical model, and other methods such as integral analysis, differential 
analysis, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and artificial neural network (ANN). 
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1.6.1 Correlations 
The basic procedure used in predicting the frictional pressure drop in two-phase 
flow is developing a general correlation based on statistical evaluation of the data. The 
main disadvantage of this procedure is the difficulty in deciding on a method of properly 
weighing the fit in each flow pattern. For example, it is difficult to decide whether a 
correlation giving a poor fit with stratified flow and a good fit with annular flow is a 
better correlation than one giving a fair fit for both kinds of flow. Although the 
researchers that deal with two-phase flow problems still continue to use general 
correlations, alternate procedures must be developed to improve the ability to predict the 
pressure drop. In addition, correlations fitted to data banks that contain measurements 
with a number of liquid-gas combinations for different flow conditions and pipe 
diameters often have the disadvantage of containing a large number of constants and of 
being inconvenient in use. The correlation developed by Bandel [12], is an example of 
this type of correlations. 
The prediction of frictional pressure drop in two-phase flow can also be achieved 
by empirical correlations. Correlating the experimental data in terms of chosen variables 
is a convenient way of obtaining design equations with a minimum of analytical work. 
There are a considerable number of empirical correlations for the prediction of frictional 
pressure drop in two-phase flow. Although the empirical correlations require a minimum 
of knowledge of the system characteristics, they are limited by the range of data available 
for correlation construction. Most of these empirical correlations can be used beyond the 
range of the data from that they were constructed but with poor reliability [13]. Also, 
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deviations of several hundred percent between predicted and measured values may be 
found for conditions outside the range of the original data from that these correlations 
were derived [13]. 
The prediction of void fraction in two-phase flow can also be achieved by 
empirical correlations. There are a considerable number of empirical correlations for the 
prediction of void fraction. The empirical correlations are usually presented in terms of 
the slip ratio (S). 
1.6.2 Phenomenological Models 
The phenomenological models can be developed based on the interfacial 
structure. Including phenomenon specific information like interfacial shear stress and 
slug frequency is used to obtain a complete picture of the flow. To reduce the dependence 
on empirical data, modeling on a theoretical basis is used. However, some empiricism is 
still required. The prediction of pressure gradient, void fraction, and the heat transfer 
coefficient simultaneously means that the phenomenological model is now preferred. For 
design purposes, the phenomenological models are often brought together within a 
framework provided by a flow pattern map such as Taitel, and Dukler [14], flow pattern 
map. The precision and accuracy of phenomenological models are equal to those of 
empirical methods, while the probability density function is less sensitive to changes in 
fluid system [15]. 
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The prediction of void fraction in two-phase flow can also be achieved by using 
models for specific flow regimes. The Taitel and Dukler [14] model is an example for 
this type of model. 
1.6.3 Simple Analytical Models 
Simple analytical models are quite successful method for organtzmg the 
experimental results and for predicting the design parameters. Simple analytical models 
take no account of the details of the flow. Examples of simple analytical models include 
the homogeneous flow model, the separated flow model, and the drift flux model. 
1.6.3.1 The Homogeneous Flow Model 
The homogeneous flow model provides the simplest technique for analyzing two-
phase (or multiphase) flows. In the homogeneous model, both liquid and vapor phases 
move at the same velocity (slip ratio = 1). Consequently, the homogeneous model has 
also been called the zero slip model. The homogeneous model considers the two-phase 
flow as a single-phase flow having average fluid properties depending on quality. Thus, 
the frictional pressure drop is calculated by assuming a constant friction coefficient 
between the inlet and outlet sections of the pipe. 
1.6.3.2 The Separated Flow Model 
In the separated model, two-phase flow is considered to be divided into liquid and 
vapor streams. Hence, the separated model has been referred to as the slip flow model. 
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The separated model was originated from the classical work of Lockhart, and Martinelli 
[16], that was followed by Martinelli, and Nelson [8]. The Lockhart-Martinelli method is 
one of the best and simplest procedures for calculating two-phase flow pressure drop and 
hold up. One of the biggest advantages of the Lockhart-Martinelli method is that it can be 
used for all flow patterns. However, relatively low accuracy must be accepted for this 
flexibility. The separated model is popular in the power plant industry. Also, the 
separated model is relevant for the prediction of pressure drop in heat pump systems and 
evaporators in refrigeration. The success of the separated model is due to the basic 
assumptions in the model are closely met by the flow patterns observed in the major 
portion of the evaporators. 
The separated flow model may be developed with different degrees of 
complexity. In the simplest situation, only one parameter, like velocity, is allowed to 
differ for the two phases while conservation equations are only written for the combined 
flow. In the most sophisticated situation, separate equations of continuity, momentum, 
and energy are written for each phase and these six equations are solved simultaneously, 
together with rate equations which describe how the phases interact with each other and 
with the walls of the pipe. Correlations or simplifying assumptions are introduced when 
the number of variables to be determined is greater than the available number of 
equations. 
For void fraction, the separated model is used by both analytical and semi-
empirical methods. In the analytical theories, some quantities like the momentum or the 
kinetic energy is minimized to obtain the slip ratio (S). The momentum flux model and 
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the Zivi model [17] are two examples of this technique, where the slip ratio (S) equals 
1.6.3.3 The Drift Flux Model 
The drift flux model is a type of separated flow model. In the drift flux model, 
attention is focused on the relative motion rather than on the motion of the individual 
phases. The drift flux model was developed by Wallis [18]. The drift flux model has 
widespread application to bubble flow and plug flow. The drift flux model is not 
particularly suitable to a flow such as annular flow that has two characteristic velocities 
in one phase: the liquid film velocity and the liquid drop velocity. However, the drift flux 
model has been used for annular flows, but with no particular success. 
The drift flux model is the fifth example of the existing void fraction models. The 
Rouhani and Axelsson [19] model is an instance for this type of model. In the drift-flux 
model, the void fraction (a) is a function of the gas superficial velocity (U g), the total 
superficial velocity (U), the phase distribution parameter (C0), and the mean drift velocity 
(ugj) that includes the effect of the relative velocity between the phases. The form of the 
drift-flux model is 
(1.36) 
The drift-flux correlations often present procedures to compute Co and Ugj. Since 
the expressions of Co and Ugj are usually functions ofthe void fraction (a), the predictions 
of the void fraction (a) are calculated using method of solving of non-linear equation. 
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1.6.4 Other Methods 
There are other methods of analysis like integral analysis, differential analysis, 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and artificial neural network (ANN). 
1.6.4.1 Integral Analysis 
In a one-dimensional integral analysis, the form of certain functions which 
describe, for instance, the velocity or concentration distribution in a pipe is assumed first. 
Then, these functions are made to satisfy appropriate boundary conditions and the basic 
equations of fluid mechanics (continuity equation, momentum equation, and energy 
equation) in integral form. Single-phase boundary layers are analyzed using similar 
techniques. 
1.6.4.2 Differential Analysis 
The velocity and concentration fields are deduced from suitable differential 
equations. Usually, the equations are written for time-average quantities, like in single-
phase theories of turbulence. 
1.6.4.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
Two-phase flows are encountered in a wide range of industrial and natural 
situations. Due to their complexity such flows have been investigated only analytically 
and experimentally. New computing facilities provide the flexibility to construct 
computational models that are easily adapted to a wide variety of physical conditions 
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without constructing a large-scale prototype or expensive test rigs. But there is an 
inherent uncertainty in the numerical predictions due to stability, convergence and 
accuracy. The importance of a well-placed mesh is highlighted in the modeling of two-
phase flows in horizontal pipelines [20]. 
1.6.4.4 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
In recent years, artificial neural network (ANN) has been universally used in 
many applications related to engineering and science. ANN has the advantage of self-
learning and self-organization. ANN can employ the prior acquired knowledge to respond 
to the new information rapidly and automatically. When the traditional methods are 
difficult to be carried out or sometimes the specific models of mathematical physics will 
not be existing thoroughly, the neural network will be considered as a very good tool to 
tackle these time-consuming and complex nonlinear relations because neural network has 
the excellent characteristics of parallel processing, calculating for complex computation 
and self-learning. The development of any ANN model involves three basic steps. First, 
the generation of data required for training. Second, the training and testing of the ANN 
model using the information about the inputs to predict the values of the output. Third, 
the evaluation of the ANN configuration that leads to the selection of an optimal 
configuration that produces the best results based on some preset measures. The optimum 
ANN model is also validated using a larger dataset. In the area of two-phase flow, the 
applications of the ANN include the prediction of pressure drop [21], identifying flow 
regimes [22] and predicting liquid holdup [22,23]. 
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1. 7 Research Objectives 
The current research has the following objectives mentioned below. 
1. A comprehensive review of different two-phase frictional pressure gradient and 
void fraction models and their limitations. The research on pressure drop and void 
fraction in two-phase flow began in the 1940's. Since then, pressure drop and 
void fraction data have been collected for horizontal, vertical, and inclined gas-
liquid systems. From the pressure drop and void fraction data, many attempts 
have been made to develop general procedures for predicting these quantities. 
2. Introducing new definitions for two-phase viscosity to the field of two-phase flow 
using the analogy between thermal conductivity in porous media and viscosity in 
two-phase flow. These new definitions of two-phase viscosity can be used to 
compute the two-phase frictional pressure gradient in circular pipes using the 
homogeneous model. Expressing of two-phase frictional pressure gradient in a 
dimensionless form as Fanning friction factor (f.,J versus Reynolds number (Re.,J 
can also be done. 
3. Development of robust models for predicting two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient flow in circular pipes based upon the asymptotic modeling method. This 
model may be developed using nonlinear superposition of the asymptotic 
behavior of the liquid phase and gas phase. The asymptotic modeling method is 
direct, flexible and simple. This approach has lead to great success in the 
modeling of complex heat transfer and fluid flow in single-phase flows. 
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4. Development of lower and upper bounds for two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient and void fraction in circular pipes. This approach is very useful in design 
and analysis, as engineers can then use the resulting average and bounding values 
in predictions of system performance. The approach is also useful when 
conducting new experiments, since it provides a reasonable envelope for the data 
to fall within. 
The current research deals primarily with adiabatic two-phase gas-liquid flow in 
smooth horizontal circular pipes at normal conditions. This means that the 
acceleration component of pressure gradient is negligible and the gravitational 
component of pressure gradient is zero. As a result, the total pressure gradient is 
equal to the frictional pressure gradient. 
At the last stage of the research, the present proposed models are extended to 
minichannels and microchannels because the pressure drop in minichannels and 
microchannels is an important design parameter in many engineering applications 
like aerospace, bioengineering, compact heat exchangers, electronics cooling and 
miniature thermal systems. 
1.8 Outline of Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 revtews the 
currently available models and correlations of two-phase frictional pressure gradient. 
Chapter 3 reviews the currently available models and correlations of two-phase void 
fraction. Chapter 4 presents the development of new definitions of two-phase viscosity 
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and using them to analyze the experimental data of two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
in circular pipes using the homogeneous model. Chapter 5 presents the development of 
robust models for predicting two-phase frictional pressure gradient flow in circular pipes 
based upon the asymptotic modeling method. Chapter 6 outlines the procedures for 
obtaining lower and upper bounds for two-phase frictional pressure gradient and void 
fraction. Chapter 7 summarizes the findings and suggests areas that need further 
examination. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW OF FRICTIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT 
2.1 Introduction 
The research on pressure drop in two-phase flow began in the 1940's. Since then, 
pressure drop data have been collected for horizontal, vertical, and inclined gas-liquid 
systems. From the pressure drop data, many attempts have been made to develop general 
procedures for predicting it. In this chapter, a comprehensive review of different two-
phase frictional pressure gradient models and their limitations as well as experimental 
study and computer study will be presented. 
2.2 Review of Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient Models and their Limitations 
2.2.1 Separated Flow 
Martinelli and Nelson [8] presented a tentative method for the calculation of the 
pressure drop during forced circulation boiling of water. Their method was based upon 
the application of pressure drop data, obtained during the isothermal flow of air and 
different liquids, to the calculation of local pressure gradients during forced circulation 
boiling. They assumed that the flow regime would always be 'turbulent-turbulent' since 
any normal forced circulation boiler design for all practical purposes would involve this 
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flow mechanism only. Also, they assumed that the static pressure drop of the liquid phase 
was the same as that of the vapor phase. Because of the nature of this assumption, their 
model would be better suited to annular flow. During the isothermal flow in a horizontal 
pipe, the frictional pressure drop only was obtained, since no change in the acceleration 
pressure drop took place. Therefore, the extension of the isothermal data to the case of 
forced circulation boiling gave the frictional pressure drop. They developed a correlation 
for calculating f/J1/. They defined two-phase frictional multiplier for total flow assumed 
liquid in the pipe ( f/J1/) as follows: 
2 (dpldz)1 f/J, =----=--
0 (dp/ dz)f,lo (2.1) 
The Martinelli-Nelson correlation was empirical. They presented their correlation 
in a graphic manner. On the horizontal axis, the independent parameter was the mass 
quality (x). On the vertical axis, the independent parameter was the ratio of two-phase 
frictional pressure drop to all-liquid frictional pressure drop (f/Jl/). When the flow was all 
liquid, x was equal to 0, and f/J1/ was equal to 1. When the flow was all gas, x was equal 
to 1, and f/J1/ was equal to .tdpt/ 4Ytlo, so the pressure drop was equal to .tdpfg· On the grid, 
they plotted a family of curves for pressures from 100 psia (6.89 bar) to 3 206 psia (221.2 
bar) (the critical pressure). They found that fjJ1/ decreased by increasing pressure at a 
given x, and reached 1 at the critical pressure. From these curves, the frictional pressure 
drop during forced circulation boiling could be estimated quickly once the exit mass 
quality, the boiling pressure, and the pressure drop for 100 %liquid were known. They 
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compared the predicted pressure drop with the measured pressure drop for the pressure 
range from 18 to 3 000 psia and for the exit mass quality range from 4 to 1 00 %. The 
comparison indicated that the method was promising. However, this method was based 
upon a meager amount of data. So, further experimental verification was needed before 
this method could be considered valid. If the proposed method was found reliable, 
extension to the calculation of pressure drop during the condensation or vaporization of 
liquids other than water should be possible. 
Lockhart and Martinelli [16] presented data for the simultaneous flow of air and 
liquids including benzene, kerosene, water, and different types of oils in pipes varying in 
diameter from 0.0586 in. to 1.017 in. There were four types of isothermal two-phase, 
two-component flow. In the first type, flow of both the liquid and the gas were turbulent. 
In the second type, flow of the liquid was viscous and flow of the gas was turbulent. In 
the third type, flow of the liquid was turbulent and flow of the gas was viscous. In the 
fourth type, flow of both the liquid and the gas were viscous. They correlated the pressure 
drop resulting from these different flow mechanisms by means of the Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter (X). The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) was defined as: 
x2 = (dp/ dzJf,l 
(dp/ dz) 
f,g 
(2.2) 
In addition, they expressed the two-phase frictional pressure drop in terms of 
factors, which multiplied single-phase drops. These multipliers were given by: 
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2 (dp/dz)f 
rjJ =--___;:__ 
g ( dp/ dz)1 ,g 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Using the generalized Blasius form of the Fanning friction factor, the frictional 
component single-phase pressure gradient could be expressed as 
(:L 2C flnu2-n PJ-n = I I I I dl+n (2.5) 
(:L 2c flnu2-n pl-n = g g g g dl+n (2.6) 
Values of the exponent (n) and the constants Ct and Cg for different flow 
conditions are given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Values of the Exponent (n) and the Constants C1 and Cg for Different Flow 
Conditions 
turbulent -turbulent laminar-turbulent turbulent-laminar laminar-laminar 
n 0.2 1.0 0.2 1.0 
c1 0.046 16 0.046 16 
Cg 0.046 0.046 16 16 
Re1 > 2000 < 1000 > 2000 < 1000 
Reg > 2000 > 2000 < 1000 < 1000 
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Also, they presented the relationship of ¢1 and ¢g to X in graphical forms. They 
proposed tentative criteria for the transition of the flow from one type to another. 
Equations to calculate the parameter (X) under different flow conditions are given in 
Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Equations to Calculate the Parameter (X) under Different Flow 
Conditions 
Flow Condition X 
turbulent-turbulent 
x; =e:xr(:~) (;J' 
laminar-turbulent 
x,; = Re;''( ~:) e :x) (:~) (;:) 
turbulent- laminar 
X j, = Ret'( ~J e: x) ( :~) ( ;J 
laminar-laminar 
Xff=(J:x)(;:)(;:J 
Although the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation related to the adiabatic flow of low 
pressure air-liquid mixtures, they purposely presented the information in a generalized 
form to enable the application of the model to single component systems, and, in 
particular, to steam-water mixtures. Their empirical correlations were shown to be as 
reliable as any annular flow pressure drop correlation [24]. The disadvantage of this 
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method was its limit to small-diameter pipes and low pressures because many 
applications of two-phase flow fell beyond these limits. 
Chenoweth and Martin [25] studied pressure drop of gas-liquid mixtures in 
horizontal pipes. The objective of their study was extending the range used to develop the 
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation (small diameter pipes and pressures from atmospheric to 
50 psi) to include large diameter pipes at higher pressures. This was due to many two-
phase applications were found in this range. They made the tests in 1.5 and 3 in. 
galvanized steel pipes using air and water at pressures from atmospheric to 100 psia. The 
type of flow was turbulent liquid-turbulent gas flow. They compared their isothermal data 
with Lockhart-Martinelli correlation. They found that the best agreement was for data 
taken at atmospheric pressure. The largest deviation was for data taken at 1 00 psia in the 
3 in. pipe. In this case, the predicted pressure was higher than the measured pressure by a 
factor ranging from 1.4 to 2.5. In general, deviation increased as either pipe diameter or 
gas density was increased beyond the range of data available when the Lockhart-
Martinelli correlation was published. They used the test results to develop an improved 
correlation for turbulent two-phase flow in horizontal pipes. The correlation was 
empirical like all earlier correlations. They presented their correlation in a graphic 
manner. On the horizontal axis, the independent parameter was the superficial liquid 
volume fraction, or L VF, of the mixture computed from the flow rates and densities of 
the two phases. On the vertical axis, the dependent parameter was the ratio of two-phase 
frictional pressure drop to all-liquid frictional pressure drop (r/JI0 2). When the flow was all 
liquid, both L VF and ¢z/ had a value of 1. On the other hand, when the flow was all gas, 
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L VF was equal to 0, and th/ was equal to L1pJ./ L1PJ,to, so the pressure drop was equal to 
.:lpf,g· On the grid, they plotted a family of curves from 50 to 1 000 for 4JJ.gr/ L1PJ.to, the 
ratio of all-gas frictional pressure drop to all-liquid frictional pressure drop for the pipe 
system (i.e. including valves and fittings as well as lengths of straight pipes). They found 
that the correlation represented all of the experimental data within ± 50%, and 92% of the 
data within ± 50%. Although the correlation was based on the data of air-water mixture, 
it could be used for any gas-liquid mixture as long as the flow was turbulent. For 
example, the data of many other investigators correlated equally well. Also, the test 
results for 3 typical 3 in. fittings showed that single-phase friction coefficients could be 
used satisfactorily in the correlation to predict two-phase pressure drop. 
Thorn [26] gave a simplified scheme for the calculation of pressure drop during 
forced circulation of a two-phase mixture of boiling water and steam. His method 
followed that proposed by Martinelli and Nelson [8], which had been extended to include 
the gravitational term in vertical evaporating tubes. He assumed that water entering the 
tube was at saturation temperature. Thus evaporation, with net generation of steam, 
started at once. He gave curves from which frictional, acceleration, and gravitational 
losses could be estimated provided the outlet mass quality had been calculated from a 
heat balance. He based these curves directly on the experimental result of the boiler 
circulation research sponsored at the University of Cambridge by the Water-Tube 
Boilermakers' Association. He compared his calculated values with the later data of 
Haywood, et al. [27], for a vertical tube. The deviation for the comparison was 10%. 
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Baroczy [28] described a systematic correlation for the prediction of two-phase 
friction pressure drop for both single component flow, and two-component flow. The 
correlation considered fluid properties, mixture quality, and mass flux. The correlation 
was based on data for steam, water-air, and mercury-nitrogen for a wide range of quality, 
and mass flux. He called liquid to gas viscosity and density ratio ((pi pp)0.2 /(pi pp)) as the 
property index. The property index had the advantage of not requiring knowledge of the 
critical pressure and temperature in order to establish the property ratios at the critical 
point, where they had a value of 1. By similar reasoning, it could be used to establish the 
analogous condition for two-phase, two-component flow, that was, equal viscosity and 
density for each phase. Thus, the physical properties of single and two-component, two-
phase fluids could be described on the common basis. The two-phase frictional multiplier 
if the total flow assumed liquid in the pipe ( ¢10 2) was shown to be a function of property 
index, mixture quality, and mass flux. He varied the property index from critical pressure 
to five decades below. He varied the mixture quality from 0.1 to 100%. He varied the 
mass flux from 0.25 x 106 to 3 x 106 lbn/ft2.hr. He showed that the reciprocal of the 
property index was (dp/dz)J,go I (dp/dz)J,to [i.e. ¢1/l¢g/], or the ratio of the frictional 
pressure drop if the total flow assumed gas in the pipe to the frictional pressure drop if 
the total flow assumed liquid in the pipe when each phase flowing alone at the total rate 
flow was turbulent. He compared the correlation with additional data for water-air, steam, 
sodium potassium-nitrogen, kerosene-air, diesel oil-air, and potassium. The comparison 
showed good agreement. This correlation had the disadvantage of being graphic in 
nature. 
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Turner [29] developed the separate-cylinder model by assuming that the two-
phase flow, without interaction, in two horizontal separate cylinders and that that the 
areas of the cross sections of these cylinders added up to the cross-sectional area of the 
actual pipe. The liquid and gas phases flow at the same flow rate through separate 
cylinders. The pressure gradient in each of the imagined cylinders was assumed to be 
equal, and its value was taken to be equal to the two-phase frictional pressure gradient in 
the actual flow. For this reason, the separate-cylinder model was not valid for gas-liquid 
slug flow, which gave rise to large pressure fluctuations. The pressure gradient was due 
to frictional effects only, and was calculated from single-phase flow theory. The separate-
cylinder model resembled Lockhart and Martinelli correlation [16] but had the advantage 
that it could be pursued to an analytical conclusion. The results of his analysis were 
(2.7) 
The values of n were dependent on whether the liquid and gas phases were 
laminar or turbulent flow. The different values of n are given in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 Values of Exponent (n) for Different Flow Types 
FlowTvoe n 
Laminar Flow 2 
Turbulent Flow (analvzed on a basis of friction factor) 2.375-2.5 
Turbulent Flows (calculated on a mixing-length basis) 2.5-3.5 
Turbulent-Turbulent Regime 4 
All Flow Regimes 3.5 
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Chisholm [30] developed equations in terms of the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlating groups for the friction pressure drop during the flow of gas-liquid or vapor-
liquid mixtures in pipes. His theoretical development was different from previous 
treatments in the method of allowing for the interfacial shear force between the phases. 
Also, he avoided some of the anomalies occurring in previous "lumped flow". He gave 
simplified equations for use in engineering design. His equations were 
2 C I ¢, =1+-+-2 
X X 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
The values of C were dependent on whether the liquid and gas phases were 
laminar or turbulent flow. The values of C were restricted to mixtures with gas-liquid 
density ratios corresponding to air-water mixtures at atmospheric pressure. The different 
values of C are given in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 Values of Chisholm Constant (C) for Different Flow Types 
Liquid Gas c 
Turbulent Turbulent 20 
Laminar Turbulent 12 
Turbulent Laminar 10 
Laminar Laminar 5 
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He compared his predicted values using these values of C and his equation with 
the Lockhart-Martinelli values. He obtained good agreement with the Lockhart-Martinelli 
empirical curves. 
Chisholm [31] studied the influence of mass flux on friction pressure drop during 
the flow of steam-water mixtures in rough and smooth tubes. He obtained the data at 
pressures between 3 MN/m2 (435 psia) and 17.5 MN/m2 (2 540 psia). He obtained the 
data at mass fluxes between 280 and 20 000 kg/m2 .s. He obtained the experimental data 
at mass fluxes below 800 kg/m2.s with 48 mm bore tubes. He obtained the experimental 
data at mass fluxes between 800 and 2 000 kg/m2.s with 8 mm tubes. He obtained the 
experimental data at mass fluxes above 2 000 kg/m2.s with 1-2.6 mm tubes. Data 
obtained at 800 kg/m2.s with both the 48 mm and 8 mm tubes did not indicate a 
significant effect ·of diameter. From analysis of data, he developed equations for friction 
pressure drop. His equations allowed for the influence of the 'mass flux effect', not 
previously allowed for in accepted correlations. He put these equations in a form making 
them applicable at the critical point. His equations were 
For mixture mass flux G S'Gm, 
For rough tubes, 
2 c 1 ¢1 =1+-+-2 X X 
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Gm = 1 500 kg/m2.s, n = 0, and 2= 1. 
For smooth tubes, 
Gm = 2 000 kg/m2.s, n = 0.2, and A= 0.5(22-n- 2) = 0.5(21.8 - 2) = 0.74. 
For mixture mass flux G > Gm, 
(2.12) 
c 1 1+-+-
(2.13) 
For rough tubes, the parameter (M) in Eq. (2.13) could be defined as follows: 
(2.14) 
For smooth tubes, the parameter (M) in Eq. (2.13) could be defined as follows: 
(2.15) 
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Chisholm [32] defined a physical property coefficient (I): 
r = (( dpl dz)J,go )O.J 
( dp I dz Yt.lo (2.16) 
The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter was related to the physical property 
coefficient for turbulent flow in smooth tubes as 
(
l-x)(2-n)l2 
X=- IT 
X 
(2.17) 
Chisholm [33] showed that his previous equation for predicting the friction 
pressure drop during two-phase flow, [Eq. (2.8)], was an unsatisfactory form for use with 
evaporating flows as (dpldz)J,1, in that case, varied along the flow path. That equation 
could be transformed with sufficient accuracy for engineering purposes to 
(2.18) 
Also, the above equation could be used to transform the graphical procedure of 
Baroczy [28]. The values of B corresponding to Baroczy's correlation were approximated 
by the following equations: 
55 B=-m 0<T<9.5 
G 
B= 520 9.5<T<28 IGJn 
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(2.21) 
There was evidence that the Baroczy' s correlation might underestimate the 
prediction of friction in certain situations, and for this reason, the values of B in Table 2.5 
were recommended (also depending on the mass flux (G)). 
Table 2.5 Values of Coefficient (B) for Smooth Tubes 
r G (kg/m ... s) B 
G5500 4.8 
0 < F59.5 500 < G < 1900 2400/G 
G~1900 55/G112 
9.5 < F< 28 Gs-600 520/IG112 
G> 600 211r 
r~28 15ooo1r G112 
Chisholm [34] studied the influence of pipe surface roughness on friction pressure 
drop during two-phase flow. He developed an equation that allowed his smooth pipe 
correlation to be extrapolated to rough pipe conditions. His equation was 
(2.22) 
In his equation, he made the exponent of the viscosity ratio term (Jl/Jl~ large 
enough so that this term would be small for the data used in his analysis. 
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Johannessen [35] presented a theoretical method of predicting the pressure drop 
and hold up in stratified and wavy two-phase flow. He based his theory on the flow 
model of Lockhart and Martinelli [ 16]. The range of validity for his theory was bounded 
on one extreme by the turbulent flow requirement, and on the other extreme by the onset 
of slug, plug, or breaking wave flow. He made a comparison between pressure drop 
predicted by his theoretical analysis, the Lockhart and Martinelli method, and 
measurements made in the stratified and wavy two-phase flow region from previous 
works. These measurements employed pipe diameters of 52.5 mm, 140 mm, and 197 mm 
and the flow systems consisted of water/air, oil/air, and oil/natural gas. Compared with 
these measurements, he found that the theoretical solution agreed better than the 
generalized empirical solution developed by Lockhart and Martinelli. For 0.3 < X < 2, 
the data points were relatively evenly distributed about the theoretical curve. For low 
values of X, i.e. large mass flow rates of gas, the theoretical curve was somewhat low. 
However, some deviation in this region was to be expected for many reasons. First, wave 
development because of high gas velocities was fairly intense in this region, requiring 
large energy transfer from the gas to the wave system. This energy transfer produced a 
gas phase pressure drop that was not considered in the theory. Second, the liquid phase 
received a thrust from the gas phase that was also not considered in the theory since the 
liquid was assumed to be flowing in an open channel. Thus, the computed liquid phase 
pressure drop was too large. This could only be reduced by increasing the liquid flow 
area that, in turn, would increase gas phase pressure drop. Third, some of these data 
points were probably measured in flow systems with breaking waves, since many authors 
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did not distinguish between this and wave flow. In the case of breaking waves, liquid 
droplets would be accelerated by the flowing gas, representing an additional gas phase 
energy loss. At the end of the paper, he presented a detailed calculation procedure for the 
theoretically developed pressure drop analysis. 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, Serizawa and Michiyoshi [36] obtained a 
mathematical expression for the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation using the tabled values 
of t/>t. Their correlation was 
1 ,~, -z+.Jz 2 +9.2 ogr, =---4---
z = 2/og X 11 +0.176X11 +0.382 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
After that, Serizawa and Michiyoshi [36] presented a new correlation for 
predicting a two-phase frictional pressure drop multiplier ( f/Jlo) that predicted satisfactorily 
the frictional pressure drop not only for liquid metals but also for ordinary fluid two-
phase flow in a wide range of flow parameters. In their correlation, they took into account 
the effect of pressure level and the effect of mass flux by means of the property index (C) 
and the product of Reynolds and Froude numbers (ReFr). Their correlation was 
1 ,~, -z+.Jz2 +9.2 og'rlo = 4 (2.26) 
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z=2logX + f(A) +f(B)X +7.75J:0·536 
It XII+ f(C) It ':> (2.27) 
(2.28) 
f (B) = 1om (Re Fr / (2.29) 
(2.30) 
They presented f(A), m and n exponents in f(B) and f(C) in a graphical manner. 
They plotted f(A) as a function of the product of Reynolds and Froude numbers (ReFr). 
They plottedf(B) as a function of the property index(!}. They plottedf(C) as a function 
of the product of Reynolds and Froude numbers (ReFr) with the property index ( ~ as a 
parameter. 
Russell, et al. [37] developed a mathematical model and an iterative procedure to 
calculate pressure drop and holdup for horizontal gas liquid pipelines in which the liquid 
was in laminar flow and the gas was in turbulent flow. The flow regime was stratified 
flow. In the theoretical analysis, they solved the equations of motion for the liquid phase 
by including the interfacial stress caused by the turbulent gas interacting at the interface. 
They carried out the experimental work to verify the theoretical analysis. They carried 
out the experimental work with both air-water and air-glycerine solutions in 14 m 
pipelines of diameter 0.0254, 0.0381, and 0.0508 m respectively. They used the range of 
fluid rates to produce laminar liquid and turbulent gas flows. They measured the pressure 
drop with recording transducers. They determined the holdup using in-line conductivity 
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probes instead of the standard double valve trapping procedure. They found that the 
predictions of the model agreed well with the experimental data points. Also, they 
presented a design procedure using the verified model that one could use with some 
confidence outside the range of pipe sizes and fluid properties used in this experimental 
work because no empirical fitting had been done to develop the models. 
Chen and Spedding [38] extended the Lockhart-Martinelli model to which 
analytical and empirical methods were applied which resulted in solutions for pressure 
drop and holdup for the case of separated flow. They used air-water as a working fluid in 
their experiments. They measured pressure drop and other two-phase flow parameters in 
a rig consisting of a 4.55 em inside diameter, 6 m long Perspex pipe in the horizontal 
position. For the case of stratified flow, they found that the analytical solution gave close 
agreement with pressure drop data and with the results of Johannessen's [35] and Taitel 
and Dukler's [39] analysis. For the annular flow case, they found that the analytical 
solution gave close agreement with pressure drop data for large diameter pipes where 
liquid surface effects were negligible. Using a further theoretical extension of the 
Lockhart-Martinelli approach, they developed a general pressure drop correlation for 
annular flow in which the effect of geometry was included. Lack of systemic data for 
large diameter pipes, particularly for the steam-water case hampered the application of 
the derivation. In spite of this draw-back, the correlation was developed and was useful in 
predicting frictional pressure drop in steam-water systems. The correlation was 
"'
2 
= 4050 Re-0.91 Re0.44 ~g g I (2.31) 
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Asali et al. [ 40] presented new measurements for film height and pressure drop 
for vertical downward gas-liquid annular flows. They proposed correlations for the 
dimensionless liquid film thickness ( c5g +) and the interfacial friction factor ratio ifl/g). 
They defined the dimensionless liquid film thickness ( c5g +) as follows: 
(2.32) 
For the case of annular flow with no liquid entrainment, Eq. (2.32) could be 
simplified as: 
s; ~0.34Ret'(:: J (:: r (2.33) 
They defined the interfacial friction factor ratio ifl/g) for downward flow with no 
entrainment as follows: 
(2.34) 
For c5g + < 5.9, they took the interfacial friction factor ratio if ![g) as 1. 
The above proposed correlations for the dimensionless liquid film thickness ( c5g +) 
and the interfacial friction factor ratio lfl/g) were sufficient to predict the two-phase 
frictional pressure gradient, (dpldz)j. Based on the momentum balance on the vapor core, 
they expressed the liquid film thickness (b) as: 
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(2.35) 
Also, they expressed the vapor velocity (ug) using the continuity equation as: 
mx (2.36) u =-----
g 1£( )2 Pg-;j d-28 
They solved Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) simultaneously to determine the liquid film 
thickness (b) and the vapor velocity (ug). Finally, they predicted the two-phase frictional 
pressure gradient, (dp/dz)ffrom 
(2.37) 
Crowley and Izenson [ 41] developed a frictional pressure gradient correlation for 
annular flow based on a momentum balance of the two phases. They expressed the two-
phase frictional multiplier ( ¢/) directly as a function of the local void fraction (a) and 
the friction factor ratio (///g). 
(2.38) 
The momentum balance for the two phases gave a relationship between the 
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X), the local void fraction (a) and the friction factor ratio 
(/1/g). 
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(2.39) 
In order to complete their pressure drop correlation, they chose an extension of 
Wallis's interfacial friction factor correlation [ 18]. 
(2.40) 
They solved Eqs. (2.39) and (2.40) simultaneously to determine the local void 
fraction (a) and the interfacial friction factor ratio ifl[g). Then, they substituted these 
values into Eq. (2.38) to obtain the two-phase frictional multiplier (¢/). Finally, they 
used Eq. (2.4) to obtain the two-phase frictional pressure gradient, (dp/dz)J. where they 
calculated the two-phase frictional pressure gradient if the vapor were flowing alone, 
(dpldz)J.g as: 
(2.41) 
Crowley and Izenson method was valid only for annular flow. To define the limit 
of applicability for their method, they cited Bamea's work [42]. They found that the 
annular flow existed for a > 0.76 where gravity was not a factor. As a result, the 
prediction in this method was considered to be valid only for a> 0.76. 
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The smooth annular method is another method to predict the two-phase frictional 
pressure gradient, (dp/dz)fi in annular flow regime. In this method, the friction factor ratio 
(f //g) is assumed to equal 1. 
(2.42) 
Equation (2.42) is used in with Eq. (2.39) to calculate the void fraction (a). Then, 
the result is used in Eq. (2.38) to obtain the two-phase frictional multiplier ( ¢/). At the 
end, Eqs. (2.4) and (2.42) are used to obtain the two-phase frictional pressure gradient, 
(dpldz)J. 
The smooth annular method is considered to be valid only for a> 0.76 like 
Crowley and Izenson method [ 41]. 
Based on conservation principles and empirical correlations, Manzano-Ruiz [43] 
proposed a simple model to predict the frictional pressure-drop of two-phase, one-
component (steam/water) or two-components (air/water), flow of gas/liquid mixtures 
through large pipe diameters. This proposed model could be applicable to annular-mist 
flow patterns that was the most common type of flow regime encountered in many 
industrial applications such as district heating, nuclear facilities, steam distribution for 
enhanced oil recovery, etc. He compared his model against steam/water flow data 
through pipes of 97 mm diameter. Also, he compared his model against air/water flow 
data through pipes of 23 mm diameter. He found that the agreement obtained with the 
experimental data was of the order of 12.5% for the steam/water data and of 32.5% for 
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the air/water data. This agreement could be improved significantly when entrainment data 
were available. 
The Lockhart-Martinelli correlation [16] in its present form cannot be used to 
study a large set of data because it requires the use of charts and hence cannot be 
simulated numerically. As a result, Hemeida and Sumait [44] developed a correlation 
between Lockhart and Martinelli parameters ¢and X for a two-phase pressure drop in 
pipelines using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS). To calculate the parameter ¢as a 
function of X using SAS software, their equation was 
¢ = exp[2.303a+bLn( X )+-c-(LnX l] 
2.30 
(2.43) 
Where a; b, and c were constants. They selected the values of the constants a, b, 
and c according to the type of fluid and flow mechanisms (Table 2.6). 
Table 2.6 Values of a, b, and c for Different Flow Mechanisms 
Parameter a b c 
¢1{,1/ 0.4625 0.5058 0.1551 
¢£.It 0.5673 0.4874 0.1312 
tAuz 0.5694 0.4982 0.1255 
r/Jg,tt 0.6354 0.4810 0.1135 
¢w 0.4048 0.4269 0.1841 
¢zzt 0.5532 -0.4754 0.1481 
tPttl 0.5665 -0.4586 0.1413 
¢z.u 0.6162 -0.5063 0.124 
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The above equation enabled the development of a computer program for the 
analysis of data using the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation [16]. Using this program, they 
analyzed field data from Saudi flow lines. The results showed that the improved 
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation predicted accurately the downstream pressure in flow 
lines with an average percent difference of 5.1 and standard deviation of 9.6%. 
2.2.2 The Homogeneous Model 
McAdams, et al. [45] defined the viscosity of two-phase gas-liquid flow (p,) as 
follows: 
( x 1-xJ-' J.lm= -+--J.l g p, (2.44) 
They used the total mass flux (G), the pipe diameter (d) and the viscosity of the 
mixture (}tm) to calculate the Reynolds number of the mixture (Rem) as follows: 
Re = Gd 
m 
(2.45) 
J.lm 
They used the Reynolds number of the mixture (Rem) to calculate the Fanning 
friction factor of the mixture ifm) using single-phase flow equations but modified to use 
the homogeneous properties. 
{ 
16 Re~1 laminar 
fm = 0. 046 Re~0· 2 turbulent (2.46) 
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Finally, using the homogeneous model, they could calculate the frictional pressure 
gradient, (dp/dz)h by assuming a constant friction coefficient ifm) between the inlet and 
outlet sections of the pipe as follows: 
(2.47) 
( x 1-xJ-I Pm= -+--Pg PI (2.48) 
Cicchitti, et al. [ 46] attained preliminary studies of pressure drops, heat transfer 
coefficients, and burnout heat fluxes with wet steam at high pressures in upward vertical 
tube. They carried out their studies at experimental facility built for this purpose in the 
(Emilia) thermal power station at Piacenza, Italy. They obtained the pressure drop data 
for both zero power experiments (adiabatic) and experiments with power supply (non-
adiabatic). The test section consisted of 0.51/0.6 em, 304 stainless steel tube. They 
focused their attention on two-phase mixtures, in that the liquid phase was fully dispersed 
in the gas phase (fog flow, or spray flow, or dispersed flow). They achieved this flow 
pattern when the linear velocity of both liquid and gas phases was sufficiently high. For 
adiabatic experiments, they varied the useful tube length from 53 to Ill em. The range of 
inlet pressure was from 20 to 80 kg/cm2• The mass flux range was from 1 500 to 5 000 
kg/m2 .s. The range of inlet steam quality was from 15 to 80%. Expressed with 
dimensionless groups, the results covered the range of Reynolds number from 0. 9x 1 05 to 
5xl05. For non-adiabatic experiments, the power supplied was about 90-95% of the 
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burnout heat flux. The heated section was 40 em long. The range of inlet pressure was 
from 35 to 55 kg/cm2. The mass flux range was from 2 000 to 4 000 kg/m2.s. The range 
of inlet steam quality was from 20 to 70%. They based the pressure drop calculation on 
the homogeneous flow model. They defined the viscosity of two-phase gas-liquid flow 
(f.l,J as follows: 
f-lm = Xf.lg + ( 1- X)Jl1 (2.49) 
They used the above definition of f.lm instead of the definition of f.lm made by 
McAdams, et al. [45]. The only reason for doing this, in addition to simplicity, was a 
reasonable agreement with experimental data. They obtained a correlation for the 
pressure drop calculation. Their correlation was: 
(2.50) 
Dukler et al. [13] calculated the two-phase frictional pressure gradient, (dp/dz)fi 
on the basis ofthe homogeneous (no-slip) model as follows: 
0.125 fo =0.00140+--,;-32 Re· 
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a( A)=_[_= 1- (InA) (2.53) 
fo [1.281 +0.478lnA+0.444(lnA./ +0.094(/nA/ +0.00843(/nA/] 
B = Pi ;.,2 + p g (1- A./ 
Pm (1-a) Pm a 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
Bo Pierre [ 4 7] studied the flow resistance that occurred with boiling mediums in 
evaporators. He included in his study both straight horizontal tubes and return bends, all 
of ordinary copper tubing. He used R-12, and R-22 as the flow mediums. To study the 
effect of oil on the pressure drop, he measured the experimental values partly with an oil-
free medium (oil less than 0.5 vol.% of liquid), and partly with the presence of oil (for R-
12, with oil between 6 and 12 vol. % of liquid). The test equipment used in the 
experiments consisted of 5 different evaporators, all of the double tube heat exchanger 
type. They used tube diameters of 12 and 18 mm. The used tube length was 4.08, 4.78, 
6.50, 8.72, and 9.50 m. The mass flow rate of the refrigerant was in the range of 15-140 
kg/hr. The heat flux was in the range of 1 000-26 000 kcal/m2.hr. The evaporation 
temperature range was from -20 to 10°C. The average quality range was from 49 to 81%. 
For straight horizontal tubes, the flow resistance was separated into a friction pressure 
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drop and an acceleration pressure drop. He presented the flow resistance due to friction in 
the form of a dimensionless friction factor. He correlated this friction factor in terms of 
the Reynolds number (Re) and a boiling number (Kj). Thus, he obtained a general 
function for the friction factor for this complex type of two-phase flow. He gave 
equations for the calculation of the friction factor for both the oil-free medium and the 
oil-present medium. For the oil-free medium, the friction factor could be expressed as 
follows: 
(2.58) 
The above equation was valid only if (Re!Kj) > 1. 
For the oil-present medium, the friction factor could be expressed as follows: 
(2.59) 
The above equation was valid only if (Re!Kj) > 2. 
In the above two equations, it should be noted that the boiling number (Kj) was 
not dimensionless, but had units of N/kg. The boiling number (Kj) was defined as 
follows: 
(2.60) 
From Eqs. (2.58) and (2.59), it could be seen that oil significantly increased the 
friction factor, and, therefore, the pressure drop. 
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Based on the measured pressure drop data with R-12 and R-22 flowing inside 12 
and 18 mm diameter tubes, he developed a correlation for the pressure drop. His 
correlation was: 
L1 =[.r (X0 -X;)d]G2L 
IPnP Jav+ L d 
xav Pav 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
The above equation was valid only if (Re!K.r) > 1. The expression for the average 
density (Pav) was similar to that of the homogeneous density (p,J, but it was calculated at 
Xav. The average density (Pav) was defined as follows: 
(2.63) 
Although Bo Pierre's semi-empirical correlation was one of the best-accepted 
pressure drop correlations based on the homogeneous model, it was not applicable when 
heat flux was high with a small mass flux and hence the mass quality change between 
inlet and outlet (Lix) was relatively large. Because of this limitation ((Re!K.r) > 1), care 
should be exercised in the use of Bo Pierre's correlation. 
Also, he arranged a calculation diagram for the determination of the pressure drop 
in conventional evaporators. He made comparison between this diagram and test data for 
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different types of evaporators. He obtained good overall agreement between this diagram 
and test data. 
Powley [ 48] tried to predict Martinelli's correlation from the homogeneous 
theory. He obtained the expressions of ¢z and ¢g in terms of the Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter (X) similar to Chisholm's expressions [30], but C was defined as 
(2.64) 
Wallis [18] assumed turbulent flow in a smooth pipe (Re > 2 000). He represented 
the friction factor empirically by the Blasius equation with n = 0.25. He used the 
homogeneous model to calculate both the density and the viscosity. His correlation was: 
(2.65) 
The above multiplier could be evaluated for any x, temperature, and pressure 
condition for that density and viscosity data are available. He presented some calculated 
values for steam-water flows in a table. His table showed that ¢z/ decreased with 
increasing pressure at a given x and had a value of 1 at the critical point. He found that 
his method worked quite well for dispersed phase flows (bubbly flows) but tended to 
underpredict the pressure drop for separated flows. The Martinelli-Nelson correlation 
tended to be better for separated flows. This was perhaps to be expected since the Wallis 
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correlation based on the homogeneous model assumed a fully dispersed flow while the 
Martinelli-Nelson correlation was based on a separated (annular) flow concept. 
Lombardi and Pedrocchi [ 49] carried out research programs on two-phase flow 
pressure drop at CISE. They obtained a new general correlation to predict pressure drops 
in two-phase flow on the basis of the CISE experimental data by rearranging and 
extending previous correlations. The CISE experimental data represented different 
geometries. The geometric configuration included tube, annulus, and rod cluster. The 
CISE experimental data represented different working fluid mixtures. The working fluid 
mixtures were steam-water, argon-water, nitrogen-water, and argon-ethyl alcohol. The 
CISE experimental data represented both adiabatic and heat transfer conditions. The 
working fluid mixtures for heat transfer conditions were steam-water only. In addition, 
they varied their correlation with samples of experimental data from other laboratories. 
The proposed correlation was all the conditions for which dispersed or annular dispersed 
flow was obtained over most of the duct length. They did not take into account the flow 
patterns for which the two-phases were macroscopically separated like plug-flow and 
stratified flow. They based the correlation on known parameters (i.e. no correlated 
quantities were needed like the gas volume fraction). They varied their correlation only in 
vertical upflow. They referred to an energy balance for subdividing the overall pressure 
drop into the usual head, acceleration and friction terms. The correlation was 
(2.66) 
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Table 2. 7 gives a set of suggested values of C and n. 
Table 2. 7 A Set of Suggested Values of C and n 
Geometric Configuration c n 
round tube 0.83 (*) 1.4 
annulus, and rod cluster 0.213 (*) 1.6 
(*) If CGS units are adopted in Eq. (2.66), the values of C are 0.087 and 0.0354 
respectively. 
It was obvious that the viscosity of neither phase did not affect the frictional 
pressure drop and a new controlling parameter appeared to be the liquid surface tension. 
The correlation could be applied directly in adiabatic conditions over the whole duct 
length using the average values of the properties between the inlet and the outlet sections 
of the duct. In heat transfer conditions; the integration of the correlation over the length 
of a heated channel was used to calculate the frictional pressure drop. They varied the 
correlation against 1 3 81 experimental data points obtained on 7 different loops for a 
wide range of different parameters. The experimental data had the mass flux range of 
500-5 000 kg/m2.s. The experimental data had the equivalent diameter range of 5-25 mm. 
The experimental data had the channel length range of 0.1-4 m. The experimental data 
had gas to liquid specific volume ratio range of 15-100 (this interval corresponded 
approximately to the pressure between 20 and 90 bar for steam-water mixtures). The 
experimental data had the surface tension range of 0.02-0.08 N/m. The experimental data 
had the quality range from 1% to 98%. As a result, they found that 87% of all 
experimental data were between ±15% of the predicted values. The correlation could 
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easily be adapted to better represent particular conditions, by slightly readjusting the 
constant and the exponents of the above equation. Moreover, they checked separately the 
influence of the various known parameters. To link between single-phase and two-phase 
correlations, they found a discrepancy with single-phase correlations appeared in 
correspondence with x = 1. This was a direct consequence of the experimental trend of 
two-phase pressure showed a rapid change in the vicinity of x = 1. The same kind of 
discrepancy could not be attributed to the present correlation in correspondence with x = 
0 because the very flow patterns were no longer dispersed or annular dispersed in the 
vicinity of x = 0. In addition, they stated that acceleration and friction terms might not be 
singly correct but they were self-compensating so that their sum was correctly predicted 
anyway. 
Beggs and Brill [50] studied two-phase air-water flow in inclined pipes of 1 and 
1.5 in. (25.4 and 38.1 mm) diameter to determine the effect of pipe inclination angle (()) 
on pressure loss and liquid holdup (1-void fraction). They developed correlations for 
friction factor and liquid holdup for predicting frictional pressure gradient for two-phase 
flow in pipes at all angles for many flow conditions. To predict the two-phase frictional 
pressure gradient, (dpldz)fi they calculated first the· no-slip friction factor (f,J. They 
obtained the no-slip friction factor (f,J from a Moody diagram [51] or, for smooth pipe, 
from 
[ [ )]~ Re /, = 4log m m 4.5223log Rem-3.8215 (2.67) 
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(2.68) 
(2.69) 
After that, they found that the normalized friction factor (flf,J to be a function of 
input liquid content (A.) and liquid holdup Ht(B). Using regression analysis with 
normalized friction factor (flfm) as the dependent variable and input liquid content (A) and 
liquid holdup Ht(B) as the dependent variables, they obtained a relationship of the type 
L=es 
fm 
(2.70) 
ln(y) 
s = [-0.0523 + 3.182/ny -0.8725(lny / + 0.01853(lny /] (2.71) 
(2.72) 
Equation (2.71) became unbounded at a point in the interval 1 < y < 1.2. For yin 
this interval, they calculated the function s from 
s = ln(2.2y -1.2) (2.73) 
They found that as the flow approached all gas, input liquid content (A.) 
approached 0, s approached 0, both the friction factor (f) and the no-slip friction factor 
(fm) approached the friction factor for gas ([g). On the other hand, as the flow approached 
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all liquid, y approached 1, s approached 0, both the friction factor (f) and the no-slip 
friction factor (f,J approached the friction factor for liquid (ft). Using Eqs. (2.70)-(2.73), 
They plotted the normalized friction factor (f/f,J versus input liquid content (A.) with 
liquid holdup Ht as a parameter. Equations for predicting liquid holdup Htwill be given in 
details in the section of void fraction models. 
Finally, they obtained the two-phase frictional pressure gradient, (dp/dz)f, on the 
basis of the homogeneous model using the Dukler et al. definition [13] of two-phase 
density (p,J 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
Lombardi and Ceresa [52] presented a new correlation (DIF-2) developed at CISE 
for predicting two-phase pressure drops. This correlation was a generalization of a 
previous correlation (DIF-1) [49]. CISE-DIF-2 correlation envisaged the usual 
breakdown of total pressure drops according to the energy balance; only the friction term 
was empirically correlated by a general expression. They grouped the relevant parameters 
into two dimensionless numbers. To have a smooth transition between single-phase and 
two-phase conditions as found experimentally, they used suitable weight functions with 
taking also into account the single-phase friction coefficients. CISE-DIF-2 correlation 
was 
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(2.76) 
_ {0.046 Re;0·2 Reg > 2400 
fg- 16 Reg-1 R < 2400 eg-
(2.77) 
Gd Re =--
g f..lg 
(2.78) 
_ {0.046 Re;02 Re1 > 2400 
ft - 16 Re;1 Re1 5: 2400 
(2.79) 
(2.80) 
{ 
0. 046 Lo -o.25 Lo ;::: Lo 
fm = 0.046 Lo-1 Lo0.75 Lo < Lo (2.81) 
(2.82) 
Lo = 1.65xl06 d:
5 
(f..lg) 
(J' . f-LJ 
(2.83) 
CISE-DIF-2 correlation was valid in a wide range of parameters, including very 
low flowrates. Also, it had a satisfactory reliability in predicting experimental data. In 
addition, a remarkable analogy with single-phase correlations was evident if the Reynolds 
number (Re) was substituted by the Lo number. 
Bonfanti et al. [53] measured pressure drops of a water-nitrogen mixture flowing 
upward in two different tubular test sections. They obtained the data in the low specific 
mass flowrate region for the whole mass quality. They found that pressure drops, in 
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general, turned out to decrease by increasing specific mass flowrate or mass quality. 
These effects were just the opposite of those normally displayed. Also, total pressure 
drops might present a steep decrease in vicinity of pure gas conditions, strongly 
dependent on specific mass flowrate. In addition, friction pressure drops might present a 
steeper decrease in vicinity of pure liquid conditions, strongly dependent on specific mass 
flowrate. The data analysis suggested slight modifications both in the correlation 
structure and the relevant empirical constant values of previous CISE-DIF-2 correlation 
[52]. For round tubes, CISE-DIF-3 correlation was 
_ {0.046 Re;0·2 Reg > 2400 
fg - 16 Reg_, R < 2400 eg-
-{20 G<100 
g- 7 G~100 
_ {0.046 Re;0·2 
J;- 16 Re;' 
Re1 > 2400 
Re1 ~2400 
{ 
0. 046 Lo -o.25 Lo ;z. Lo 
fm == 0. 046 Lo -1.25 Lo Lo < Lo 
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(2.85) 
(2.86) 
(2.87) 
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
(2.90) 
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Lo = 1.25xl06 d0
2
5 (Jlg J a. Jli 
(2.91) 
(2.92) 
CISE-DIF-3 correlation was relevant to pressure drops of two-phase mixtures 
flowing upflow in vertical ducts, both in adiabatic and diabatic conditions. 
Bonfanti et al. [54] obtained density and pressure drop data in a 77.9 mm duct for 
three different flow inclinations: vertical upflow, horizontal flow and vertical downflow. 
They used water-nitrogen mixture as a working fluid. They performed their experiments 
at adiabatic conditions at room temperature of l8°C, at the pressure of 2.16 MPa and at 
low flow rates within a wide range of mass quality. In vertical upflow, pressure drops 
showed a trend opposite to that normally found. They decreased with mass quality and 
flow rate. In horizontal flow, pressure drops had a more regular trend, even if 
quantitatively unconventional. In vertical downflow, pressure drops decreased with flow 
rate at lower mass quality. The mixture density was not too different in vertical upflow 
and horizontal flow, whereas, except for higher flow rate, it was substantially different in 
vertical downflow. They found that CISE-DIF-3 correlation [53] predicted well pressure 
drops in vertical upflow. 
Beattie and Whalley [55] presented a simple two-phase pressure drop calculation 
method. They adapted a theoretically based flow pattern dependent calculation method to 
yield a simple predictive method in which flow pattern influences were partially for in an 
implicit method and hence need not to be explicitly taken into account when using the 
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method. For both bubble flow and annular flow, they proposed that the average two-
phase viscosity (pm) was replaced by a hybrid definition 
The frictional pressure gradient in two-phase flow (dpldz)1 was calculated using 
the Fanning equation for single-phase flow, but modified to use the homogeneous 
properties. Thus 
(2.94) 
f. = {0. 079 Re~0.25 turbulent 
m 16 Re~1 Ia minar (2.95) 
Re = Gd 
m (2.96) 
J-lm 
They compared the results of their method with an extensive adiabatic round tube 
data bank. The comparison showed that the method was as good as most alternative, 
more complex methods. Errors in the present method were due mainly to the neglect of 
effects like entrance effects rather than the neglect of mass flux effects. So, methods that 
more correctly allow for mass flow effects did not necessarily result in more reliable 
predictions. Excluding condensing flows, this method should also yield reasonable 
pressure drop calculation for non-adiabatic and/or complex geometry flows. 
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Lombardi and Ceresa [56] checked CISE-DIF-3 correlation [53] against 10 971 
experimental data. Although the check was satisfactory, but it suggested some 
improvements to define a new version named CESNEF-2. CESNEF-2 correlation was 
fully dimensionless and improved the predictions at very low rates, pressures and 
diameters. It was reliable within wide parameter ranges and it could also be used to 
predict mixture density at very low specific mass flow rates. CESNEF-2 correlation was 
(2.97) 
The friction factors of both phases ([g and fi) were calculated as if the mixture 
mass flux densities were all gas or all liquid and taking into account the actual flow 
regime (turbulent or laminar) and the true duct roughness. In the case of turbulent flow, 
they used the Colebrook-White correlation, as modified by Selander [57] to render it 
explicit. 
fg = ([ 3.8/ogu:, + 0.2;) r Re, > 2400 
16 Re;1 Reg~ 2400 
(2.98) 
Re = G d 
g J.lg 
(2.99) 
Re1 > 2400 (2.100) 
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Gd Re1 =--
f..lt 
{ 
0.046 Lo-025 Lo ~ 30Ce 
fm = 0.046 Lo-1·25 (30Ce) Lo<30Ce 
Lo = G2 d (f..lg Jo.5 
PmO" f-lt 
(2.101) 
(2.102) 
(2.103) 
(2.104) 
Reddy et al. [58] developed an accurate two-phase friction multiplier in round 
tubes for vertical upflow for use with the homogeneous model in nuclear core analysis. 
They employed a:· data base of 1 533 adiabatic and 864 diabatic two-phase pressure drop 
measurements on single tubes. The experimental data covered the ranges of 300 < p < 1 
300 psia, 0.33 < G < 3.3 lbm/fe.br, 0 < x < 100%, 0.2 < d < 0.6 in., and 5 < L < 100 in 
They developed the two-phase friction multiplier as a function of pressure, mass quality 
and mass flux. Their correlation was 
(2.105) 
C = {0.357( I+ Pr )x-o.mG-0·45 300 < p < 600 
1.02x-0·175G-0.45 p > 600 
(2.106) 
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They established the adequacy of the correlation at the high pressure range (2 000 
to 2 200 psia) of interest to PWRs by comparing the correlation with the Sher and Green 
[59] friction multiplier table, the Thorn correlation [26] and the homogeneous model. 
Awad and Muzychka [60] presented a simple two-phase frictional multiplier 
calculation method. They took into account the effect of the mass flux on r/Jt/. This was a 
modification of the Wallis method [18]. It overcame the main disadvantage in the Wallis 
method that rfit/ was independent on the mass flux (i.e. both small and large mass fluxes 
gave the same results). The Wallis method made a discrepancy with many investigators 
who had found that rfit/ was indeed a function of mass flux, among other things. In 
addition, comparison with other existing correlations for calculating rfit/ such as the 
Wallis correlation based on the homogeneous model without mass effect on rfit/ was 
presented. Comparison with results from other experimental test facilities for calculating 
rfit/ was also presented. 
2.2.2.1 The Homogeneous Model with Correction for Two-Dimensional Effects 
Bankoff [61] presented a variable density single-fluid model for two-phase flow. 
This model was an extension of the homogeneous model with correction for two-
dimensional effects. In his model, he proposed that the mixture flowed as a suspension of 
bubbles in the liquid, where radial gradients existed in the concentration of bubbles. The 
bubble concentration had a maximum value at the center of the pipe, decreased 
monotonically in a radial direction, and reached zero at the pipe wall. He assumed that 
the gas and liquid had the same velocity at any radial position. The relative velocity of 
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the bubbles with respect to the surrounding liquid was considered to be negligible 
compared to the stream velocity. The average velocity of the gaseous phase was greater 
than that of the liquid phase only because the gas concentration was in the regions of 
higher velocity. The mixture might be considered to be a single fluid whose density was a 
function of radial position because the slippage at any point was considered to be 
negligible. He expressed two-phase frictional pressure gradient (dp/dz)j as: 
7 
( dp/ dzh = ( dp/ dz)f.l¢;1 (2.107) 
His two-phase frictional multiplier ( ¢81) was: 
(2.108) 
(2.109) 
His method was applicable to mass qualities from 0 < x < 1. 
2.2.3 Other Correlations 
Wisman [62] proposed a new correlation for two-phase wall friction in vertical 
fluid flow. He derived his correlation from analytical considerations based upon an 
annular flow model. This new correlation was consistent for all flow patterns in vertical 
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two-phase flow although it was based upon an annular flow model. This new correlation 
yielded a smooth transition from two-phase flow to single-phase liquid flow, mainly 
because it incorporated the friction factor of the Moody diagram [51] for single-phase 
flow. The new correlation was 
( dp) _ f 1 1 ( 1 ) 2 [ 1 a Pg (ug )
2 
Pt- Pg gd] 
- - - -a piui +---- -- +a 2 
dz 1 1-0.5af d 2 1-a Pi u1 Pi ui 
f = 0.00560 + 0·500 Reo.12 
(2.110) 
(2.111) 
(2.112) 
From the above equations, it is obvious that for the case of vanishing void fraction 
(a = 0), the definitions of two-phase frictional pressure gradient and Reynolds number 
changed into the normal definitions for single-phase liquid flow. He checked the new 
correlation against 236 measurements from different sources. The standard deviation of 
these 236 measurements was 27.8%, with 68% having a relative error ofless than 28.2%. 
He also considered a simplification of the present correlation. For this 
simplification, he assumed that 
0.5af <<1 (2.113) 
(2.114) 
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Pt- Pg gd l 
a 2 << 
Pt ut 
(2.115) 
These assumptions were valid for a wide range of two-phase flow conditions, 
including many practical engineering applications. The omission of these terms gave very 
simple formulae. 
Re = P1U 1d (1-a)( J-..Ja) 
1-lt 
(2.116) 
(2.117) 
These simplifications gave increased deviations. For all 236 measurements 
together, these simplifications resulted in a mean deviation of -15.9% and a scatter band 
of 22.5%, i.e. a spread of 38.4% that justified the use of this simplified correlation for 
many practical engineering applications. 
Friedel [63] proposed a method in terms of the multiplier (¢z/). He developed his 
correlation and fit it with 25 000 data points. The smallest pipe diameter in the Friedel 
database was 4 mm. His correlation included both the gravity effect by Froude number 
(Fr), and the effect of surface tension and the total mass flux by Weber number (We). His 
correlation was 
,~, 2 E 3.24FH 
'I' - + --:-:---:-:-:--:-
lo - Fr0.045Weo.o35 (2.118) 
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E~(l-x)' +x'(p,J, J 
Pgho 
(2.119) 
F = xo.7s ( 1_ xf224 (2.120) 
H ~ ( :: J . ., ( :: J" ( J- :: r (2.121) 
Gl (2.122) Fr=--gdp~ 
G2d We=-- (2.123) 
Pm(j 
(X J-x r (2.124) Pm= -+--
Pg p, 
His correlation was for vertical upward flow and horizontal flow. He made 
comparisons between the bank data and the predictions of his correlation. The Friedel 
correlation had shown very good results in predicting two-phase frictional multiplier 
( t/Jz/) for smooth pipes with d > 7 mm. The standard deviation was around 30% for single 
component flows, and about 40-50% for two-component flows. 
Whalley [ 64] made evaluations based on heat transfer and fluid flow service 
proprietary data banlc He recommended with respect to the previous published 
correlations that the Friedel correlation should be used for pz/pg < 1000. 
Friedel [65] presented a dimensionless power correlation for the calculation of 
two-phase frictional pressure drop in unheated straight pipes during vertical co current 
downward flow. It contained all the independent primary parameters of frictional 
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pressure drop in a physically correct relationship. Also, it included the physical limits of 
single-phase liquid and gas/vapor flow, as well as critical pressure conditions in single 
component systems. He based his correlation on a large number of published 
measurements. His correlation was 
_ {0.25{0.86859/n[Re/( 1.964/nReg- 3.8215 )]}-2 Reg > 1055 
fg - 16 Reg_, R 1055 eg ~ (2.126) 
Re = G d 
g J.lg 
(2.127) 
J; = {0.25{0.86859ln[Re/(1.964lnRe1-3.8215 JJF2 Re1 > 1055 
1 16 Re,-1 R 1055 e, ~ 
(2.128) 
(2.129) 
His correlation permitted an accurate reproduction of measured data sufficient for 
use in industrial design within all the individual parameter ranges. It should permit 
qualitatively correct predictions outside of the parameter ranges covered by 
measurements. 
Olujic [66] presented a general correlation to predict frictional pressure gradient 
for gas-liquid flow in horizontal pipes. His correlation could be applied to all flow 
patterns except dispersed flow. In his model, he attempted to divide the flow regimes into 
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two regions based on the Froude number (Fr) and phase volume flow ratio (QIQg). The 
first region was the fi-region while the second region was a-region. The fi-region 
corresponded to the range of low mass quality (bubble and plug flow), where the average 
liquid velocity (ul) was approximately equal to the average gas velocity (ug). The a-
region corresponded to all other flow regimes such as wavy, slug and annular dispersed 
flow where the average gas velocity (ug) was much greater than the average liquid 
velocity (uJ. He used different models in the two different regions. For the P-region, his 
model was 
(2.130) 
He estimated the Fanning friction factor (f) in the beta model for smooth and 
rough pipes from [67] 
{ [ e 5.02 ( e 14.5)]} f= -0.5/og ---log-+-3.7 Re 3.7 Re 
He defined the parameter (K2) in the beta model to be 
K
2 
= 1.2[(7 + 8n) (7 + 15n)J (7 + 9n) (7 + 16n) 
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n = ( 0.671 J [J +(1 +0.907 f:L_J 112l QI/Qg Qg 
For the a-region, his model was 
f = 0.079 
Reo.25 
g 
(2.134) 
(2.135) 
(2.136) 
(2.137) 
The only unknown in Eq. (2.135) was the two-phase flow parameter (so) that was 
a function of different independent variables like mass flux (G), mass quality (x) and pipe 
diameter (d). He defined the two-phase flow parameter (so) as: 
(2.138) 
(2.139) 
(2.140) 
(2.141) 
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( ]
0.067 
n1 == 0.266 ;: (2.142) 
( J
-0.078 
n2 == 1. 78 ;: (2.143) 
He compared the results of the proposed method with Lockhart-Martinelli 
predictions. The predictions of the proposed method were almost higher than those of 
Lockhart-Martinelli method, particularly for rough pipe data. He gave the comparison as 
the percentage of observed points reproduced within an accuracy of ±30%. 
Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck [68] suggested a new correlation for the prediction 
of frictional pressure drop in two-phase flow (dpldz)J in pipes. Their correlation had an 
advantage that was simple and more convenient to use than othe1 methods. They 
developed an equation for the roughly linear increase of the pressure drop with increasing 
quality (for x < 0.7) as: 
(2.144) 
In order to cover the full range of flow quality (0 < x < 1 ), they used the method 
of superposition (at x == 1, (dpldz)j== (dpldz}j,g0 ). Their correlation was 
( dp) == J(l-x)/13 +(dp) x3 dz 1 dz J,go 
(2.145) 
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It was obvious that their correlation related the frictional pressure gradient in two-
phase flow (dp/dz)1 to the frictional pressure gradient if the total flow assumed liquid in 
the pipe (dp/dz)p0 , the frictional pressure gradient if the total flow assumed gas in the 
pipe (dp/dz)J,go, and the mass quality (x). To determine their reliabilities, they checked 
their correlation and another 14 correlations against a data bank containing 9 313 
measurements of frictional pressure drop for different fluids, different tube diameters 
(between 4 and 352 mm), and different flow conditions (horizontal flow, vertical upwards 
flow, and vertical downwards flow). The data bank contained only measurements with 
the frictional pressure gradient (dpldz)1 was greater than 20 Palm to avoid uncertainties 
due to the scatter of data. They claimed that the best agreement between predicted and 
measured values was obtained using the correlation suggested by Bandel [12]. 
Xiao et al. [69] developed a comprehensive mechanistic model for gas-liquid two-
phase flow in horizontal and near horizontal pipelines. In their model, they detected first 
the existing flow pattern. After that, they predicted the flow characteristics, primarily 
pressure drop and liquid holdup, for the stratified, intermittent, annular, or dispersed 
bubble flow patterns. They established a pipeline data bank that included large diameter 
field data collected from the A. G. A. database [70], and laboratory data published in the 
literature. The data bank included both black oil and compositional fluid systems. They 
evaluated the comprehensive mechanistic model against the data bank. In addition, they 
compared their model with the performance of some of the most commonly used 
correlations for two-phase flow in pipelines. Based on the comparison between the 
predicted and the measured pressure drops, the evaluation demonstrated that the overall 
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performance of the proposed model was better than that of any of the correlations for the 
wide variety of data contained in the data base, with the least absolute average percent 
error and the least standard deviation. In addition, they found that all individual flow 
pattern models gave better results than any of the empirical correlations. 
Gomez et al. [71] presented a unified mechanistic model for the prediction of flow 
pattern, liquid holdup and pressure drop in wellbores and pipelines. Their model 
consisted of a unified flow pattern prediction model and unified individual models for 
stratified, slug, bubble, annular and dispersed bubble flow, applicable to the entire range 
of inclination angles, from horizontal ( (} = 0°) to upward vertical flow ( (} = 90°). This 
model could be applied to vertical wellbores, directional wells, horizontal wells, and 
pipelines, under normal production operation or artificial lift. The proposed model 
implemented new criteria to eliminate discontinuity problems and provide smooth 
transitions between the different flow patterns. Initially, they validated the new model 
against existing, various, elaborated, laboratory and field databases. After that, they tested 
the model against a new set of field data, from the North Sea and Prudhoe Bay, Alaska 
that included 86 cases. Also, they compared the proposed model with other 6 most 
commonly used models and correlations. They claimed that the proposed model showed 
an outstanding performance for pressure drop prediction, with -1.3% average error, 5.5% 
absolute average error and 6.2 standard deviation. 
Osman and Aggour [21] presented an artificial neural network (ANN) model for 
accurate prediction of pressure drop for multi phase flow in horizontal and near horizontal 
pipes that could be used for a more effective and economical design of flow lines and 
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piping networks. They developed and tested this model using field data covering a wide 
range of variables. They used a total of 225 field data sets for training and 113 sets data 
for cross-validation of the model. Also, they used another 112 sets of data to test the 
prediction accuracy of the model and compared its performance against existing 
correlations and mechanistic models. They claimed that the present model significantly 
out-performed all other methods and provided predictions with accuracy that had never 
been possible. They also conducted a trend analysis and showed that the present model 
provided the expected effects of the different physical parameters on pressure drop. 
Garcia et al. [72] took data from 2 435 gas-liquid flow experiments in horizontal 
pipelines, including new data for heavy oil. They compiled and processed data for power 
law and composite power law friction factor correlations. Their database included the 
widest range of operational conditions and fluid properties for two-phase friction factor 
correlations. They obtained separate power laws for laminar and turbulent flows for all 
flows in the database and also for flows sorted by flow pattern. They obtained composite 
analytical expressions for the friction factor covering both laminar and turbulent flows by 
fitting the transition region between laminar and turbulent flow with logistic dose curves. 
Logistic dose curves led to rational fractions of power laws that reduced to the power 
laws for laminar flow when the Reynolds number was low and to turbulent flow when the 
Reynolds number was large. The Reynolds number appropriate for gas-liquid flows in 
horizontal pipes was based on the mixture velocity and the liquid kinematic viscosity 
because the frictional resistance of the mixture was due mainly to the liquid. The 
definition of the Fanning friction factor for gas-liquid flow used in this study is based on 
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the mixture velocity and density. Their universal (independent of flow type) composite 
(for all Reynolds number) correlation for gas-liquid Fanning friction factor (FFUC) was 
13 98 R -o.95oJ O 0925 R -o.2534 /, = 0.0925 Re-0.2534 + . em - . em 
• • ( 1 + ( ~;; )'"' )'"" (2.146) 
(2.147) 
(2.148) 
The standard deviation of the correlated friction factor from the measured value 
was estimated to be 29.05% of the measured value. They claimed that the above 
correlation was a best guess for the pressure gradient when the flow type was unknown or 
different flow types were encountered in one line. 
Also, they obtained friction factor correlations for each flow type including slug 
flow, dispersed bubble flow, stratified flow, and annular flow. They presented error 
estimates for the predicted vs. measured friction factor together with standard deviation 
for each correlation. They compared the correlations in this study with previous 
correlations, homogeneous models and mechanistic models most commonly used for 
gas-liquid flow in pipelines. They presented comparisons of the predicted pressure drop 
for each and every data point in the database because different authors used different 
definitions for friction factors and Reynolds numbers. They claimed that their 
correlations predicted the pressure drop with much greater accuracy than those presented 
by previous authors. 
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It should be noted that Garcia et al. [72] definition of the mixture Reynolds 
number is not suitable at high values of the dryness fraction. For example, for single-
phase gas flow of air-water mixture at atmospheric conditions, Garcia et al. [72] 
definition gives Rem = 14.9Reg while other well-known expressions of two-phase 
viscosity such as McAdams et al. [45] expression gives Rem= Reg. 
Bendlksen et al. [73] used the dynamic two-fluid model: OLGA in the simulation 
of two-phase oil and gas flow in pipelines. In this paper, they presented their model, in 
detail, stressing the basic equations and the two-fluid models applied. They applied 
separate continuity equations for gas, liquid bulk, and liquid droplets. These equations 
could be coupled through interphasial mass transfer. For conservation of momentum, 
they used only two equations. The first equation was a combined equation for the gas 
phase and for liquid droplets by canceling out the drag force on the gas/droplet. The 
second equation was for the liquid film at the wall. Also, they applied a mixture 
conservation energy equation. The formulation of the problem gave a set of coupled first-
order, nonlinear, partial differential equations with rather complex coefficients. They 
solved these equations numerically. For the flow regime description, they applied two 
basic flow regime classes: distributed and separated. The distributed class included 
bubble and slug flow. The separated class included stratified and annular-mist flow. They 
compared predictions of steady-state pressure drop, liquid hold-up, and flow-regime 
transitions with data from the SINTEF Two-Phase Flow Laboratory and from the 
literature over a substantial range in geometrical scale (diameters (d) from 2.5 to 20 em, 
some at 76 em, pipeline length/diameter ratios (Lid) up to 5 000, and pipe inclination (B) 
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of -15° to 90°), pressures from 100 kPa to 1 0 MPa, and a variety of different fluids. They 
claimed that the model gave reasonable results compared with transient data in most 
cases. The predicted flow maps and the frequencies of terrain slugging agreed well with 
experiments as they claimed. Also, they presented comparisons with evaluated field data. 
2.2.4 Experimental Study 
Hoogendoorn [74] made an investigation of gas-liquid flow in horizontal smooth 
and rough pipes under adiabatic conditions. He used air-water, air-gas oil and air-spindle 
oil mixtures as the working fluid. For smooth pipes, the range of inner diameter was from 
24 to 140 mm. For rough pipes, the inner diameter was 50 mm with roughness (8/d) 
values of 0.030, 0.019, 0.0030, and 0.0012. During his experiments, the observed flow 
patterns were stratified flow, wave flow, plug flow, slug, flow, mist-annular flow, and 
froth flow. The flow patterns occurring with gas-oil flow could be predicted from one 
diagram, the effect of pipe diameter and liquid viscosity was small. The same diagram 
could be used for gas-water flow with an enlarged wave flow region. For the pressure 
drop, he found that the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation was valid only for plug, slug, and 
froth flow at atmospheric pressure. He discovered that the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation 
could not be used for plug, slug, and froth flow, if gas densities were different from that 
of air at atmospheric pressure. Also, he found that it was inadequate for stratified, wave, 
and mist-annular flow under any conditions. As a result, he gave separate new 
correlations for these cases that the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation was not suitable. For 
the case of plug, slug, and froth flow, he gave a new correlation in the form: 
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(G ]0·5 (G ]1·3 (G J n = 9.5 G~ -62.6 G~ for G~ < 0.03 (2.150) 
n=l for(~~ J;, 0.03 (2.151) 
For the case of wave flow, he gave a new correlation that included the effect of 
pipe diameter and pipe roughness. His correlation was 
(G 
J
1
.4
5
( 2 J (G J g 1 L G1 g ~~ =C- --- for- <0.8 
G, 2 d Pg G1 
(2.152) 
Table 2.8 shows the effects of pipe diameter and liquid viscosity on C. 
Table 2.8 Effects of Pipe Diameter and Liquid Viscosity on C 
d(m) C (air-gas oil) C (air-spindle oil) 
0.050 0.026 0.028 
0.091 0.022 
0.140 0.021 0.022 
Table 2.9 shows the effect of pipe roughness on C, for air-gas oil in 50 mm pipes. 
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Table 2.9 Effect of Pipe Roughness on C, for Air-Gas Oil in 50 mm Pipes 
Pipe Roughness (Eid) c 
0.0012 0.026 
0.0030 0.032 
0.019 0.045 
0.030 0.052 
For the case of mist-annular flow, he found that Ap1 was independent of liquid 
mass flux if this was greater than 30 kg/m2.s. For air-gas oil flow, he gave a new 
correlation in the form: 
( 1 L G
2 J 
.dp 1 = 0.12(G g F0.25 ___ g for 30 < G1 < 200kg I m2 .s 2 d Pg (2.153) 
For rough 50 mm pipes with air-gas oil flow, he found that in the case of not too 
great roughness ((Eid) = 0.0012, and 0.0030, ore= 0.06, and 0.15 mm), the pressure drop 
was nearly equal to that for mist-annular flow in smooth pipes. For great roughness ((Eid) 
= 0.0~ 9, and 0.03, or e = 0.95, and 1.5 mm), the pressure drop was about 1.1 of that for 
air flowing alone. Also, he developed a capacitive method enabling accurate 
measurements of liquid holdup to be made. He correlated the results of liquid holdup 
measurements empirically with the slip velocity between the phases. 
Isbin et al. [75] studied frictional pressure drop of steam-water mixtures for 
adiabatic flow in horizontal pipes of 0.484 and 1.062 in. diameter respectively. The range 
of pressure was from 25 to 1 415 psia. They carried out the low pressure experiments (25 
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to 100 psia) in 1.062 in. diameter. The range of the intermediate pressure was from 400 to 
800 psig). They carried out the high pressure experiments (1 000 to 1 415 psia) in 0.484 
in. diameter. The total mass flow rate range was from 454 to 4 350 lbmlhr. In their 
experiments, they used 3 ranges of inlet steam flow rates; low (330 to 434 lbmlhr), 
medium (800 to 900), and high (1 250 to 1 350). They varied the mass quality from about 
8 to 98%. They calculated the mass quality in the test section from an energy balance. 
They synthesized the steam-water mixtures by mixing steam and water. They took 
considerable care to ensure that the method of mixing did not affect the pressure drop 
results and that the pressure measurements were made far from the inlet and outlet 
sections of the pipe. They compared the data to standard correlations. They suggested a 
new restricted correlation that took into account the pressure and flow rate dependencies. 
Chawla [76] determined the local heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop in 
horizontal evaporator tubes experimentally as a function of the quality, the heat flux 
intensity, the mass flow rate of refrigerant, and the saturation temperature. He used R-11 
as a working fluid. He used copper tubes of 6, 14, and 25 mm internal diameter for his 
experiments. He found that in the region of low intensity heat fluxes, the local heat 
transfer coefficient was essentially a function of the mass flow rate and independent on 
the heat flux intensity. On the other hand, in the case of high heat flux intensities, he 
found that the local heat transfer coefficient was primarily dependent on the heat flux 
intensity. The graphs for local heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop indicated a 
maximum value at a definite quality. He correlated the experimental values for the local 
heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop with good accuracy by means of 
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dimensionless equations. He suggested his correlation based on the velocity ratio between 
the vapor and liquid phases. Based on gas frictional pressure gradient (dpldz)J,g, Chawla 
suggested the following method: 
( dp I dz)1 = ( dp I dz)J,gr/JChawla (2.154) 
His two-phase frictional multiplier ( r/Jchawia) was: 
(2.155) 
s = [( )0./67 
1 
0.9 0.5] 
g.] Re,
1
Fr. e :x) (::) (:: J 
(2.156) 
(2.157) 
(2.158) 
( x 1-xJ-J Pm= -+--Pg P1 (2.159) 
His method was applicable to mass qualities from 0 < x < 1. 
Gronnerud [77] investigated two-phase flow resistance that occurred with boiling 
refrigerants in circulation type evaporators. He used R-12, and R-717 (NH3) as the 
refrigerants. Most of the data used were supplied from extensive tests on a coil-type 
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evaporator. The coil was constructed from 26.2/33 mm steel pipe. He supplied the heat 
load by electric heating cables. He measured wall and refrigerant temperatures by a large 
number of fine thermocouples. He used 13 pressure taps to find the development of 
pressure during the passage of the heat transfer zone. He observed the actual flow pattern 
through short glass sections installed at equal distances along the tube. He varied the heat 
flux up to 2 600 W/m2 for tests with R-717, and somewhat less for R-12. The range of 
evaporation temperature was from -45 to 5°C. The mass flux range was from 20 to 1 600 
kg/m2.s. Expressed with dimensionless groups, the results covered the range Re1o = 2x103 
to 2x105, Fr10 = 0.004 to 20, boiling number (Bgct} up to 2.2x104 , and density ratio (plpg) 
= 70 to 1 100. The experimental data included about 400 measurements of two-phase 
pressure drop with R-12, and about 600 measurements with R-717. He carried out the test 
series with R -12 with high thermal stability, while R-717 tests were somewhat less 
satisfactory in this respect. The observed flow patterns included all the main flow patterns 
described as bubbly, plug, stratified, wavy, slug, crescent, annular, and spray. He 
compared the experimental data from R-12 tests with Lockhart-Martinelli, Chawla, and 
Bo Pierre correlations. The pressure drop predicted by Lockhart-Martinelli correlation 
was much higher than the measured one. The scatter was far beyond what could be 
expected. The pressure drop predicted by Chawla correlation agreed with the measured 
one within ± 30%. For x < 0.1, the calculated values dropped too much below the 
measured values, and the scatter was high. The predicted values by Bo Pierre correlation 
partly agreed with the measured values for lower pressure drop. At higher pressure drop, 
the predicted values were much too low. The scatter was unreasonably great, and similar 
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to that of Lockhart-Martinelli correlation. Also, he compared the experimental data from 
R-717 tests with Lockhart-Martinelli correlation. The Lockhart-Martinelli correlation 
gave calculated values between 50% and 200% higher than the measured ones. The 
scatter in this comparison was greater than for the R-12 data due to the stability problem 
connected with R-717 tests. From the comparison of the measurements with the 
commonly used pressure drop correlations, it could be seen that the calculations did not 
give the precision required for optimizing evaporators. So, he developed a general 
formula that could assure better accuracy of pressure drop calculations. His correlation 
was 
(2.160) 
His two-phase frictional multiplier ( t/Jgd) could be defined as follows: 
(2.161) 
If the Froude number when the total flow assumed liquid in the pipe (Frto) was 
greater than or equal to 1, then the friction factor (fF,.) had a value of 1.0. If Frto was less 
than 1, then: 
( )
2 
0.3 1 fFr = Frio + 0. 0055 In-
Frio 
(2.162) 
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His correlation was applicable to 0 ~ x < 1. His equations correlated 98% of R -12 
data within the limits of ± 30% deviation and 95% of the data within ± 20%. His 
equations correlated 87% ofR-717 data within the limits of± 30%. Although the scatter 
of these results was greater, the experimental data verified the general applications of his 
equations. Also, the analysis included about 250 measurements of total pressure drop of 
adiabatic R-12 two-phase flow in a horizontal tube with inside diameter of20.8 mm. The 
data obtained from these tests could also be correlated with his equations within the limits 
of ± 20%. He claimed that the pressure drop predicted by his correlation agreed 
reasonably well, both for R-12 and R-717, in spite of the great differences in physical 
properties. The scatter that appeared in the comparison diagrams between the measured 
and calculated values was relatively small taking into consideration the fluctuations 
normally occurring in large industrial evaporators. 
Rashid and Edward [78] used a horizontal boiling water loop to obtain pressure 
drop and heat transfer data for two-phase steam-water flow for pressures of up to 825 
kPa. They used the data to examine the predictions of the separated flow model using the 
Lockhart-Martinelli method of estimating the two-phase friction multiplier. The influence 
of mass flux on the two-phase friction multiplier has been reported for high pressure 
systems by many workers. Their work confirmed the existence of the influence of mass 
flux on the two-phase friction multiplier at low pressures. Also, they found that the 
system pressure had an effect on the two-phase friction multiplier. They presented a 
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correlation for the two-phase friction multiplier, incorporating the effects of mass flux 
and pressure. They expressed the Chisholm parameter, C, as 
C = 3.218(2000 I G / 3602 (vg I v1 f 262 (2.163) 
They tested the correlation against data from two independent sources. They 
found the predictions to be in very good agreement with the data. 
Hashizume [79] performed experiments to obtain data on flow pattern, void 
fraction, and pressure drop of refrigerant two-phase flow in a horizontal pipe. He used R-
12 and R-22 as refrigerants. He changed the saturation pressure from 5.7 bar 
(corresponding to a saturation temperature of 20°C for R-12) to 19.6 bar (corresponding 
to a saturation temperature of 50°C for R-22). He used a natural circulation loop. The 
inner diameter ofthe measurement section was 10 ± 0.05 mm. The measurement section 
included the entrance region, the pressure drop measurement section, the void fraction 
measurement section, the flow pattern observation section, and the exit region. Their 
lengths were 1 000, 2 000, 100, 200, and 400 mm, respectively. To minimize the heat 
leakage to or from the environment, he thermally insulated all piping and components of 
the loop, except for some parts of the void fraction measurement section, and the flow 
pattern observation section with 50 mm glass wool. Further, he located the loop, except 
for the condenser, in a room with an air conditioner, and the room temperature was held 
at a constant value that was below 5-10 K than the saturation temperature in the 
measurement section. He observed 5 types of flow pattern. They were stratified flow, 
wavy flow, slug flow, semi-annular flow, and annular flow. Semi-annular flow was a 
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transient flow pattern to annular flow. In semi-annular flow, a continuous liquid film flow 
could be observed, but the liquid film at the top of the pipe was too thinner than at the 
bottom to be determined as annular flow. He performed void fraction measurement by the 
shut-off method. He used a differential transducer with lineariser and amplifier for the 
pressure drop measurement. To protect the transducer, he closed a pressure-balancing 
valve between capillary tubes only during the pressure drop measurement. He found that 
systematically produced experimental data, especially on void fraction, had not been 
published previously in this range, though they would be useful in practical applications. 
In addition, the experimental data would be helpful to clarify the applicability of the 
available correlations and their accuracy, and to develop theoretical models of two-phase 
flow. 
Hashizume et al. [80] analyzed two-phase flow in horizontal pipe using simplified 
models for annular and stratified flow. They described the velocity profiles for the liquid 
and gas phase for the turbulent flow with the Prandtl mixing length. They modeled the 
stratified flow as flow between parallel plates. From these models, they calculated the 
frictional pressure drop for each flow pattern region (annular and stratified flow). They 
covered the intermediate region (wavy flow) between annular and stratified flow using 
linear interpolation on a log-log plot between the two extremes according to the proposal 
by Bandel [12], and Bandel and Schliinder [81,82]. They determined the flow pattern 
transitions using the modified Baker map, whereas Bandel determined the flow pattern 
transitions empirically from the comparison of their pressure drop calculation method 
with experimental data. They compared the calculation method for frictional pressure 
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drop based on this analysis with the flow pattern transition according to the modified 
Baker map with refrigerant data presented by Hashizume [79], Chawla [76], and Bandel 
[12]. They claimed that comparison of their analysis with existing experimental data of 
refrigerants showed good agreement. 
Jung and Radermacher [83] made an experimental study on pressure drop of pure 
and mixed refrigerants during horizontal annular flow boiling under uniform heat flux. 
The objective of the study was investigating mixture effects (if there were any) on 
pressure drop as well as developing of a simple correlation for design engineers. They 
used R22, R114, R12, and R152a as the working fluid. The primary experimental 
parameters were overall composition, mass flow rate, heat flux, and quality. The overall 
compositions for R22/ R114, and R12/R152a mixtures were 0, 23, 48, 77, and 100 mole 
% R22, and 0, 21, 60 (azeotrope, R500), 89, and 100 mole % R12, respectively. The 
range of mass flow rate was 16-46 g/s (equivalent to 250-720 kg/m2.s). The range of heat 
flux was 10-45 kW/m2. The quality ranged up to 95%. They made the test section of two 
identical 4 m long, 9.1 mm i.d., type 304 stainless steel tubes (specification ASTMA 
269/213) with a nominal thickness of 0.25 mm. The test section was very long to 
eliminate entry length effects. Due to space limitation, they connected these test sections 
by a 180° U-turn bend, made of copper tube with the same inside diameter. They heated 
the test section using DC power supply (60 V, 300 A). There were three bus connections 
to the DC power supply on the first 4 m section and five on the second 4 m section. These 
bus connections effectively created a variable length test section. They used four pressure 
transducers and one differential pressure transducer in conjunction with two-5 way valves 
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for the pressure measurements at 8 bus connections. For most of the tests, they kept the 
pressure at the outlet of the test section at a reduced pressure of 0.08. To determine the 
effect of pressure, they performed several tests at reduced pressures of 0.12 and 0.16. 
They determined the reduced pressures for mixtures from the critical pressures calculated 
by a linear mole fraction weighting (ideal mixing rule) of the pure components' critical 
pressure values. They took more than 600 pressure drop data of R22/Rll4, and 
Rl2/Rl52a mixtures. For single-phase pressure drops, they compared the results of five 
tests for pure refrigerants and eight for mixtures with the Blasius type correlation 
suggested by McAdmas [84]. The correlation predicted the present results with a mean 
deviation of 8%. In addition, they compared the results against well-known correlations. 
Bo Pierre's correlation based on the homogeneous model failed to correlate half of the 
present data. Care should be taken in its use especially when mass flow rate was low with 
a high heat flux. Martinelli and Nelson correlation based on the separate model 
overpredicted the present data by 20%. However, pressure drops with both pure and 
mixed refrigerants were well correlated by Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for the 
turbulent liquid-turbulent gas flow type (XtJ. Furthermore, no composition dependence of 
pressure drop was found with mixtures. They developed a new correlation by modifying 
Martinelli and Nelson correlation. They applied the thermodynamic corresponding states 
principles to correlate the property group commonly encountered in two-phase flow by 
using a reduced pressure. They provided a chart to facilitate the estimation of pressure 
drop during flow boiling. The correlation was 
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(2.164) 
The correlation predicted the present data for both pure and mixed refrigerants 
with a mean deviation of 8.4%. 
Souza et al. [85] conducted an experimental study to provide the local pressure 
drop during two-phase flow of pure refrigerants and refrigerant-oil mixtures in horizontal 
smooth copper tubes. Examples of pure refrigerants were R-12 and R-134a (ozone-safe 
refrigerant). For refrigerant-oil mixtures, they investigated the influence of oil on the 
pressure drop with oil concentrations up to 5% by weight. They added P AG 
(Polyalkylene Glycol) and ester oils to R-134a and mineral oils to R-12. They made the 
test section of 8.0 ft (2.44 m) long, 0.43 in. (1 0.9 mm) i.d. smooth copper tube. They 
conducted adiabatic and uniform heat flux applied to test section (non-adiabatic) tests in 
the application range of residential and automobile air conditioning evaporators. They 
applied a uniform heat flux to the test section using electrical resistance strip heaters that 
were wrapped along the tube. They soldered sixteen thermocouples inside grooves along 
the external surface of the tube to measure surface temperature at various axial locations. 
They soldered pressure taps at the inlet and outlet of the test section onto the tube. They 
measured the pressure drop directly from the differential pressure transducer through the 
data acquisition system. They determined the inlet quality to the test section from an 
energy balance on the preheater. They observed the flow patterns through the sight 
glasses at the inlet and outlet of the horizontal test section. For most of the tests, the 
predominant flow pattern was annular flow. For lower mass fluxes and qualities, they 
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also observed wavy-stratified and semi-annular flow. For higher mass fluxes and 
qualities, they also observed misty-annular flow. They developed a new correlation for 
two-phase frictional pressure drop of pure refrigerants inside horizontal straight smooth 
tubes using the separated flow model, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for the turbulent 
liquid-turbulent gas flow type (XtJ, and the liquid Froude number (Frl). They included 
the liquid Froude number (Frl) in their correlation because when body forces and inertia 
forces were significant in the flow, i.e. for stratified or wavy flow regimes, the liquid 
Froude number played an important role in the correlation. The correlation was 
For 0 < Frt:::;; 0.7 
For Frt> 0.7 
c1 =4.172+5.480Fr1 -1.564Fr/ 
c2 = 1. 773 -0.169Ffi 
c1 = 7.242 
c2 = 1.655 
(2.165) 
(2.166) 
(2.167) 
In their correlation, when the liquid Froude number (Fru was greater than 0.7, the 
flow was predominantly annular, the gravitational force was negligible, and the two-
phase flow frictional multiplier could be well correlated based on the Lockhart-Martinelli 
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parameter alone. Therefore, when the liquid Froude number (Frt) was greater than 0. 7, 
the liquid Froude number (Frl) dependence of coefficients in Eq. (2.165) was dropped. 
They found that their correlation predicted the frictional pressure drop for both R-134a 
and R-12 data within ±10% with a mean deviation of 4.6%. To determine the acceleration 
pressure drop, they used a model for which the void fraction was determined by the 
correlation of Zivi [17] using the concept of minimum entropy production. The total 
pressure drop for two-phase flow, i.e. frictional and acceleration, could be obtained by 
adding the resulted numerical integration of the frictional local pressure drop correlation 
over the length of the tube (i.e. over the evaporator quality change) with the acceleration 
pressure drop. They found that they predicted the total pressure drop for both R-134a and 
R-12 data within ±20% with a mean deviation of 6.2%. For refrigerant-oil mixtures, they 
found that the pressure drop increased as oil concentration increased. They developed a 
functional dependence between the ratio of the pressure drop with and without oil and the 
oil concentration. The correlation could be expressed as follows for oil concentrations 
between 0 and 5% only: 
(2.168) 
The above correlation predicted the average pressure drop for both R-134a and R-
12 data within ±7.5% with a mean deviation of3.3%. 
Souza and Pimenta [86] designed and developed a single tube evaporator test 
facility to measure pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients during two-phase flow of 
pure and mixed refrigerants inside horizontal straight copper tubes. For both adiabatic 
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and non-adiabatic (uniform heat flux) tests, they conducted tests in the application range 
of automobile and domestic refrigeration. They used R-12 and R-22 as an example of 
pure refrigerants. They used R-134a, MP-39 (zoetrope which had different saturation 
temperatures for same evaporator pressure, a mixture of 52 wt% R-22, 33% R-124, and 
15 wt% R-152a) and R-32/125 (azoetrope which had the same saturation temperatures for 
same evaporator pressure, a mixture of60 wt% R-32, and 40 wt% R-125) as an example 
of mixed refrigerants. They varied the inside tube diameter from 7.747 to 10.92 mm. 
They varied the tube length from 1.27 to 1.2954 m. They varied the test section inlet 
quality from 0 to 100%. They varied the mass flux from 50 to 600 kg/m2.s. They varied 
the heat flux from 5 to 30 kW/m2. They varied the saturation temperature from- 20 to+ 
15°C. They measured the pressure drop directly from the differential pressure transducer 
through the data acquisition system. They determined the inlet quality to the test section 
from an energy balance on the preheater. For both adiabatic and non-adiabatic (uniform 
heat flux) tests, they observed the flow patterns through the sight glasses at the inlet and 
outlet of the horizontal test section. The observed flow patterns were stratified, stratified-
wavy, wavy, slug, wavy-annular, annular, and spray. For most of the tests, the 
predominant flow pattern was annular flow. For high mass fluxes, the observed flow 
pattern was predominantly annular while the observed flow pattern was predominantly 
stratified-wavy for low mass fluxes. They developed a new correlation for two-phase 
frictional pressure drop of pure and mixed refrigerants inside horizontal straight tubes 
using the separated flow model, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for the turbulent 
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liquid-turbulent gas flow type (X,J, and an adequate physical property index (I). The 
correlation was 
(2.169) 
( J
0.5( J0./25 
r = PJ J.lg 
Pg J.lJ 
(2.170) 
When compared the obtained results with this semi-empirical correlation to the 
obtained experimental data, they found that the mean absolute error was 0.276 kPa and 
the mean relative error or mean deviation was 8.2%. They claimed that comparisons with 
other correlations (Martinelli-Nelson [8], Baroczy [28], Chisholm [33], and Jung-
Radermacher [83]) were adequate and consistent. They also claimed that comparisons 
with results from other experimental test factilities (Anderson et al. [87], Chaddock and 
Noerager [88]) showed good results. Thus, the obtained results with this semi-empirical 
correlation were good and sufficient accurate for engineering purposes. To determine the 
acceleration pressure drop, they used a model for which the void fraction was determined 
by the correlation of Zivi [17] using the concept of minimum entropy production. The 
total pressure drop for two-phase flow, i.e. frictional and acceleration, could be obtained 
by adding the resulted numerical integration of the frictional local pressure drop 
correlation over the length of the tube (i.e. over the evaporator quality change) with the 
acceleration pressure drop. They found that the calculated total pressure drop predicted 
the data well within the range of variation of the parameters considered in this study. 
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Ungar and Cornwell [89] presented data for an adiabatic two-phase pressure drop 
of ammonia in small diameter horizontal tubes. They performed their tests at 
NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX, U. S. A. in October 1991. Their data had 
direct application to the sizing of the flow through radiator tubes in the Space Station 
Freedom heat rejection system. They operated the insulated system at or near ambient 
temperature to minimize the heat leakage to or from the environment. They enclosed the 
entire test apparatus in an ammonia test enclosure that incorporated a vent system 
because ammonia was a hazardous material. They compared their data to existing 
correlations for pressure drop. They found that their data were significantly lower than 
the most commonly used correlations. So, two-phase pressure drop of ammonia in small 
diameter tubes could not predict with acceptable accuracy using the methods normally 
used for large diameter tubes. On the other hand, several of the less commonly used 
correlations (McAdams et al. [45], for homogeneous prediction and Asali et al. [40], for 
annular flow prediction) predicted the data accurately. Because of ease of calculation, 
McAdams et al. [45] correlation used for homogeneous pressure drop prediction had been 
recommended for use in sizing the Space Station Freedom Active Thermal Control 
System (SSF ATCS) flow through radiator tubes to yield an acceptable pressure drop. 
Huang and Van Sciver [90] reported pressure drop and void fraction of two-phase 
helium flowing in horizontal tubes. They used a single stroke bellows pump to drive the 
horizontal flow loop. They changed the mass flow rate (m) from 0.5 to 2.0 g/s. They 
changed the system pressure from 0.65 to 1.2 atm. They used an in-line capacitance 
probe to obtain void fraction data. Then, they deduced from void fraction data using the 
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slip ratio relation. They found that the slip ratio was always greater than unity and 
decreased towards unity with increasing mass flow rate and increasing system pressure. 
They analyzed their results for the two-phase pressure drop measurements in terms of the 
conventional two-phase pressure drop multiplier ( f/JI/) that was found to depend on 
system pressure and vapor quality. They found that the mass flow rate did not appear to 
have an effect on the two-phase frictional multiplier. In addition, they found that the tube 
size had a slight effect on the two-phase pressure drop multiplier at 1.2 atm. However, the 
tube size effect quickly diminished as the system pressure reduced. In general, for the 
range of parameters studied, the homogeneous model gave a much better prediction of 
the two-phase friction multiplier than did the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation. 
Wang et al. [91] studied two-phase flow heat transfer and pressure drop 
characteristics of both pure refrigerants and mixtures in a smooth horizontal tube with a 
nominal diameter of9.52 mm. The used refrigerants were R-22 and R-407C (a mixture of 
23 wt% R-32, 25 wt% R-125, and 52 wt% R-134a). They used two different evaporation 
pressures of 600 kPa, and 680 kPa. The used mass flux (G) was between 100 to 300 
kg/m2.s. The used heat flux (q) was between 6 000 to 14 000 W/m2• They presented 
experimental data in the form of quasi-local (locally averaged) heat transfer coefficients 
by controlling the inlet quality of the test tube using the preheater and frictional pressure 
drop. In addition, they reported the effects of heat flux, mass flux, and evaporation 
pressure on the heat transfer coefficients in their investigation. They found that the heat 
transfer coefficient increased with heat flux, mass flux, and evaporation pressure for R-
22. On the other hand, the effect of evaporation pressure on the heat transfer coefficients 
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for R-407C was assumed negligible. The reduction of heat transfer coefficients for R-
407C was approximately 50% to 70% as compared to R-22. The pressure drop ofR-407C 
was similar to that ofR-22 at low mass flux (G = 100 kg/m2.s). The reduction of pressure 
drop for R-407C was approximately 45% as compared to R-22 at higher mass flux (G = 
300 kg/m2.s). The reduction in both of the heat transfer coefficients and frictional 
pressure drop might be attributed to the difference in flow pattern for the pure refrigerant 
and the mixture. 
Yang and Webb [92] measured single-phase liquid, and two-phase flow pressure 
drop of R-12 in small hydraulic diameter extruded aluminum horizontal tubes with and 
without micro-fins under adiabatic conditions. They used two different tubes in this 
study. The first tube was a rectangular plain tube with a hydraulic diameter of 2.64 mm. 
The second tube was a rectangular micro-fin tube with a hydraulic diameter of 1.56 mm. 
For single-phase liquid flow, the data spanned Reynolds number based on hydraulic 
diameter between 2 500 and 23 000. For two-phase flow, the data spanned mass flux 
between 400 and 1 400 kg/m2.s, and vapor quality between 0.1 and 0.9. For single-phase 
liquid flow, they claimed that the friction factors for the plain and micro-fin tubes were 
uniformly 14% and 36% higher, respectively, than that predicted by the Blasius equation. 
For two-phase flow, they found that the pressure drop increased with increasing mass 
flux and vapor quality. The pressure drop of the micro-fin tube was higher than that of 
the plain tube at same mass flux and vapor quality. Also, they developed predictive 
methods for the single-phase liquid and two-phase friction factor. These data were not 
well correlated by the Chisholm correlation that used the Lockhart-Martinelli two-phase 
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multiplier. However, the equivalent mass flux concept proposed by Akers et al. [93], 
provided a very good correlation of the present data. Both the plain and micro-fin tube 
data were correlated within ±20% by a single curve. They found that the ratio of the two-
phase and single-phase liquid friction factors for both the plain and micro-fin tubes were 
well correlated by a single curve, for all mass fluxes and vapor qualities tested. Since 
vapor shear was the only force that contributed to the frictional pressure drop in the plain 
tube, it was also the only significant force operative in the micro-fin tube. Thus, surface 
tension force played no significant role in affecting the frictional pressure drop in the 
micro-fin tube. 
Zhang and Webb [94] measured single-phase, and two-phase flow pressure drop 
of refrigerants in small-diameter horizontal tubes under adiabatic conditions. They used 
R-134a, R-22, and R-404A as refrigerants. They used three different tubes in this study. 
The first tube was a multi-port, flat extruded aluminum tube with a hydraulic diameter of 
2.13 mm. The other two tubes were copper tubes with inside diameters of 6.25 and 3.25 
mm, respectively. The used range of mass flux (G) was from 200 to 1 000 kg/m2 .s. The 
used range of vapor quality (x) was from 20 to 89%. The used range of saturation 
temperature was from 20 to 65°C. They found that the single-phase friction factor data 
agreed with the Blasius equation if= 0. 079Re"0·25) within ± 10%. The Friedel correlation 
did not predict the friction two-phase pressure drops in small diameter tubes accurately, 
especially for high-reduced pressure (p, = pipe). This was due to the Friedel correlation 
gave good results in predicting two-phase frictional multiplier ( ¢1/) for smooth tubes 
with d > 7 mm. They developed a new correlation for two-phase friction pressure drop in 
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small diameter tubes by modifying the Friedel correlation using the data taken in the 
present and in a previous study. The new correlation was 
(2.171) 
The new correlation predicted 119 data points with a mean deviation of 11.5%. 
Chen et al. [95] measured two-phase pressure drop in small horizontal smooth 
round copper tubes of diameters of 1.02, 3.17, 5.05, and 7.02 mm respectively. The 
corresponding lengths for the pressure drop measurements were 150, 995, 995, and 995 
mm respectively. They used air-water as a working fluid. They compared their 
experimental data with homogeneous, slug, and annular flow models, as well as the 
commonly used empirical correlations. They compared all the measured pressure data 
with the predictions of empirically correlations of Troniewski-Ulbrich [96], Friedel [63], 
and Chisholm [33]. Their deviations were 276.35%, 156.94%, and 84.82%, respectively. 
Thus, their tested results indicated that the empirical correlations available in the 
literature were failed to predict the data. They found that the slug flow and annular flow 
model gave fair predictions to their corresponding flow regime data. Also, the 
homogeneous model showed the best prediction as compared to other empirical 
correlations. However, they observed over-predictions for homogeneous and annular 
models at higher mass flux and higher quality region for 1.02, and 3.17 mm data. Since 
surface tension had a strong effect on the smooth liquid-vapor interface in smaller tubes. 
So, they developed empirical correlation based on the homogeneous model by 
introducing the Bond (Bo) and Weber (We) numbers. The modified correlation was: 
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(dp) = Q (dp) dz f m dz f,m (2.172) 
{ 
1 +(0.2-e-Bo) Bo < 2.5 
.0. ~ 1+(~:::)-e-80 Bo > 2.5 (2.173) 
(2.174) 
(2.175) 
They compared between the modified homogeneous predications and their 
experimental data. The new correlation gave a mean deviation of 23.98%. Also, They 
modified the Friedel correlation. The modified Friedel correlation was: 
(dp) (dp) - = Q Friedel -dz J dz J,Friedel (2.176) 
0.0333Re~45 Bo < 2.5 Re~·09 (1 + 0.4e-Bo) 
{}Friedel= 
We 02 Bo > 2.5 
(2.177) 
2.5 +0.06Bo 
g( p1 - p g)( d I 2/ Bo = ___ .::..._ _ _ (2.178) 
(2.179) 
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They compared between the modified Friedel correlation predications and their 
experimental data. The new correlation gave a mean deviation of 23.76%. The modified 
homogeneous model and the modified Friedel correlation were applicable for tube 
diameters less 10 mm. In order to check the capabilities of the proposed correlations, they 
compared the modified homogeneous model and the modified Friedel correlation with 
four refrigerants data sets of R-12, R-22, R-134, and R-410A from other investigators. 
They observed that there were fairly good agreements of data and predictions. 
Chen et al. [97] developed an empirical correlation to predict the two-phase 
pressure drop in small diameter tubes (d < 10 mm). In order to collect two-phase pressure 
drop data in small diameter tubes, they performed experiments and updated data from the 
literature. Data from the literature contained 8 refrigerants (ammonia, R-12, R-22, R-125, 
R-134a, R-404, R-407C, and R-410A) and 3 air-water data sets. The total number of data 
points was 1 484. They made comparisons between commonly used correlations and the 
collected data. They found that the Chisholm correlation showed poor predictive ability 
to the referred data having smaller diameter tubes. The Chisholm correlation gave a mean 
deviation of 95.1 %. The Friedel correlation and the Souza and Pimenta correlation gave 
fair predictions for the refrigerant data, but failed to predict the air-water data because of 
the surface tension effect. The Friedel correlation gave a mean deviation of 80.4%. The 
Souza and Pimenta's correlation gave a mean deviation of 66.9%. They concluded that 
the homogeneous model gave good predictions for the refrigerant and air-water data sets. 
The homogeneous model gave a mean deviation of 34.7%. In this regard, they developed 
an empirical correlation based on the homogeneous model since they noticed that it 
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showed a better predictive ability than the other empirical correlations. They modified the 
homogeneous model by introducing the Bond (Bo) and Weber (We) numbers and other 
related dimensionless parameters in order to develop a general correlation for practical 
applications. They gave the proposed modified homogeneous model as: 
(dp) = Q (dp) dz f m dz f,m (2.180) 
0.85- 0.082Bo-0·5 80We-'·6 + 1. 76Fr0.068 + ln(Reg)- 3.34 Q = +----------~~~~~~-----
m 0.57 + 0.004 Re~·5 + 0.04Fr-' 1 + / 8·5- 1000Pg 1 p,J (2.181) 
(2.182) 
{ 
16Re;' laminar 
fm = 0. 079 Re ~0. 25 turbulent (2.183) 
They claimed that the new correlation gave a mean deviation of 19.1 %. 
Ould Didi et al. [98] obtained two-phase pressure drop data for evaporation of 
refrigerants in horizontal tubes. They used two different horizontal test sections of 10.92 
and 12.00 mm diameter. They used five different refrigerants (R-134a, R-123, R-402A, 
R-404A and R-502). They changed the mass flux (G) from 100 to 500 kg/m2.s. They 
changed the vapor quality (x) from 0.04 to 1.0. They compared their data against seven 
two-phase frictional pressure drop prediction methods. Overall, the method by Muller-
Steinhagen and Heck [68], and that by Gronnerud [77] were concluded to provide the 
most accurate predictions. The widely quoted method of Friedel [63] gave the third best 
results. In addition, the data were classified by two-phase flow pattern using the Kattan-
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Thome-Favrat [99-101] flow pattern map. For annular flow, they concluded that the best 
available method was that of Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck [68]. For intermittent flow and 
stratified-wavy flow, they concluded that the best available method in both cases was that 
of Gronnerud [77]. The statistical deviations of the best methods still remained 
completely large with respect to the accuracy desired for reliable thermal design of 
evaporators and condensers. They observed that the peak in the experimental two-phase 
frictional pressure drop at high vapor qualities coincided with the onset of dryout in the 
annular flow regime, like the equivalent peak in the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient. 
Yoon et al. [102] studied the evaporation heat transfer and pressure drop of 
carbon dioxide in a horizontal smooth tube made of a seamless stainless steel tube with di 
of 7.53 mm, and L of 5 m. They conducted their experiments at saturation temperatures 
of -4 to 20°C, heat fluxes of 12 to 20 kW/m2 and mass fluxes of 200 to 530 kg/m2.s. To 
obtain a frictional pressure drop correlation for C02, they modified the Chisholm 
correlation [48] with setting the exponent in the Blasius relation for friction factor to 0.25 
by including the Weber number, with We based here in the mean flow velocity instead of 
the vapor superficial velocity. Their correlation was 
(2.184) 
r = (( dp 1 dz) J,go Jo.5 = (f!.!_)o.5(J-lg )o.J25 
(dp/dz}f,/o Pg flt 
(2.185) 
pgu~d We = ____;;;, __ (2.186) 
(]' 
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They evaluated the constant a to be 4.2 by a least square fitting. They determined 
the B value according to the criteria given in Table 2.5. The resulting correlation 
presented an absolute deviation relative to the original database of 16.2%. 
2.2.5 Computer Study 
Soliman [1 03] presented a computer program for quick calculation of two-phase 
and single-phase flow pressure drops per 100 feet of pipe. He wrote the program in the 
BASIC language. He calculated the friction factor (f) based on Churchill model [104]. 
The pipe roughness factor (e) used in the program was for old steel pipe and equal 
0.00015 ft. For two-phase flow, he used the Baker and Lockhart-Martinelli correlations 
as outlined by Kern [ 1 05]. The program determined the flow region using a simplified 
Baker graph. To simplify the program, he grouped the seven conventional flow regions 
(dispersed, annular, bubble, stratified, wave, slug and plug flow) into only four regions 
(dispersed, annular, bubble, and plug flow). The reason was the wave and stratified 
regions were rare and only occurred in long horizontal pipes; otherwise the flow was 
annular. Thus, the program assumed the flow region was annular. Also, the plug flow was 
rare and thus, omitted from the program. He used the dispersed flow correlation for all 
the flow regions for pipes smaller than 2.5 inches. He used the annular and bubble flow 
correlations for pipes greater than 3 inches. He used the value of pipe inside diameter as 
10 inches in the annular flow correlation for pipes equal or greater than 12 inches. Slug 
flow should be avoided in process piping because of different operational problems such 
as pressure fluctuations that could upset the process conditions and cause inconsistent 
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instrument reading and recording. The program gave the total summary of all inputs and 
the results of the calculation. For comparison, the examples considered here were the 
same examples of Kern [1 05]. The results from the program were very close to the 
graphical solutions of Kern [105]. Thus, the program was accurate and would save the 
user valuable time. The accuracy was still reasonable even if the flow regime calculated 
by the program was different than the Baker flow regime since the Baker flow regime 
boundaries were approximated. Single-phase pressure drop was accurate unless the 
equation limitation was exceeded. In this case, the line should be broken to smaller 
segments. 
Parlikar et al. [106] presented a computer program to determine the flow pressure 
drop. They wrote the program in BASIC language. The program considered FPS system 
of units that could be easily converted to other units. They assumed that the two-phase 
flow was isothermal and turbulent in both the liquid and vapor phases. The pipe 
roughness factor (£) used in the program was 0.00015 ft. The program could handle 
different types of flow patterns like dispersed, annular, bubble, stratified, wave, slug and 
plug flow. They used the dispersed flow correlations for all the flow regions for pipes 
smaller than 2.5 inches. The program followed the Baker flow regime boundaries truly 
without any approximation for all flow patterns. They fitted Baker flow regime 
boundaries with equations. The program used these equations to determine the flow 
region. If the calculated point fell exactly on the flow region curve (i.e. curve separating 
stratified and wave flow region) then the program calculated two-phase flow pressure 
drop for each type and considered the higher value. Whenever slug flow existed, the 
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program suggested different methods to avoid it. One of the methods was gas injection. 
The program made use of this method in calculating the additional gas flow to come out 
of the slug flow region. This was highly repetitive process that made almost manual 
calculation impossible. At the end, the program gave the total summary of all inputs and 
the results of the calculation. For comparison, the examples considered here were the 
same examples of Kern [105]. The results from the program were very close to the 
graphical solutions of Kern [105]. 
2.3 Comparison of Selected Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient Flow Models 
Figure 2.1 presents a comparison of several two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
models for steam flow at x = 0.5 and Ps = 5 000 kPa in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 5.1 
mm. Figure 2.2 presents a comparison of several two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
models for R 12 flow at x = 0.5 and Ts = 50°C in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm. 
Figure 2.3 presents a comparison of several two-phase frictional pressure gradient models 
for R 22 flow at x = 0.5 and Ts = 50°C in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 
2.4 presents a comparison of several two-phase frictional pressure gradient models for 
Argon flow at x = 0.4 and Pr = 0.188 in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 14 mm. The 
frictional pressure gradient is calculated using their definition of (J/ and Eq. (2.3) or using 
their definition of (J1/ and Eq. (2.1) if it is not given directly such as the Miiller-
Steinhagen and Heck correlation. It is clear from Figs. 2.1-2.4 that no two frictional 
pressure gradient models provide the same results. The abrupt change in the Chisholm 
[33] model in Figs. 2.2-2.4 is due to its piece wise construction. Since all two-phase 
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frictional pressure gradient models were developed in conjunction with experimental 
data, which are prone to measurement error, it is reasonable to expect that any prediction 
is also subject to similar error. 
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient Flow Models 
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2.4 Summary 
The extensive literature review is presented in Chapter 2 to find most if not all of 
the two-phase frictional pressure gradient models and correlations that are available in the 
open literature. Comparison of several two-phase flow frictional pressure gradient models 
and correlations shows that no two frictional pressure gradient models provide the same 
result. In Chapters 4-6, the development of models of two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient in circular pipes is presented along with comparisons with the data and models 
reviewed in this chapter. At the end of this chapter, Table 2.10 presents a summary of 
pressure drop studies. 
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Table 2.10 Summary of Pressure Drop Studies 
Author d 
. Martinelli 
'and Nelson 
[8] 
Lockhart 
and 
Martinelli 
[16] 
Chenoweth 
and Martin 
[25] 
Thorn [26] 
Baroczy 
[28] 
0.0586 
-1.017 
in 
m. 
Fluids 
Steam 
Air and 
benzene, 
kerosene, 
water, 
and 
different 
Steam-
water 
Orientation/ 
Conditions 
Horizontal 
Adiabatic 
Vertical 
Range/ 
Applicability 
6.89 < p < 
221.2 bar 
Turbulent-
Turbulent 
flow regime 
Better suited 
to annular 
flow 
Techniques, 
Basis, 
Observations 
Graphical 
correlation in 
terms of two-
phase frictional 
multiplier fPt/ 
1.013 < p < Graphical 
3.445 bar correlation m 
terms of two-
phase frictional 
multiplier ¢/ and 
¢/ 
Graphical 
correlation m 
terms of two-
phase frictional 
.... ~~ltipli~f¢1/ 
Graphical 
correlation in · 
terms of two- ' 
phase frictional 
····-·-············· ······~-·-·············-·· ·-··· ................................... ~~!!.iP!!~! ... ¢£q~····· 
Steam, 
water-air 
and 
mercury-
nitrogen 
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Generalized 
correlation in a i 
graphical manner ; 
¢t/ f 
. ((plttrJ0·2 I (plpr)) ... 
rjJ/ and t/J/ = f 
Equations for 
Lockhart and ! 
Martinelli [ 16] 
correlation as ¢/ 
.... ~~ ¢/ =f ((;,){) 
CHAPTER2 
Chisholm 
' [33] 
Chisholm 
[34] 
Serizawa 
and 
Michiyoshi 
P~l 
Russell, et 
al. [37] 
Crowley 
• and Izenson 
[4~1 
Manzano-
Ruiz [43] 
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1-2.6, 8 Steam-
and 48 water 
mm 
Steam 
Horizontal 
30 < p < 175 
bar 
280 < G < 20 
000 kg/m2.s 
............... "''" 
Equations 
mass flux effect 
on ¢/ for smooth 
and rough tubes · 
r = f((dp/dz}tgd . 
... ~ ......... 4P~d.~2r..t(}J ...... .. . 
Based on Baroczy : 
[28] graphical • 
correlation to 
develop ¢,/ ; 
correlation 
...........................•......... 
Includes p1pe 
surface roughness 
effects on 2 
solution of 
Lockhart and 1 
Martinelli [16] 
model 
Stratified and. 
···················-·-~···~ .. ·········~~·-··-···~·. ·-········-·--··· ............ ····- .~.~~\'X. fl ... o_w~ ........... ~ .......... . 
97 mm Steam-
water 
Horizontal 
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Laminar 
liquid-
turbulent gas 
Stratified flow 
a> 0.76 
20 < p < 100 
bar 
110 < G < 
450 kg/m2.s 
0.5 <X< 0.95 
New correlation 1 
for tPlo 
tPlo = f(z) 
Mathematical 
model/ 
experimental 
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Hemeida 
. and Sumait 
[44] 
23 mm Air-water p = 1-3 bar 
70 < G < 450 
kg/m2.s 
0.57 < X < 
0.97 
Equations for 
Lockhart and . 
Martinelli [ 16] , 
correlation as f/Jt . 
. and t/Jg = f (a,b,c, i 
,.~--·---------····-···-·-··----·----·---····-·--·--·-----··-~-·~--~-~~A~ ____ j 
' McAdams, Benzene Horizontal Homogeneous 
et al. [ 45] and Series model for · 
Cicchitti, et 0.51 
al. [46] em 
lubricatin 
e;()n 
Steam Vertical 
upward/ 
Adiabatic 
Non-adiabatic 
Horizontal 
and Horizontal 
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Homogeneous 
Parallel model for 
20 < f < 80 Jim 
kg/em 
1 500 < G < 5 
000 kg/m2.s 
0.15<x<0.8 
0.9x105 < Re 
< 5x105 
35 < f < 55 
kg/em 
2 000 < G < 4 
000 kg/m2.s 
0.2 <X< 0.7 
15 < m < 140 
kglhr 
1 000 < q < 
26 000 
kcal/m2.hr 
Ts = -20-10°C 
0.49 < X < 
0.81 
Homogeneous 
Parallel model for · 
Semi-empirical 
correlation based 
on the·: 
homogeneous ' 
model 
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.... _ . ._ 
Lombardi 
and 
Pedrocchi 
[49] 
Cere sa 
Bonfanti et 
al. [53] 
. Beattie and 
Whalley 
.J??J~ "~m 
i Lombardi 
'and Ceresa 
5-25 
mm 
and 
38.1 
mm 
Steam-
water, 
argon-
water, 
nitrogen-
water, 
and 
argon-
ethyl 
alcohol 
Air-water 
Adiabatic 
Non-adiabatic 
with steam-
water only 
Horizontal, up 
flow, down 
flow, inclined 
Water- Vertical 
nitrogen upward 
nitrogen up:flow, 
horizontal and 
vertical 
downflow/ 
Adiabatic 
L~"~I.~. -"~·- ..... " .. ···~··~· -~···~··· .. ····--·-.. ·· 
. Reddy et al. 0.2-0.6 Steam 
[58] m 
Vertical 
up:flow 
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C =:=:f(pt, PrJ .... 
Homogeneous 
¢1/ = f (x, Pt, pg, I 
~fl:/, 1!:r2 .....  
500 < G < 5 CISE-DIF-1 
000 kg/m2 .s correlation 
plpg = 15-100 
0.02 < (j < 
0.08 N/m 
0.01 < X < 
0.98 
Homogeneous 
correlation based 
on suitable weight 
functions · 
CISE-DIF-3 
correlation based 
on suitable weight , 
functions 
CISE-DIF-3 
correlation [53] 
predicted well 1 
pressure drops in ' 
vertical upflow 
Homogeneous 
Hybrid definition : 
correlation 
300 < p < 
300 psia 
1 ··¢,?;;;_! (x, p,,· pg,· . 
0.33 < G < 
3 .3 lbm/ft2 .hr 
O<x<1 
Pr, G) 
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O<x<1 Homogeneous 
model with 
correction for 
two-dimensional 
effects 
,, """'''''''"''''''"'"'""""'" """'"'" ""'""''''"""''"'"'''" '"'"""''"'''""'' '"'''"'"" ''""""'"''~-••••""'"'"'"''''"""-'""'""-"''""'"""""''""'"''"'"'"'""""'~"''"' •-•'"''"""' """"'•"'• ., "' '" " '"' ' 
Wisman Vertical Based upon an I 
[62] annular flow' 
model 
Friedel [ 63] Vertical J.iY Jig< 1 000 
upward and 
horizontal/ 
Adiabatic 
Consistent for all 
flow patterns 
De~~i~p~d ¢1/ 
correlation from · 
database of 25 : 
000 points 
Includes surface 
tension effects 
Vertical 
downward/ 
Adiabatic 
................................... Developed ¢1~2 ..• 
correlation 
Includes surface , 
tension effects 
Olujic [66] Horizontal Not applied to · 
: ......... ~·---······---····~·~·-··~···---··---·-·---·-·~---··--~ ·--~---·--·--·-··--· __ di~E~rse~J!2~ ... - .... • 
· Muller- 0 < x < 1 (dp/dz)1 = f(x, . 
· Steinhagen (dpldz)J,Io . 
and Heck (dpldz)J.go) 
• Garcia et al. 
[72] 
Bendlksen 
et al. [73] 
Oil 
gas 
Air-
and 
Horizontal 
and near 
horizontal 
Horizontal 
and near 
horizontal 
Horizontal/ 
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Comprehensive 
mechanistic 
model 
mechanistic 
model 
ANN model 
Composite power 
law friction factor : 
correlation 
.......................... J:'m= VI. 
Dynamic 
fluid 
OLGA 
.4!!1 
two-
model: ; 
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0.14 m water, air- adiabatic 
gas oil 
and au-
spindle 
oil 
mixtures 
for plug, slug, . 
froth, wave and 
mist-annular flow 
, " ,~,,~-~""'"'''--'~'"'~-•,•-~•~·~.-~~··• ,,,,~,•mm.-·-•••-·7'"~~~·-:·•~••-••·•·•"::-:'~-••m"-'''~'":"'''-'mm'"'"-~"-''''''''''''''-"'i 
Isbin et al. 0.484 Steam- Horizontal/ 25 < p < 1 ¢to correlation 
[75] and water adiabatic 415 psia 
Rashid and 
Edward .. L?~J ......  
1.062 454 < m < 4 
m. 350 lbm!hr 
0.08 < X < 
0.98 
•-No~w=~w.~'""'""~~- •'""'v<.w==w.WN" '">V<>='o'NN<~Mwo--.~w.-c •. -.w.w~~N~ -A·~._,__.......,..,A~"""'""W~.•.w"-=.w·'""'W.W.W"N.WNNNN<••c•< """"'''""'v -..,v••v•'""·"~=v"vo--.m.w=~~ 
R-11 Horizontal 
mm 
mm 
Steam- Horizontal 
O<x<1 
Ts = -45-5°C 
20 < G < 1 
600 kg/m2.s 
0.004 < Frto 
< 20 
p/pg=70to1 
100 
Correlation based 
on the velocity i 
ratio between the I 
vapor and liquid : 
phases 
His two-phase 
frictional 
multiplier ( ¢gd} is : 
a function of Frto , 
C = f (G, Vg, Vt,) 
• •o•v•o 
Hashizume 10 mm 
water 
R-12, 
R-22 
Horizontal/ 5.7 < p < 19.6 Stratified flow, 
et al. [79] Condensation bar wavy flow, slug 
flow, semi-
annular flow, and 
annular flow 
Horizontal/ 5.7 < p < 19.6 LJp1 expressions 
Condensation bar for annular and 
stratified flow 
Liquid and gas 
phase velocity in 
terms of Prandtl 
mixing length 
Stratified flow 
modeled as flow 
between parallel • 
·, .. , ..~·-~~-·-·---··-,·-·--··--·-·-.. --·-----·····---·-~··-·---·---········-····~-.. --J~!~!~S 
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1~g.,,.,.,_,ruict.~9~Tmffi····~R22:·····,·-·---·fi~~i~o~i~:i7--cr-;;_-,25'o:·;;2o'-'''¢;2=Jixu,x, p,J 
Radermache R114, Non-adiabatic kg/m2 .s 
r [83] R12, q = 10-45 
and 
Ungar and 
Cornwell 
[89] 
10.9 
mm 
0.0575, 
0.0701, 
0.1017, 
0.1240 
m. 
Huang and 4.57, 
Van Sciver 5.33 
[90] mm 
Wang et al. 9.52 
[91] mm 
Rectan 
gular 
R152a, kW/m2 
R22/ 
R114, and 
R12/ 
R152a 
R-12 
R-134a 
R-12, 
R-22, 
R-134a, 
MP-39, 
and 
R-32/125 
Horizontal 
Horizontal/ 
Adiabatic and 
non-adiabatic 
Pr = 0.07-0.12 
200 < G < 
600 kg/m2.s 
New correlation 
for t)t/ 
Investigated 
effect of oil m 
on' refrigerant 
pressur~ drop 
...... ~/~j(kr;, ij . 
Ammonia Horizontal/ McAdams et al. 
•••••ww 
Helium 
R-22 and 
R-407C 
R-12 
Adiabatic 
Horizontal m = 0.5 to 2.0 
g/s 
Ps = 0.65-1.2 
atm 
Ps = 600 and 
680 kPa 
100 < G < 
300 kg/m2.s 
6 000 < q < 
14 000 W/m2 
[45] for ! 
homogeneous 
prediction and 
Asali et al. [ 40] 
for annular flow ; 
prediction 
predicted the data · 
accurately · 
¢1~2 ·································· was 
dependent on Ps : 
andx 
m did not appear . 
to have an effect • 
on.¢lC12 
Horizontal/ 400 < G < 1 L1p1 in micro-fin . 
Adiabati? .......... ~92~WI:l?:~~s tube hi~l1er than 
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Zhang and 
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plain: 
dh 
2.64 
mm 
Micro-
fin: dh 
= 1.56 
mm 
6.25 R-134a, 
and R-22, and 
3.25 R-404A 
mm 
Multi-
port, 
extrude 
dAl 
dh 
2.13 
mm 
1.02, Air-water 
3.17, 
5.05, 
and 
7.02 
mm 
< 10 Ammonia 
mm , R-12, 
R-22, 
R-125, 
R-134a, 
R-404, 
R-407C, 
R-410A, 
and 3 air-
water 
10.92 R-134a, 
and R-123, 
12.00 R-402A, 
. ......................... . . ..... 
Horizontal/ 
Adiabatic 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 
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0.1 < x < 0.9 plain tube 
Equivalent Re- i 
based model for · 
.dpj 
Concluded 
surface tension ; 
does not affect , 
200 < G < 1 Friedel 
000 kg/m2.s correlation did 
0.2 < x < 0.89 not predict data 
Ts = 20-65°C accurately 
Room 
temperature 
Lip! function of 
reduced pressure ' 
rather than 
density or, 
viscosity ratio 
New correlation : 
forth/ 
Accounted 
increased 
for 
(]'' 
50 < G < 3 influence, 
000 kg/m2 .s decreased g 
0.001 < X < 
0.9 
··•···•······························· 
100 < G < 
500 kg/m2.s 
0.04 <x < 1.0 
influence 
Poor agreement 
with Chisholm . 
[33], Friedel [63], . 
and homogeneous 
flow models 
Modified 
homogeneous 
model to include 
Bo and We to 
account for effect 
of a and G 
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R-404A 
and 
R-502 
COz Horizontal 
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Ts = -4 to 
20°C 
12 < q < 20 
kW/m2 
200 < G < 
530 kglm2.s 
~=F::j(i; B, 
x) 
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CHAPTER3 
LITERATURE REVIEW OF VOID FRACTION 
3.1 Introduction 
The research on void fraction in two-phase flow began in the 1940's. Since then, 
void fraction data have been collected for horizontal, vertical, and inclined gas-liquid 
systems. From the void fraction data, many attempts have been made to develop general 
procedures for predicting it. The void fraction is an important parameter for predicting 
flow pattern transitions, heat transfer, and pressure drops in two-phase flow models. For 
this reason, a comprehensive review of analytical and empirical void fraction models is 
presented in this chapter. 
3.2 Review of Two-Phase Void Fractions Models and their Limitations 
Armand [107] correlated data for the void fraction for the air-water flow in a 
horizontal pipe of 26 mm diameter at 1 bar by plotting a versus fl. He observed that for a 
< 0.72 (/J < 0.9), the relationship between a and pwas linear and could be represented by 
the following equation: 
(3.1) 
Where CA = 0.833. 
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The empirical equation of Armand, Eq. (3 .1 ), could be expressed in terms of a/ (1-
a) and [31(1-[3) as follows: 
a 1 
=---------------1- a [0.2 + 1.2 /(fJ /(1- /J))] (3.2) 
In terms ofthe mass quality (x), Armand equation was 
(3.3) 
For [3> 0.9, Massena [108] suggested the following approximate equation: 
(3.4) 
Martinelli and Nelson [8] presented an empirical correlation for the void fraction 
in a graphic manner on semi-log plot. In their study, they assumed that the flow regime 
would always be 'turbulent-turbulent' since any normal forced circulation boiler design 
for all practical purposes would involve this flow mechanism only. On the horizontal 
axis, the independent parameter was the mass quality (x). On the vertical axis, the 
dependent parameter was the void fraction (a). On the grid, they plotted a family of 
curves for pressures from atmospheric pressure to the critical pressure. They derived their 
correlation in the following method: at the critical pressure, when PI = pg and 111 = Jig, the 
relationships that a = x and X 11 = ((1-x)/x) were valid. So, the relationship between the 
void fraction and Xu at critical pressure could be calculated easily. Also, the relationship 
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between the void fraction and Xu could be known from the curve at atmospheric pressure. 
Using these two known curves of void fraction versus Xu for both critical and 
atmospheric pressures, curves at intermediate pressures were interpolated. They replaced 
Xu by x, with pressure as a parameter. However, this method was based upon a meager 
amount of data. So, further experimental verification was required, particularly at the 
higher pressures, before this method could be considered valid. 
Lockhart and Martinelli [16] correlated the percent of pipe filled with liquid under 
any flow conditions for all four-flow types (turbulent-turbulent, turbulent-laminar, 
laminar-turbulent, and laminar-laminar) by means of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
(A). 
Baker [3] gave an empirical equation to allow for the effect of mass flux on the 
void fraction in vertical upward flow. His equation was: 
(3.5) 
Y = 0. 021 ( ;:] G''" (3.6) 
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) were valid over the range 7.5 < Y < 300 and G < 950 
kg/m2.s. 
Based in field data acquired on a pipe with an inner diameter of 16 in, Flanigan 
[ 1 09] developed a holdup correlation as a function of the superficial liquid velocity. His 
liquid holdup correlation was 
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H- 1 
I - 1 + 0.3264UJ·006 
(3.7) 
Hoogendoom [74] derived an implicit equation to calculate the void fraction in 
horizontal pipes. His correlation was 
(3.8) 
Levy [110] derived theoretical equations govemmg slip effects in forced 
circulation of boiling water. His equations indicated that steam slip was dependent upon 
inlet water velocity, channel geometry and rate of heat addition. He based a simplified 
momentum model on the assumption of equal friction and head losses for the liquid and 
vapor phases. He gave the following expression for the void fraction: 
(1-2a)' +a [2 (;:) (1-a)' +a (l-2a) l 
X=----------~--------~~-------------------= 
2 (;J (1-a)' +a (l-2a) 
a (1-2a)+a 
(3.9) 
His correlation satisfied the important boundary conditions namely: (i) at f3 = 0, a 
= 1, and (ii) at pipe = 1 (PI = pg), a = x. His model gave good agreement with available 
experimental results in horizontal and vertical test sections with and without heat addition 
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at pressures from 12 to 2 000 psia. He discussed his model in terms of non-quasi steady 
state unbalances of friction and heat losses of the liquid and vapor phases to explain 
experimental deviations from the predictions and the previously noted effects of inlet 
water velocity. He also gave trends for the effects of channel geometry and rate of heat 
addition. He included application of his simplified model to calculate two-phase pressure 
drop. 
Also, he found that if the Martinelli-Nelson correlation and the turbulent 
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation were replotted as ¢1 versus (1-a), the following 
correlation was valid: 
(3.10) 
Bankoff [ 61] assumed in his model a power law distribution for both the velocity 
and the void fraction. 
I 
u = u (2y)k 
max d (3.11) 
I 
a =a ( 2Y); 
max d (3.12) 
Integration and manipulation of the above two equations lead directly to the result 
that the average void fraction ( aav), was related to the average volumetric quality (f3av), 
through the following relationship 
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(3.13) 
Where CA was a function of k and n as follows: 
C = 2(k+n+kn)(k+n+2kn) 
A (n+1)(2n+1)(k+1)(2k+1) (3.14) 
The symmetry of the above equation ink and n was noteworthy. Fork= 2-7, and 
n = 0.1-5, CA had an effective range of 0.5-1. Bankoff compared the prediction of average 
void fraction versus mass quality in steam-water flow with the Martinelli-Nelson 
correlation [8] using a constant average value of 0.89 for CA. He found that the agreement 
with the Martinelli-Nelson correlation was good over a range of pressures from 100 to 2 
500 psia and a range of average void fractions from 0 to 0.85. He concluded that a 
reasonable fit to the void fraction data for steam-water mixture flows could be achieved 
usmg 
C A = 0. 71 + 15 p (3.15) 
Jones [111] represented the pressure dependency of CA by noting at the critical 
pressure that a= CA = 1. Also, atx =1, CA = 1. The resulting form for CA was 
(3.16) 
a =0.71+13p (3.17) 
b = 3.53125 -27.19p+12330p 2 (3.18) 
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Hughmark [112] presented a void fraction correlation based on the Bankoff 
correlation [ 61], 
_!_ = 1 _li (1 -C A ) 
x pg a 
(3.19) 
or 
(3.20) 
He related CA to a parameter Z in a non-linear function in his correlation. He 
defined Z as follows: 
Gd Re=------(1-a) p 1 +a J.Lg 
u2 
Fr=-m 
gd 
Table 3.1 gives values of CA as a function of Z. 
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Table 3.1 Values of CA as a function of Z 
z 1.3 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 
CA 0.185 0.225 0.325 0.49 0.605 0.675 0.72 
z 8 10 15 20 40 70 130 
CA 0.767 0.78 0.808 0.83 0.88 0.93 0.98 
This correlation required an iterative procedure to obtain the void fraction (a). 
Although Hughmark correlation was also developed for vertical flow, it was widely used 
for horizontal flow applications [113]. 
Later, Garcia et al. [114] found that the dimensionless flow parameter (CA) could 
be adjusted by a fifth order logarithmic equation as a function of Z. This equation was 
CA = 0.1746- 0.130JlnZ + 0. 7508(/nZ/ -0.4308(/nZ/ 
+0.09553(/nZ/-0.007452(/nZ/ 
(3.26) 
Using the curve fitting tools available in the grapher software [115], the fifth 
order logarithmic equation must be 
CA =0.1542-0.02247/nZ +0.6071(/nZ/ -0.3545(/nZ/ 
+0.07749(/nZ/-0.005878(/nZ/ 
(3.27) 
The current equation has a root mean square error of 0.92% while Garcia et al. 
[114] equation had a root mean square error of2.27%. 
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Hewitt et al. [116] linearized Lockhart-Martinelli's data because Lockhart-
Martinelli empirical correlation for void fraction was presented between liquid void 
fraction, (1-a), and Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) on log-log scale. They fitted 
Lockhart-Martinelli's empirical correlation for void fraction using a six-term equation. 
Their equation was: 
ln(l-a) =-1.482+4.915/nX -5.955(/nX/ +2.675(/nX/ 
+6.399(/nX/ -8.768(/nX/ 
(3.28) 
Nishino and Yamazaki [ 11 7] introduced a new parameter to predict the steam 
volume fractions and the slip ratios of upward vertical steam-water mixtures in boiling 
systems. They defined new parameter, K, as the ratio of the velocity difference between 
steam and water to the superficial steam velocity. For the case of the new parameter, K, 
was equal to the inverse of the volumetric mass quality (1/p), they obtained a simple 
correlation related the void fraction (a) to the mass quality (x), the liquid density (pt) and 
the gas density ( pg). Their correlation was 
( ]
0.5 (1-x)pg 
a-1-
xp1 + (1- x)pg (3.29) 
Their correlation satisfied the following conditions: (i) at x = 0, a= 0 and (ii) at x 
= 1, a= 1. 
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Kowalczewski [118] developed an alternative void fraction correlation. He started 
with an analysis of the variables that significantly had an effect on the void fraction in 
vertical upflow. He obtained the following correlation 
a= P -0. 71(1- P )'' Fr,-'"'(1- :J (3.30) 
(3.31) 
His correlation satisfied the important boundary conditions namely: (i) at p = 0, a 
= 0, (ii) at p = 1, a = 1, and (iii) at pipe = 1, a = p. He based the coefficient and 
exponents values in his correlation, Eq. (3.30), upon water and R12 data. For the case of 
R12, the coefficient value was equal to 0.8 instead of0.71. 
By comparison with extensive steam water data in the range of 0.1 <Fn <1 000 
and pipe ~ 0.65, KiitillwUoglu and Njo [119] modified the coefficient and exponents 
values in Kowalczewski correlation [118] as follows: 
a= p-(1- p)'' Fr, ... '(I- ~J (3.32) 
(3.33) 
From the new values of coefficient and exponents, it is clear that the effect of 
Froude number and pressure on the void fraction is more strongly accentuated. 
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Loscher and Reingardt [ 120] suggested a void fraction correlation similar to 
Kowalczewski correlation [118] with replacing the constant coefficient in Kowalczewski 
correlation [118] by an additional critical pressure ratio raised to a negative power. Their 
correlation was 
( J
-0.22 ( ]3.4 
a = f3- ~ pl.39 ( 1- f3 fs FrJ-o.25 1- ~ (3.34) 
(3.35) 
Their correlation fitted R11, R12 and water data in the ranges of 0.01~plpc~0.36, 
Friedel [121] fitted the Kowalczewski correlation [118] to R12 data in the vertical 
upflow. He modified the coefficient and exponents values in Kowalczewski correlation 
[118] as follows: 
( J
/.0/6 
a= f3- 0.539( 1- f3 f 5 Fr1- 0·321 1- ~ (3.36) 
(3.37) 
The new values of coefficient and exponents further augmented the effect of 
Froude number but significantly reduced the effect of pressure on the void fraction back 
to that originally proposed by Kowalczewski. His correlation was limited by the ranges of 
0.12~plpc~0.57 and 1qr1 ~88 respectively. 
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Zivi [ 17] developed a correlation to determine the void fraction using the concept 
of minimum entropy production. His correlation was 
1 (3.38) a= --------=-2 
l+e:x) (:: r 
He found that the slip ratio (S) in an idealized two-phase flow with zero wall 
friction and zero entrainment was equal to (p/pg) 113• Therefore, the slip ratio (S) was 
dependent only on the phase density ratio. Also, he noted that the slip ratio (S) should 
decrease as the pressure increased which agreed with experimental data [122]. This 
model proved particular successful in predicting pressure drop [123] and heat transfer 
[124] during condensation. Also, this model was used to calculate the acceleration 
pressure drop during two-phase flow [85,86]. 
Also, Zivi [17] derived a void fraction model for annular flow accounting for 
liquid entrainment in the vapor core with a fraction e of the liquid entrained as droplets 
because entrainment was an important factor in the dynamics of two-phase flow. He 
assumed that the liquid entrained in the vapor traveled at the same velocity as the vapor. 
Starting with a summation of the kinetic energies of the vapor, the liquid in the annular 
film, and the liquid entrained in the vapor, he obtained his second void fraction 
expressiOn as 
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1 
a=----------------------------------------------~1 
1 +e (1-x) (Pg ]+(1-e) (1-x) (Pg J} l+e ( ~ )( 7, J ; 
X p 1 X p 1 1 + e ( 1: X) 
(3.39) 
Zivi did not present a method for the prediction ofthe actual value of e. However, 
the limits on feasible values of e were as follows: 
l. Fore = 0 (no liquid entrainment), Eq. (3.39) reduces to Eq. (3.38). 
2. Fore= 1, Eq. (3.39) reduces to the homogeneous void fraction (a,J. 
Thorn [26] correlated steam-water void fraction data in terms of slip factor, which 
was a unique function of pressure and mass quality. His equation was given by: 
Sx 
a = --~---;:-1+x (S-1) (3.40) 
Baroczy [125] presented a generalized correlation in a graphical manner for the 
liquid fraction in two-phase flow. He proposed his correlation for use with all fluids, 
including liquid metals. The correlation was based on isothermal, two-phase, two-
component liquid fraction data for liquid mercury-nitrogen, and water-air. His correlation 
was for liquid void fraction data as a function of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) 
and the property index, ((Jllpg)0"2/(plpg)). The property index had the advantage of not 
requiring knowledge of the critical pressure and temperature in order to establish the 
property ratios at the critical point, where they had a value of 1. By similar reasoning, it 
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could be used to establish the analogous condition for two-phase, two-component flow, 
that was, equal viscosity and density for each phase. Thus, the physical properties of 
single and two-component, two-phase fluids could be described on a common basis. He 
claimed that there was a good agreement between the liquid fraction predicted by his 
correlation and the Martinelli-Nelson correlation for steam, experimental data for steam, 
and experimental data for Santowax R, an organic coolant. He also showed the prediction 
of liquid fraction by this method for sodium, potassium, rubidium, and mercury. He 
demonstrated the application of this method to boiling mercury, for a range of 
temperatures and exit mass qualities. 
Turner [29] developed the separate-cylinders model of two-phase flow. The 
results of his analysis gave: 
1 
a=---1 +X2/n (3.41) 
The values of n were dependent on whether the liquid and gas phases were 
laminar or turbulent flow. The different values ofn were given in Table 2.3. 
However, it should be noted that this model was not a particularly good 
representation of experimental data because no function of the form of Eq. (3 .41) would 
predict Lockhart-Martinelli data. For all values ofn, Eq. (3.41) would predict a= 0.5 at X 
= 1 instead of the correct value of 0.77. Also, it was noted that the Lockhart-Martinelli 
empirical correlation for void fraction could be represented well by the equation 
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a =( 1 )J/2.65 
1 +XO.B 
Which is easier to use compared to Eq. (3.28). 
(3.42) 
Later, Domanski and Didion [126] modified the above correlation for a range of 
X11 > 10 as follows: 
a= 0.823-0.157 X 11 (3.43) 
Zuber and Findlay [127] developed a method that defined a structure for 
correlating the void fraction (a). In their correlation, they took into account the effect of a 
non-uniform distribution of the two-phases and the effect of the local slip ratio. The 
Zuber-Findlay correlation was 
X (3.44) 
a= co[x+ Pg (1-x)]+ pgugj 
p, G 
Where Co and ug; were two empirical constants. Co represented the effect of the 
non-uniform distribution of the void fraction (a) and velocities (Co= 1 in the case of 
uniform distribution). ug; represented the effect of the local slip ratio (ug; = 0 in the case 
of two phases with the same velocity through the whole duct cross-section). 
Zuber et al. [128] studied the effect of mass flux on the void fraction for the 
evaporation ofR22 in a vertical1 em heated pipe. For non-equilibrium nature ofthe flow 
at 11.5 bar, the effects of mass flux on the void fraction were clearly visible at low void 
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fractions. For x > 0 at 11.5 bar, the void fraction increased with increased mass flux at a 
given value of x. They also showed on the same graph that the void fractions predicted 
from the Martinelli-Nelson correlation for the steam-water system at the same value of 
(p/pg) might be expected to correspond to mass fluxes near 1 000 kg/m.s2• In addition, 
the void fractions predicted from the homogeneous model were higher than the void 
fractions predicted from the Martinelli-Nelson correlation and might be expected to 
correspond to mass fluxes> 2 000 kg/m.s2• 
Guzhov et al. [129] derived a void fraction correlation for transportation in gas-
liquid systems. Their correlation related the gas holdup and no-slip gas holdup (H/Hg,,J 
to the Froude number (Fr) for all angles from 0° to 9°. Their correlation was 
H g = 0.81(1- exp( -2.2ffr)) 
Hg,m 
~ u~ rr=-
gd 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
Eaton et al. [130] developed a correlation to evaluate the liquid holdup in 
horizontal pipes. They showed the liquid holdup graphically. They correlated the liquid 
holdup (HI) as a vertical axis with the following dimensionless group 
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l.S4N~~277 _}!_ Nt 1 as a horizontal axis, based in the liquid velocity influence 0 575 ( )0.05 
NugNd Patm 
number (NUT), the gas velocity influence number (Nug), the pipe diameter influence 
number (Nd), the system pressure (p), the reference atmospheric pressure (pat,J and the 
liquid viscosity influence number (N L) defined by Ros [ 131]. 
Later, Garcia et al. [114] found that the Eaton et al. correlation [130] could be 
expressed in terms of the parameter Z used in the Hughmark correlation [112] as follows: 
H= z 
I 0.2578 + 0.9555Z + 0.1397 Z 05 
(3.49) 
Wallis [132] proposed a simple theory for annular two-phase flow in terms of 
equations for interfacial and wall shear stress. He based his equations on two simplified 
conditions. The first condition was there was no liquid entrainment. The second condition 
was the liquid film velocity was law compared with the velocity of the gas core. He 
proposed separate correlations for vertical and horizontal annular flow. He gave criteria 
for the minimum pressure drop, zero wall shear stress, and flow regime transition in 
vertical flow. He compared his results with numerous data and alternative theories from 
the literature. 
After that, Wallis [133] modified his simple theory to develop a more accurate, 
but more complex, theoretical structure. He considered that the liquid film, the gas core, 
and the interface were separated. He took into account the effects of liquid entrainment, 
compressibility, liquid and gas Reynolds number, shear-stress distribution, the relative 
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velocity between liquid film and gas core, and the different types of interfacial waves. 
However, he found that the effects of these modifications to be secondary. 
Rouhani and Axelsson [19] divided the complex problem of void calculation in 
the different regions of flow boiling in two parts. In the first part, they included only the 
description of the mechanisms and the calculation of the rates of heat transfer for vapor 
and liquid. They assumed that heat was removed by vapor generation, heating of the 
liquid that replaced the detached bubbles, and in some parts, by single-phase heat 
transfer. By considering the rate of vapor condensation in liquid, they obtained an 
equation for the differential changes in the true steam mass quality throughout the boiling 
regions. Integration of this equation gave the vapor weight fraction at any position. In the 
second part of the problem, they were concerned with the determination of the void 
fractions corresponding to the calculated steam mass qualities. For this purpose, they 
used the derivations of Zuber and Findlay [127]. This model was a type of drift flux 
model, and yielded the following equation for vertical flows: 
x [( (gdp/]
0
.
25
] ( x 1-xJ 1.18(1-x)[gu(p1 -pg)r·25 ]-t a=- (1 + 0.2(1- x) -- --+ -- + -----..,.-:----"---
Pg G2 Pg P1 Gp1°"5 
(3.50) 
Equation (3.50) provided a method for calculating void fractions including the 
effects of mass flux and surface tension. Rouhani and Axelsson [ 19] compared this model 
with data from different geometries including small rectangular channels and large rod 
bundles. The data covered pressures from 19 to 138 bars, heat fluxes from 18 to 120 
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W /cm2 with many different subcoolings and mass fluxes. They found that the agreement 
between the model and data was generally very good. 
Premoli et al. [134] presented an empirical correlation of void fraction. This 
correlation is usually known as the CISE correlation. They covered a wide range of data 
in their correlation and took into account the effect of mass flux on the void fraction. 
They expressed their correlation in terms of slip ratio (S). The slip ratio (S) was defined 
as: 
z=_f!_ 
1-/3 
( ]
0.22 
E1 = 1.578 Re-
0
.
19 
:: 
( J
-0.08 
E2 = 0.0273We Re-
0
.
51 
:: 
Re= Gd 
p, 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
The CISE correlation was the most accurate generally applicable correlation to 
calculate the mean density (75 ). The mean density (75) was defined as: 
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(3.57) 
The standard deviation of the mean density calculated by the CISE correlation 
was approximately 40%, although it was a little less in the case of steam-water flow. 
Smith [135] assumed a separated flow consisting of a liquid phase and a gas phase 
with a fraction e of the liquid entrained as droplets. He obtained the following expression 
in terms of slip ratio (S) assuming that the momentum fluxes of the two separated phases 
were equal: 
( ) (
p1 1 pg +e (1/x-1)]
0
.
5 
S=e+ 1-e 
1+e (1/x-1) (3.58) 
A value of e = 0.4 gave the best fit to the data. 
Bonnecaze et al. [136] developed a model for two-phase slug flow that took into 
account the pipeline inclination and gravity forces acting on the liquid slug. Their model 
related the slug translational velocity, mixture velocity and holdup to the buoyancy force 
acting in the alternating gas bubbles. Their correlation was 
u2 
Fr=--'!!.. 
gd 
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Where o = 0 for horizontal flow, o = 1 for uphill flow and o = -I for downhill 
flow. They claimed that the test results showed that this model had successfully predicted 
the holdup in inclined slug flow. 
Chisholm [137] presented a particularly simple correlation of void fraction, in 
terms of slip ratio (S): 
(3.62) 
It was clear that as (p/ pg) approached 1 (i.e. approaching the critical point), the 
slip ratio (S) approached 1 as the flow became homogeneous in character. Chisholm 
claimed that although his correlation was very simple, but it provided a reasonably 
accurate result. 
Serizawa and Michiyoshi [36] compared published data of void fraction for liquid 
metal two-phase flow with their correlation of the form 
a=l-tl-x}' 
l+Kx 
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
Where c = 1.3 for bubble flow and c = 1.0 for slug and annular flow. They 
claimed that their correlation represented well the mass flux effect. 
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To predict the liquid holdup, Beggs and Brill [50] developed first a method to 
predict the different types of flow regime in horizontal two-phase flow. In this method, 
they plotted the Froude number (Fr) versus input liquid content (A.) on the log-log scale. 
They determined the flow pattern empirically as follows: 
1. If Fr < L1, the flow pattern was segregated (stratified, wavy and annular). 
2. If Fr > L1 and> L2, the flow pattern was distributed (bubbly and mist). 
3. If L1 < Fr < L2, the flow pattern was intermittent (plug and slug). 
They defined L1 and L2 as follows: 
L1 =expl-4.62-3.757lnA..-0.48J(lnA../ -0.0207(lnA../ j (3.65) 
L2 = explJ.061- 4.602lnA.. -1.609(lnA../ -0.179(lnA../ + 635x10-8 (InA./ J (3.66) 
Then, they developed equations to predict the liquid holdup in two-phase flow for 
all conditions as follows: 
(3.67) 
(3.68) 
(3.69) 
Table 3.2 gives the values of the constants for Beggs and Brill equation for 
predicting liquid holdup. 
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Table 3.2 Constants for Beggs and Brill Equation for Predicting Liquid 
With 
Holdup 
Constant Segregated Distributed Intermittent 
CBJ 0.98 1.065 
CB2 0.4846 0.5824 
CB3 0.0868 0.0609 
CB4 (up flow) Eq. (3.70) 0 
CB4 (down flow) Eq. (3.71) Eq. (3.71) 
[ 
0. 011 N U/3 .. 539 ] 
C84 =(1-A,)In ;_,3.76BFrJ.6J4 
[ 
4. 7 N u/· 1244 ] 
C 84 = (1-).,) In ;_,o.3692 Fro.5o56 
0.845 
0.5351 
0.0172 
Eq. (3.72) 
Eq. (3.71) 
_ [ 2_ 96 ;_,o.3o5 Nut o.o97s ] 
C 84 - ( 1-).,) In Fro.4472 
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
(3.73) 
Finally, after they determined the values for HI(O) and CB4, they calculated the 
liquid holdup at any angle from 
(3.74) 
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The restrictions in Eq. (3.74) were Hl(O) cIt and 0 ~HI(());::: 1. From Eq. (3.74), It 
could be seen that the liquid holdup reached a maximum value of +50° for up flow and a 
minimum value of -50° for down flow. 
Mattar and Gregory [ 13 8] performed experiments with the co-current flow of 
two-phase mixtures of air and a light oil in a transparent l-inch-diameter pipe at angles of 
inclination varying from 0° to 10° above the horizontal. They obtained visual 
observations and numerical data for in-situ liquid volume fractions, slug velocities, and 
bubble rise velocity in stagnant oil. They used these data were to generate expressions for 
the liquid holdup a function of the superficial liquid velocity and the superficial gas 
velocity. Their liquid holdup correlation was: 
(3.75) 
Madsen [139] correlated semiempirically void-fraction data from three sources, 
obtained by three experimental methods. He derived his equation based on the 
assumption of a continuous transition from bubbly to separate flow, expressing void 
fraction point from bubbly to chum or slug flow. The equation was 
1 (3.76) 
(3.77) 
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The value of void fraction ( ao) was 0.302 with a variance of 0.00178 for all the 
data. This equation applied to water-air adiabatic and to water-steam diabatic systems 
inside round tubes, at pressures from atmospheric to 144.80 bar, and mass qualities from 
0.1%to 50%. 
Moussalli and Chawla [140] proposed the following correlation for the void 
fraction 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
In their correlation, they successfully reproduced available data even in the case 
where the void fraction tended towards 1. This range was not covered accurately by the 
original Hughmark correlation [112]. 
Butterworth [141] presented a short note about a comparison of some void 
fraction relationships for co-current gas-liquid flow. His comparison was among six 
different models and correlations. The models and correlations considered by 
Butterworth were: the homogeneous model, Eq. (1.19) with S = 1, Zivi model, separate-
cylinders model, Eq. (3.41) with n = 2.5, Lockhart-Martinelli correlation, Thorn 
correlation, and Baroczy correlation. He suggested that the following equation could be 
used as the basis for a new void fraction correlation: 
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1 (3.80) 
The values of c, q, r, and s for the different models and correlations were given in 
Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 Values of c, q, r, and s for Different Models and Correlations 
Model or Correlation c q r s 
Homogeneous Model 1 1 1 0 
Zivi[17] 1 1 0.67 0 
Separate-Cylinders [29] 1 0.72 0.40 0.08 
Lockhart-Martinelli [ 16] 0.28 0.64 0.36 0.07 
Thorn [26] 1 1 0.89 0.18 
Baroczy [125] 1 0.74 0.65 0.13 
The values of c, q, r, and s could be determined by fitting Eq. (3.80) to 
experimental data. However, two of these constants might be removed on physical 
grounds. For example, at the critical state, when p1 = p8 and Jll = p8, the relationship that 
a= x was valid. So, both c and q had a value of 1. 
Taitel and Dukler [14] presented a theoretical model for determining flow regime 
transitions in two-phase gas-liquid flow. Their model predicted the relationship between 
the following variables at which the flow regime transitions took place: gas and liquid 
mass flow rates, properties of the fluids, pipe diameter, and angle of inclination of the 
pipe to the horizontal. The regimes considered in their model were intermittent (slug and 
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plug), stratified smooth, stratified wavy, dispersed bubble, and annular-annular dispersed 
liquid flow. They based the mechanisms for transition on physical concepts. These 
mechanisms were fully predictive in that no flow regime transition were used in their 
development. They presented a generalized flow regime map based on this theory. Two-
phase flow patterns could be predicted using this mechanistic approach rather than 
correlated using experimental data. Also, they developed a method to predict the liquid 
height in stratified flows for their flow pattern map. This flow pattern map could be used 
to obtain the void fraction. 
Nabizadeh [142] modified Zuber and Findlay equation [127]: 
(3.81) 
Using a large number of his own measurements, Nabizadeh developed an 
empirical correlation for the C0 factor in the equation of Zuber and Findlay [127] of the 
form: 
G2 
Fr=--
gdpf 
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Applying the extended and improved Zuber-Findlay equation, he obtained good 
agreement between correlated and measured data for water, R12, and R113. 
Yamazaki and Yamaguchi [143] proposed a generalized void fraction correlation 
for boiling and non-boiling vertical two-phase flows in tube. Their correlation was: 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
They established a criterion with a dimensionless group (Eo/La) that determined 
the K value as: 
K = { 1 Eo I La'?:. 2xl o-6 
0.57 Eo/ La< 2xl0-6 
La= PJdu 
Jl} 
(3.87) 
(3.88) 
(3.89) 
A comparison between the predicted values of their method and experimental 
values showed that their correlation was adequate within ±15% of deviation. 
Trimble and Turner [144] mentioned that Beattie obtained a void fraction 
correlation by integrating his local voidage and velocity profiles for bubble flow over the 
duct cross section. His correlation should only be used for a <0.6. His correlation was 
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I (3.90) 
(3.91) 
He evaluated the fanning friction factor (/) using Beattie's small bubble friction 
factor model [145] with absolute roughness 5 J..lm and an equivalent diameter of 10 mm. 
At/= 0, Co= 1 and his model reduced to homogeneous flow. 
Ishii [146] developed a one-dimensional drift-flux model in different two-phase 
flow regimes. In his model, he developed flow regime dependent expressions for Co and 
ugj taking into account the interfacial geometry, the body-force field, shear stresses and 
the interfacial mom.entum transfer. Based on the relative velocity between the phases, he 
developed transition criteria between different flow regimes. For chum turbulent flow, 
the transition criteria was: 
(3.92) 
For churn turbulent flow, the expressions of C0 and Ugj were: 
(3.93) 
(3.94) 
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For annular flow, the expressions of Co and ug; were: 
(3.95) 
(3.96) 
Gregory et al. [147] reported experimental data for gas holdup in liquid slugs are 
for two different pipe sizes of 2.58 ern and 5.12 ern diameter. They developed a simple 
empirical correlation to evaluate the liquid volume fraction in the slug for horizontal gas-
liquid slug flow. Their correlation was 
1 HI = ------,-.,,-
( u )1.39 1+ _m_ 8.66 
(3.97) 
(3.98) 
They concluded that their correlation to be a significant improvement over the 
only other published correlation proposed by Hubbard [148]. The results of this 
investigation were important for the development of a mechanistic model for the 
prediction of pressure drop and holdup for slug flow in pipes. 
Gardner [149] examined data from a large number of German, American and 
Russian sources regarding the induced separation of steam from water in boilers. It was 
clear that there were differences between the experimental results obtained by different 
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groups of researchers for the voidage when bubbling vapor through a stagnant liquid 
pool. He found that data could be correlated in general by 
(3.99) 
With K = 1.70 given by the first group of researchers, K = 11.2 given by the 
second group of researchers and K = 2.13 given by the third group of researchers. The 
value of exponent m was either 0.16 or 0.3 depending chiefly upon the method of 
measurement of the voidage. The exponent n varied from 2/3 to 0.79, depending upon the 
sources of the data. The most probable value for n was 2/3. 
Based on the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (A}, Chen and Spedding [38] 
developed a correlation to determine the holdup for stratified and annular flow. For 
stratified flow, they recommended to use the following correlation: 
(3.100) 
For annular flow, they proposed to include an experimental adjustment factor, k;, 
to give good agreement with experimental data. Their correlation was 
x2/3 
H-----=-:-::-
1- k +X213 
I 
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Where k; = 2.5 for large diameter pipes (d ~ 0.2 m), k; = 6 for small diameter 
pipes (d::::; 0.045 m), while k; = 1 for diameter pipes between 0.045 m and 0.2 m. 
Chen and Spedding [150] justified the Butterworth form of correlation [141] for 
holdup in two-phase gas-liquid flow theoretically for certain conditions. For turbulent-
turbulent and laminar-laminar ideal stratified flow, they expressed the Butterworth 
correlation [ 141] in terms of the volumetric flow rate (Q) instead of the mass quality (x) 
as follows: 
(3.102) 
Where K, a, b and c were dependent constants of flow regimes and the Hg'Ht 
range. Table 3.4 gives values of K, a, band c for ideal stratified flow. 
Table 3.4 Values of K, a, b and c for Ideal Stratified Flow 
Flow Type Hr/HtRange K a b c 
Turbulent-Turbulent 2.5x1 o·() -3xl 0-4 1.02 0.69 0.31 0.08 
Turbulent-Turbulent 3x104 -2.lx10-2 1.14 0.70 0.31 0.08 
Turbulent-Turbulent 2.1x1 0"2 -2.5x1 0"1 1.31 0.72 0.32 0.08 
Turbulent-Turbulent 2.5x10"1-1.3 1.48 0.77 0.34 0.09 
Turbulent-Turbulent 1.3-8.0 1.49 0.83 0.37 0.09 
Turbulent-Turbulent 8.0-1.4x102 1.28 0.90 0.40 0.10 
Turbulent-Turbulent 1.4x102-105 1.09 0.93 0.41 0.10 
Laminar-Laminar 10"3 -0.2 1.46 0.45 0.00 0.45 
Laminar-Laminar 0.2-3.0 1.95 0.50 0.00 0.50 
Laminar-Laminar 3.0-103 1.83 0.57 0.00 0.57 
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For gas-liquid, turbulent-laminar ideal stratified flow, they derived the following 
correlation: 
(3.103) 
Where W1 and ro1 are dependent constants of H/Ht. Table 3.5 gives values of W1 
and WI for gas-liquid, turbulent-laminar ideal stratified flow. 
Table 3.5 Values of W1 and m1 for Gas-Liquid, Turbulent-Laminar Ideal Stratified 
Flow 
H/HtRange WI (J)j 
0.1-0.7 0.01383 2.25 
0.7-3.5 0.01516 2.00 
3.5-20.0 0.01200 1.83 
20.0-200.0 0.00826 1.70 
For gas-liquid, laminar-turbulent ideal stratified flow, they proposed the following 
correlation: 
(3.104) 
Where W2 and ro2 are dependent constants of Hg'Ht. Table 3.6 gives values of W2 
and w2 for gas-liquid, laminar-turbulent ideal stratified flow. 
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Table 3.6 Values of W2 and m2 for Gas-Liquid, Laminar-Turbulent Ideal Stratified 
Flow 
H/HzRange w2 0J2 
0.04-0.2 538.69 2.25 
0.2-6.0 630.44 2.15 
6.0-150.0 474.14 2.00 
For gas-liquid, turbulent-turbulent and laminar-laminar ideal annular flow, they 
also obtained the form of Eq. (3.102) but with the values of K, a, band c as given in 
Table. 3.7. 
Table 3. 7 Values of K, a, b and c for Ideal Annular Flow 
Flow Type H/Ht K a b c 
Turbulent-Turbulent 
- 1.0 0.9 0.4 0.1 
Laminar-Laminar - 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 
Spedding and Chen [151] analyzed a wide range of experimental holdup data on 
the basis ofthe general correlations of Chen and Spedding [150]. For slug and plug flow, 
they gave the holdup by the Armand type of equation (Eq. (3.2)). For stratified flow, they 
gave the holdup by the theoretical equations that were derived. For annular flow with 
values of H/Ht ~ 4, they satisfactorily represented the data by a semi-empirical 
correlation as: 
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H (Q Jo.6s 
_g = 0.45 _§__ 
H, Q, 
(3.105) 
Tandon et al. [152] developed an analytical model for predicting void fraction in 
two-phase annular flow. In their analysis, they used the Lockhart-Martinelli method to 
calculate two-phase frictional pressure drop. They used von Karman's universal velocity 
profile to represent the velocity distribution in the annular liquid film. Their model was 
a= { 1-1.928 Re;0.315 [ F( X 11 )}-1 + 0.9293 Re;0·63 [ F( X 11 )j-2 
1-0.38 Re;0.088 [ F( X 11 )]-1 +0.0361 Re;0.176 [ F( X 11 )}-2 
50< Re1 < 1125 
Re, > 1125 
(3.106) 
(3.107) 
They claimed that void fractions predicted by the proposed model were generally 
in good agreement with available experimental data. Their model appeared to be as good 
as Smith correlation [135] and better than Wallis correlation [132] and Zivi correlation 
[17] for computing void fraction. 
Liao et al. [153] developed a drift-flux model. They based their model primarily 
on the Ishii model [ 145] with the addition of a separate expression for the drift velocity in 
the bubbly flow regime. The transition criteria and the expressions for Co and ug; for 
different flow regime were as follows: 
For bubbly flow: 
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c =1 0 
For churn turbulent flow: 
c. = (u -0.2~~-(1-exp( -!Sa)) J 
For annular flow: 
gd( Pt- Pg) (1-a) 
0.015pl 
The above modifications led to smaller scatter of the data points. 
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Regarding Armand coefficient (CA), Spedding and Chen [154] proposed another 
CA correlation depending on the ratio of gas to liquid superficial velocities, Ug'Ut: 
c - -0.65 
{ 
1.2 
A- /1+1.22c~p J 
Ug IU, < 31 
315:Ug/U1 <1.5x10
4 (3.116) 
Minami and Brill [155] conducted an experimental study of two-phase flow to 
investigate liquid holdup in wet-gas pipelines. They obtained the liquid-holdup data by 
passing spheres through a 1 333 ft (406.3 m) long, 3.068 in. (77.93 mm) inside diameter 
horizontal pipe and measuring the liquid volumes removed. They used three different 
two-phase mixtures. They compared the holdup data with predicted holdup values. They 
used the holdup data to evaluate a mechanistic model for stratified flow. They concluded 
that none of the methods could accurately predict liquid holdup in this low-holdup region. 
They proposed two new empirical liquid holdup correlations for horizontal flow. The first 
correlation was strictly for wet-gas pipelines (0 <Hz< 0. 35) while the second correlation 
was general and could be applied for any horizontal pipeline (0 < Ht < 1. 0). The general 
correlation was: 
[ (
ln z + 9.21)4·3374 ] H, =1-exp-
8.7115 
(3.117) 
Where Z is the Eaton et al. [130] abscissa. 
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Using a force balance under steady-state conditions, Hart et al. [156] derived for 
small liquid void fraction ((1-a) ~ 0.06) the following equation for the liquid void 
fraction in the stratified, wavy and annular flow regimes: 
l :a=~: {1+04Ref'"'(;: rJ} (3.118) 
They claimed that good agreement between the experimentally determined values 
of the liquid void fraction and the values calculated with Eq. (3 .118) for the air-water and 
four different air-water+ethylene glycol systems was obtained. 
Huq [157] presented an analytical two-phase flow void fraction prediction 
method. His void fraction model was: 
a=l 2(1-x/ 
J-2x+ [1 +4x(l-x)( p1 1 Pg -lJt·5 
(3.119) 
Schmidt [158] mentioned that Huq void fraction model [157] was one of the few 
models that were not based on experimental data. As a result, it was not a priori 
constraint to a specific parameter range. A consideration of reasonable boundary limits 
for the slip ratio (S) was the aim to a straightforward development of the equation. Also, 
Schmidt and Friedel [159] recommended Huq void fraction model [157] except for high 
viscosity fluid flow or mass fluxes than 50 kg/m2.s. 
Chexal et al. [160] presented an empirical void fraction correlation based on the 
drift flux model that eliminated the need to know the flow regime before predicting the 
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void fraction. The correlation, referred as the Chexal-Lellouche correlation, was 
developed originally to provide a continuous void fraction model for use in the light 
water reactor industry. The Chexal-Lellouche correlation covered the full range of 
pressures (high and low), flows (high and low), void fractions for cocurrent or 
countercurrent vertical flow conditions, and fluid types (steam-water, air-water, 
hydrocarbons, and oxygen). They qualified their correlation against many sets of steady-
state two-phase/two-component flow test data that covered a wide range of 
thermodynamic conditions and geometries typical of PWR and BWR fuel assemblies as 
well as for pipes up to d = 450 mm. The Chexal-Lellouche correlation was available as a 
source code module for inclusion into any thermal-hydraulic computer program, and as 
an interactive personal computer program. 
Takeuchi et al. [ 161] generalized Wallis' flooding correlation [ 18] for both small 
and large pipes by the use of the critical Kutateladze number. Then, they obtained a drift 
flux correlation that was tangential to the generalized flooding curve. Their correlation 
was as follows: 
Co =1.11775+0.4588Ja-0.57656a2 (3.120) 
(3.121) 
K = a· . (_.!_ I0.24) d. .mln , • 
2.4 d 
(3.122) 
(3.123) 
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They claimed that their simple function of void fraction for the correlation 
parameter was sufficient to provide good agreement with steam generator test data, 
without using flow regime maps. After they determined the drift flux correlation with the 
large-pipe test, they implemented the drift flux correlation in the TRAC-PD2 computer 
code to be tested against the flooding curve for a small-diameter pipe. Also, they applied 
the Chexal-Lellouche formulas [160] to the data analysis, and compared the results with 
the present correlations. 
Steiner [162] modified the Rouhani-Axelsson [19] void fraction model for 
application to horizontal flows. His equation was: 
(3.124) 
He did not provide a comparison of Eq. (3.124) to void fraction data but only 
noted that he found it to work for R-12 and R-22. Kattan et al. [101] used Steiner 
expression in their two-phase flow heat transfer model. Also, Steiner expression was used 
in the. new condensation heat transfer model and flow pattern map of Thome and 
coworkers [163,164]. 
Abdul-Majeed [165] simplified and improved the mechanistic model developed 
by Taitel and Dukler [14] for estimating the holdup in horizontal two-phase flow. First, 
he conducted an experimental study to develop a data bank used for evaluation and 
improvement. He obtained the holdup data using an air-kerosene mixture flowed through 
a test section consisting of a horizontal pipe 2-in (50.8 mm) in diameter and 118 ft (36m) 
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long. The liquid holdup ranged from 0.009 to 0.61 and the flow patterns observed were 
stratified, slug and annular. Based on the measured data, he concluded that Taitel-Dukler 
model tended to overestimate liquid holdup for stratified wavy, slug, and annular flow 
patterns, whereas it tended to underestimate the liquid holdup for stratified smooth flow. 
Therefore, he proposed an empirical modification that resulted in a significant 
improvement in predictions compared to experimental data. His single explicit equations 
were as follows: 
For turbulent flow: 
H1 = exp(-0.9304919 + 0.5285852/nX- 9.219634x 10·2 (lnX/ + 9.02418x 10·4 (lnX /) 
(3.125) 
For laminar flow: 
H1 = exp(-1.099924 + 0.6788495/nX -0.1232191x 10-2(/nX / 
-1.778653 x 10·3 (lnX / + 1.626819 x 10·3 (lnX /) 
For turbulent flow, m = 0.2, whereas for laminar flow, m = 1.0. 
(3.126) 
(3.127) 
Based on statistical results, he observed that the proposed model gave excellent 
results and clearly outperformed the original model and all the existing correlations when 
tested against his own data (89 points) and against data from the literature. 
Spedding et al. [166] presented data on horizontal and slightly inclined flows at+ 
5 and- 5° for a 0.058 m inner diameter pipe with the co-current air-water system. Holdup 
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prediction proved to be flow regime dependent. For Ug 2:: 6 m/s, they proposed a new 
relation between the liquid holdup (HJ, the ratio of the liquid volumetric flow rate to the 
total volumetric flow rate (QI(Qt+Qg)) and the pipe diameter (d) as follows: 
(3.128) 
Equation (3 .128) could not predict the smooth stratified, stratified inertia wave, 
stratified blown-through-slug, bubble, slug and plug regime. 
Graham et al. [167] performed experiments on smooth horizontal tubes using 
R134a and R410A as working fluids during evaporation and condensation. They 
expressed the void fraction in terms of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for turbulent-
turbulent flow (XrJ and the Froude rate (Ft) as follows: 
a= l+X +-( 
1 )-0.321 
11 Ft 
(3.129) 
(3.130) 
The Froude rate (Ft) was a parameter derived by Hulburt and Newell [168]. It was 
the ratio of the vapor kinetic energy to the energy required to lift the liquid phase around 
the tube. 
Gomeza et al. [169] used data from six different slug flow studies for the 
development of the liquid holdup correlation. The data showed that the liquid holdup in 
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the slug flow varied with the inclination angle. It had a maximum value at horizontal flow 
conditions, decreasing as the upward inclination increased, and it had a minimum value 
for upward vertical flow. The data also revealed that the liquid holdup was also a function 
of the mixture velocity and the liquid phase viscosity. Their correlation was 
H1 = Exp(-0.458-2.48.10-6 Re1) 0 ~ B ~ 1.57 (3.131) 
(3.132) 
(3.133) 
Based on the data for vertical flows in circular pipes of 5 to 50 mm in diameter 
using air-water and air-viscous liquid as working fluids, Sakaguchi et al. [170] derived 
the following empirical correlation as a function of seven non-dimensional parameters: 
( 
u ]0.866 ( J-0.0574 ( )0.0190( )0.148 
a=2.20 g U1 Jig Pg 
U1 +Ug U1 +Ug p 1 p1 
[
U +U ]-o.o7o'[ d(U +U )]-o.o213[ d(U +U )2]o.o3s9 
I g PI I g PI I g -0.00925 
( gd f5 I-ll (]' 
(3.134) 
Osman [22] presented two artificial neural network (ANN) models to identify the 
flow regime and calculate the liquid holdup in horizontal multiphase flow. He developed 
these models with 199 experimental data sets and with three-layer back-propagation 
neural networks (BPNs). He used superficial liquid and gas velocities (U1 and Ug}, 
pressure (p), temperature (T), and fluid properties (density and viscosity) as inputs to the 
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model. He divided data into three portions: training, cross validation, and testing. He 
concluded that the developed models provided better predictions and higher accuracy 
than the empirical correlations developed specifically for these data groups. The 
developed flow-regime model predicted correctly for more than 97% of the data points. 
The liquid-holdup model outperformed the published models. It provided holdup 
predictions with an average absolute error of 9.407%, a standard deviation of 8.544%, 
and a correlation coefficient of 0.9896. 
Shippen and Scott [23] presented a neural network model for prediction of liquid 
holdup in two-phase horizontal flow. They used data from five independent studies to 
develop a neural network for predicting liquid holdup in two-phase horizontal flow. They 
used pipe diameter (d), superficial gas velocity (Ug), superficial liquid velocity (UJ, 
liquid velocity (aJ, liquid density (pJ, liquid viscosity (pJ, and log value of no slip liquid 
holdup (log (1-a)) as inputs to the model. The output of the model was log value of no 
slip liquid holdup. For this data set, a detailed comparison with existing empirical 
correlations and mechanistic models revealed that the neural network model showed an 
improvement in overall accuracy and performed more consistently across the range of 
liquid-holdup and flow patterns. 
Yun-Long et al. [171] derived the mathematical model of void fraction of gas-
liquid two-phase annular flow in vertical tubes using the theorem of pressure energy 
consumption minimum. The basic principle in this model was that there was a quite 
steady flow state of annular flow in the flow pattern of gas-liquid two-phase flow. 
According to the principle of the fluid mechanics, any system tends towards to a 
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minimum steady state of energy. As a result, the energy in steady flow of annular flow 
should be minimum. They proposed the mathematical model of pressure energy 
consumption to calculate void fraction. They claimed that their calculated results agreed 
well with the experimental data. 
Garcia et al. [ 114] analyzed a wide range of experimental holdup data from 
different sources based on a theoretical model proposed in their work to evaluate the 
liquid holdup in horizontal pipes. They included 2 276 gas-liquid flow experiments in 
horizontal pipelines with a wide range of operational conditions and fluid properties in 
the database. Their theoretical model related the liquid holdup and no-slip liquid holdup 
(HI Ht,,J to the gas-liquid volumetric flow rates relation (Q/Q~ for different mixture 
Reynolds numbers ranges. To classify the experimental data for gas-liquid flows in 
horizontal pipes, they based the Reynolds number on the mixture velocity (Urn) and the 
liquid kinematic viscosity (v). They obtained composite analytical expressions by fitting 
the data with logistic dose curves. Their particular composite power laws equation was: 
(3.135) 
H =QI = Ql = 1 
l,m Q Ql + Qg ( ) ( ) 
J + J ~X ;: 
(3.136) 
(3.137) 
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(3.138) 
The parameters a, b, c, d and t for the universal composite correlations for holdup 
are presented in Table 3.8. 
Table 3.8 Parameters of the Universal Composite Correlations for Holdup 
Range a b c d t 
Re <2 000 85.5969 0.4503 0.4240 0.0781 432.0226 
2 000 < Re < 5 000 73.9792 0.2936 0.6536 0.2634 429.8162 
5 000 < Re < 10 000 74.1824 0.0001 0.9458 1.5020 430.7731 
10 000 < Re < 20 000 70.5777 0.1238 1.04086 0.3322 107.5723 
20 000 < Re 40 000 70.5791 0.04267 1.0423 0.3410 107.5740 
40 000 < Re 100 000 17.5825 0.1077 0.8963 0.9592 151.007 
100 000 < Re < 300 000 2.5383 0.3001 0.8655 3.5587 100.0044 
300 000 < Re < 2 670 000 1.4976 0.3820 0.9985 2.5626 99.9486 
They claimed that the universal (all flow patterns) composite holdup correlations 
(UCHC) had an average error of -4.1% and an average absolute error of21.0%. 73.9% of 
the points (1 682 experimental points) were in the band between± 30%. They claimed 
that they obtained the best agreements for slug and dispersed bubble flow data, with an 
average absolute error of 13.1% and 1.9%, respectively. They claimed that they obtained 
the worst agreements for annular and stratified flow data, with an average absolute error 
of34.9% and 31.3%, respectively. 
Also, they obtained composite power law holdup correlations for flows sorted by 
flow pattern (FPHC). They presented error estimates for the predicted versus measured 
holdup correlations together with standard deviation for each correlation. They compared 
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the accuracy of the correlations developed in their study with the accuracy of 26 previous 
correlations and models in the literature. They claimed that their correlations predicted 
the liquid holdup in horizontal pipes with much greater accuracy than those presented by 
previous authors. 
It should be noted that Garcia et al. [ 114] universal (all flow patterns) composite 
holdup correlations (UCHC) give impossible results. For example, assuming the no-slip 
liquid holdup (H~,r,J = 0.8. Thus, QgiQ1 = (110.8) - 1 = 0.25. Assuming the Reynolds 
number (Re) = 3125. From Table 3.8, at Re = 3125, a= 73.9792, b = 0.2936, c = 0.6536, 
d = 0.2634 and t = 429.8162. Using Eq. (3.134), we obtain HI H1,m = 2.5796. As a result, 
H1 = 0.8x2.5796 = 2.0367 > 1 which is an impossible result and Hg = 1- H1 = -1.0367 < 0 
which is an impossible result. Values of liquid holdup and gas holdup cannot be greater 
than one or negative (i.e. OgfP,l and OgJg~1). 
In addition, there are impossible results using composite power law holdup 
correlations for flows sorted by flow pattern (FPHC). For example, Garcia et al. [114] 
gave parameters of the holdup correlations for slug flow for Re~139 and 
0.33~Qg/QP,48.8 as a= 85.8992, b = 0.3717, c = 0.7275, d = 0.3116 and t = 115.1512. 
Assuming QgiQ1 = 0.33. Thus, the no-slip liquid holdup (H~,r,) = 11(1 +0.33) = 0.75. 
Assuming the Reynolds number (Re) = 139. Using Eq. (3.134), we obtain HI H1,m = 
3.3585. As a result, H1 = 0.75x3.3585 = 2.5188 > 1 which is an impossible result and Hg 
= 1- H1 = -1.5188 < 0 which is an impossible result. Values of liquid holdup and gas 
holdup cannot be greater than one or negative (i.e. OgJP,1 and OgJg~l ). 
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3.3 Comparison of Selected Two-Phase Flow Void Fraction Models 
Figure 3.1 presents a comparison of several two-phase flow void fraction models 
for steam flow at Ps = 1 000 psia (6 894.74 kPa) in a smooth horizontal pipe. Figure 3.2 
presents a comparison of several two-phase flow void fraction models for R 12 flow at Ts 
= 50°C in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 3.3 presents a comparison of 
several two-phase flow void fraction models for R 22 flow at Ts = 50°C in a smooth 
horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 3.4 presents a comparison of several two-phase flow 
void fraction models for R 41 OA flow at Ts = 5°C in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 5/8 
in. (15.875 mm). It is clear from Figs. 3.1-3.4 that no two void fraction models provide 
the same result. Since all two-phase flow void fraction models were developed in 
conjunction with experimental data, which are prone to measurement error, it is 
reasonable to expect that any prediction is also subject to similar error. 
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of Selected Two-Phase Flow Void Fraction Models 
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3.4 Summary 
The extensive literature review is presented in Chapter 3 to find most if not all of 
the void fraction correlations that are available in the open literature. Comparison of 
several two-phase flow void fraction models and correlations shows that no two void 
fraction models provide the same result. In Chapter 6, the development of models of two-
phase flow void fraction in circular pipes is presented along with comparisons with the 
data and models reviewed in this chapter. At the end of this chapter, Table 3.9 presents a 
summary of void fraction studies. 
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Table 3.9 Summary of Void Fraction Studies 
'Author d Fluids Orientation/ Range/ Techniques, 
Conditions Applicability Basis, 
Observations 
i Armand 26mm Air-water Horizontal P<0.9 Empirical 
[107] Atmospheric correlation 
press~e 
P>0.9 Empirical 
correlation 
Martinelli Steam Horizontal 6.89 < p < Empirical 
and Nelson 221.2 bar correlation m a 
[8] Turbulent- graphic manner 
Turbulent on semi-log plot 
flow regime 
Better suited 
to annular 
flow 
Air and Adiabatic 1.013 < p < Graphical 
benzene, 3.445 bar correlation m 
kerosene, terms of 1-a and 
water, a versus X 
and 
different 
oils 
Baker [3] Vertical 7.5 < Y<300 Empirical 
upward G < 950 equation to allow ; 
kg/m2.s for the effect of G : 
on a 
. Flanigan 16 in Natural 
' [1 09] gas-
condensat 
e 
0.024- Air- Horizontal/ Implicit 
0.14m water, air- adiabatic 
gas oil 
and air-
spindle 
oil 
mixtures 
_ Lev~J!}O]~~,--" Steam ~~-----"'"'"-----~----~_[ ( ~P~l!xL ..... I 
. Bankoff Power )a\VJ 
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. [61] 
Jones [111] 
· Hughmark 
[11~1. 
Nishino and 
:Yamazaki 
'j}l 
Kowalczew 
, ski [118] 
l Kiitiik~iiogl 
: u and Njo 
: [119] 
· Loscher and 
. Reingardt 
[120] 
Steam-
water 
Vertical 
upward 
Water Vertical 
and R12 upflow 
........................................................... 
Steam-
water 
Rll, R12 
and water 
R12 Vertical 
upward 
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distribution for · 
both u and a 
C A correlation as : 
a function of Z 
a = f (x, Pl. pg)at : 
K= liP 
a = f (P, 
..................... p(pe) .. 
0.1< Frt <1 a = f (f3, 
000 pipe) 
:5; 0.65 
0.01:5; pipe :5; a =! (f3, Fr1, 
0.36 pipe) 
15!S: p/pg !S: 
900 
4!S: 
0.12 !S: pipe !S: a = f (/], Fr1, 
0.57 pipe) 
l~E~~~~8 
Horizontal/ Analytical model 
Vertical 
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(annular flow · 
assumption), 
minimization of 
energy dissipation 
rate 
3 models: (i) 
without liquid 
entrainment and 
wall friction, (ii) · 
with wall friction, i 
and (iii) with 
liquid 
entrainment 
Wall friction 
effect is much l 
lower than liquid 
entrainment effect . 
As p increases, a 1 
·--------·---_!E_proaches am, __ _j 
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• Thorn [26] 
Baroczy 
[125] 
Steam-
water 
Vertical 
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Model (i) widely 
used, does not 
dep~J:l~ gn data 
a= f(S,x) 
Liquid Generalized 
mercury- correlation in a 
nitrogen, graphical manner 
and 1-a = f (X, , 
~ _ .. ~ ...... ·~-~·~-··,:··· ......................... " .. w ..... a .....t._e.~r-.~a.._i .. r ....... - ........ ~--··· ·--~ .. J~it!l:!rf·~! ( Pl pz)) 
,.:!~~~!.J~21 ..... ~. ........ .. .. .H .... o .. r ... i.z .... o.,..n .... t.. a __ l ~~·~--.. ·--··~···-····· ......... ~ .. '::'1J~2 
and Drift 
Guzhov et 
i .. ~!.:..Il?.~L .. " ........ . 
Eaton et al. 2, 
[130] and 
Premoli et 
aL[134J 
. Smith [135] 
m. 
R22 
4 Water-
17 natural 
gas, 
crude-
natural 
gas and 
distillate-
natural 
Boiling 
heavy 
water 
38mm Boiling 
water 
Vertical 
Horizontal 
Vertical 
Horizontal, 
vertical 
••••••• ••0 """'"""""'"""""""""""" 
correlation 
G had an effect 
on a 
Hg = f(fJ, Fr) 
''h" 
Graphical 
correlation as H1 
versus 
1 84No.s7s ( p )o.os :. 
• Ul - Nf 
N No.o211 p '' Ug d aim 
Drift flux 
correlation 
Includes the : 
effects of G and a i 
Slip ratio 
correlation 
7 < p < 59 Semi-empirical 
bar model for . 
0 < x < 0.38 stratified annular I 
650 < G < 2 flow (liquid i 
050 kglm2.s phase) with liquid i 
380 < q < 1 entrainment in 1 
200 k W /m2 gas phase 
17.25 < p < States that the • 
145 bar model 1s 
;, .................... , ............. ~-·· .......................... ~ .............................. _,,, ...................... ~-········-9-=QQ~.--:S ... ~ .. :S ... .i.J:l .. ~~-~~-J:1~~J:l! ................ <>f. ..  
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~"""~"'"'"'""" --~----------·· '" -~-- ·-~------·--"'"'''"~'--·---~---~----·-·------.- ---~------ ····~--~·-······~-····-· ,, ____ ' 
llmm Air-water Vertical 
0.17 flow regime, p, G, ' 
750 < G < 1 
950 kg/m2.s 
20 < ¥ < 140 
kW/m 
Atmospheric 
pressure 
0.005 < X < 
0.525 
50 < G < 1 
330 kg/m2.s 
x; applicable to · 
horizontal and • 
vertical flow 
For e = 0.4, 
applicability 
assumed only for ; 
circular pipes 
Not 
recommended for 
x < 0.01 in' 
boiling flow (due . 
to thermal • 
r···---·--·~·---· .. -·-------"'-··------·-----··-·,··- --····~··,··--·--"~ ... -~ .. --.. ··------·--·-·~-"·"·--·--····--·--w ..... _, _________ ,,.,,i.~~qui!!~!.~.!!ll. __ ,,_ ... , 
'Bonnecaze 
et al. [136] 
, Michiyoshi 
[[}~],,,,, 
• Beggs and 25.4 
, Brill [50] and 
38.1 
mm 
',,, '""'"'''''''"" 
Mattar and 1 in 
Gregory 
[}~~1 ..... 
Madsen 
[139] 
Moussalli 
and Chawla 
[14Ql '' 
Yamaguchi 
[J43J' 
lOmm 
Horizontal, () = -10° -+ 1 0° Slug flow model · 
uphill, 
downhill 
" '"'''''''''"'''-''"" 
Slip ratio • 
correlation 
---~-~-~------··-·-----~~-~---~-----· 
Air-water 
Air-light 
oil 
Water-air 
Water-
steam 
Horizontal, up 
flow, down 
flow, inclined 
Adiabatic 
Diabatic 
Water, Vertical 
Rl2, and upward 
R113 
Vertical/ 
boiling and 
non-boiling 
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a = f (x, Pt, pg . 
,U~ 
Determines the 
flow pattern by : 
comparmg Fr 1 
with L1 .~d. L.? 
Ht = f(Ut,Ur} 
1.013 < p < Semi empirical 
144.80 bar correlation 
0.1 <X< 0.5 
CA correlation 
CA correlation 
General 
correlation 
CHAPTER3 
· Ishii [146] 
et 25.8 
and 
51.2 
mm 
Chen and 0.0455 
Spedding m 
.[~~1 ................... , ..... ,_._., .. 
Tandon et 6.1 mm 
al. [152] 
22mm 
al. 
Spedding 
and Chen 
,[}5~L .... 
Minami and 77.93 
Brill [155] mm 
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>~>ccccc.CC cc- ccccccc.Ccc-••-••cccc••~•~---•••c """'"'"~'~''"'~'"'~""'-' "'"'"'"'""" ""'""'''' ''''"'"'"""'"'"'"'""""''"'' 
Oil-air 
Steam-
water 
Air-water 
Boiling 
heavy 
water 
Steam-
water 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 
Vertical 
Kerosene- Horizontal 
air, water-
air, water 
plus 
surfactant 
-air 
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0.03 s u, s 
2.316 m/s 
0.088 s Ug s 
15.376 m/s 
Drift-flux model ' 
Churn turbulent ' 
flow, annular 
flow 
Slug flow model 
Ht = f(U,,Ug) 
General 
correlation 
Extension of the .. 
Lockhart-
Martinelli model 
7 < p < 60 Semi empirical • 
bar model 
X< 0.41 
650 < G < 2 
050 kg/m2.s 
380 < q < 1 
200 kW/m2 
0.24 < a < 
0.92 
Atmospheric 
pressure 
X< 0.04 
Assumed annular 
flow without 
liquid 
entrainment m ' 
gas phase and 
turbulent flow in 
both phases 
As good as Smith ' 
correlation [135] 
and better than 
Wallis correlation : 
[132] and Zivi ' 
correlation . ?l 
Drift-flux model 
Bubbly flow, 
churn turbulent , 
flow, annular 
flow 
C A correlation ' 
depends on U g'U1 
Stratified flow ; 
model 
Ht = f(Z) 
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and au-
water + 
ethyleneg 
.............................................. ............ }y~~l ... . 
Steam- Cocurrent or 
water, air- countercurrent 
water, vertical 
hydrocarb 
ons, and 
0.038 < (}" < 
0.072 N/m 
.,~A' '~-
surface (ARS) , 
model 
Stratified, wavy 
and annular flow 
Analytical 
method 
. C!.. =..f(x_., Pt'- pr) 
Drift-flux model 
.................... .. ....................................... ~~:}:1~.~!1: .................... ................. ···- ................................. ' '' ,,, ........................ . 
Takeuchi et Drift-flux model 
al. [16,!1 
Steiner 
.[1~?1 
Abdul- 50.8 
Majeed mm 
.. U~.~I ........... . 
Spedding et 0.058 
al. [166] m 
Air-
kerosene 
Air-water 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 0.009 < Ht < 
0.61 
Horizontal/ B = + 5 and -
slightly 5° 
inclined, U, > 6 m/s 
""'''"'"' ................. , ....................................... . ....................................... ""'~~.~ ..................................... E.=~--· ....... ........ . 
R134a 
and 
R410A 
Horizontal 
Air-water Vertical 
and air-
viscous 
~iq':lid 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 
Vertical 
Horizontal 
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HOMOGENEOUS TWO-PHASE FLOW PROPERTIES 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, three new definitions for two-phase viscosity will be 
introduced using the analogy between thermal conductivity in porous media and 
viscosity in two-phase flow. These new definitions for two-phase viscosity are 
satisfying the following two conditions: namely (i) the two-phase viscosity is equal to 
the liquid viscosity at the mass quality = 0%. and (ii) the two-phase viscosity is equal 
to the gas viscosity at the mass quality = I 00%. These new definitions of two-phase 
viscosity can be used to compute the two-phase frictional pressure gradient in circular 
pipes using the homogeneous model. Expressing the published data of two-phase 
frictional pressure gradient in a dimensionless form as Fanning friction factor (f,J 
versus Reynolds number (Re,J can also be done. 
Before we go to the section of proposed methodology in this chapter to 
introduce the new definitions of two-phase viscosity, we present first the different 
definitions of homogeneous two-phase flow properties such as density and viscosity 
available in the literature. 
The void fraction based on the homogeneous model ( a,J can be expressed as 
follows: 
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1 (4.1) 
When ( pr/ pg) is large, the void fraction based on the homogeneous model ( a,J 
increases very rapidly once the mass quality (x) increases even slightly above zero. 
The prediction of the void fraction using the homogeneous model is reasonably 
accurate only for bubble and mist flows since the entrained phase travels at nearly the 
same velocity as the continuous phase. Also, when (pr/pg) approaches 1 (i.e. near the 
critical state), the void fraction based on the homogeneous model ( a,J approaches the 
mass quality (x) and the homogeneous model is applicable at this case. 
For the homogeneous model, the density of two-phase gas-liquid flow (p,J 
can be expressed as follows: 
(4.2) 
Equation ( 4.2) can be derived knowing that the density is equal to the 
reciprocal of the specific volume and using thermodynamics relationship for the 
specific volume 
(4.3) 
Equation ( 4.2) can also be obtained based on the volumetric averaged value as 
follows: 
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( J
-/ 
x 1-x 
Pm=xam +(1-x)am = -+--
Pg P1 
(4.4) 
Equation (4.2) satisfies the following limiting conditions between (p,J and 
mass quality (x): 
at x = 0, Pm = {Jl; at x = 1, Pm = pg; (4.5) 
The Reynolds number based on the homogeneous model (Re,J can be 
expressed as follows: 
Re = Gd 
m (4.6) 
f-lm 
In the homogeneous model, there are some common expressions for the 
viscosity of two-phase gas-liquid flow (p,J. The expressions available for the two-
phase liquid-gas viscosity are mostly of an empirical nature as a function of mass 
quality (x). The liquid and gas are presumed to be uniformly mixed due to the 
homogeneous flow. The possible definitions for the viscosity of two-phase gas-liquid 
flow (p,J can be divided into two groups. In the first group, the form of the 
expression between (p,J and mass quality (x) satisfies the following limiting 
conditions: 
at x = 0, f.Lm = f.li; at X = 1, f.lm = f-lg; (4.7) 
For example, McAdams, et al. [45], introduced the definition of two-phase 
viscosity (p,J based on the mass averaged value of reciprocals as follows: 
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( x 1 -x)-
1 
f..lm= -+--
/lg Ill 
(4.8) 
They proposed their viscosity expression by analogy to the expression for the 
homogeneous density (Pm). Equation (4.8) leads to the homogeneous Reynolds 
number (Re,J is equal to the sum of the liquid Reynolds number (Re~ and the gas 
Reynolds number (Reg). 
Also, Cicchitti, et al. [ 46], introduced the definition of two-phase viscosity 
(f..l,J based on the mass averaged value as follows: 
(4.9) 
In addition, Dukler et al. [13], introduced the definition of two-phase viscosity 
(f..l,J based on the volumetric averaged value as follows: 
(4.10) 
Equation (4.10) can be rewritten in terms ofkinematic viscosity as follows: 
( 4.11) 
Moreover, Beattie and Whalley (55], introduced the definition of two-phase 
viscosity (J1,J as follows: 
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Lin et al. [172] introduced the definition of two-phase viscosity as follows: 
(4.13) 
In their study, the range ofx appearing in the capillary tubes was 0 < x< 0.25. 
For the best fit to their experimental data, they took the value of the exponent in Eq. 
(4.13) as 1.4. 
Finally, Fourar and Bories [173] presented an unusual expression of the two-
phase viscosity as follows: 
J.lm = pJxvgJ.lg + (1- x)v1p 1 + 2~x(l- x)VgJ.lgV1j.l1 )= pJ~xVgJ.lg + ~(1- x)v1p1 J 
(4.14) 
Equation (4.14) can be rewritten in terms ofkinematic viscosity as follows: 
(4.15) 
It should be noted that Fourar and Bories [173] definition of two-phase 
viscosity is similar of Dukler et al. [13] definition of two-phase viscosity with adding 
an extra term. 
In the second group, the form of the expression between ( J.lm) and mass quality 
(x) does not satisfy the following limiting conditions: 
at x = 0, J.lm = J.ll; at x = 1, J.lm = J.lg; (4.16) 
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For example, Davidson, et al. [174], defined the viscosity of two-phase gas-
liquid flow (J.Lm) as follows: 
(4.17) 
The reason for this definition is that when Davidson, et al., plotted the 
experimental two-phase friction factor (/;p) of their high pressure steam-water pressure 
drop data against the Reynolds number for all-liquid flow (Re10), they observed that 
there were large discrepancies from the single-phase friction factor at Re10 < 2x105• 
They found that considerably better agreement with the normal single-phase flow 
relationship represented by the Blasius equation was obtained if they plotted the 
experimental two-phase friction factor against the Reynolds number for all-liquid 
flow multiplied by the ratio of the inlet to outlet mean specific volumes. It should be 
noted that the above definition of the viscosity of two-phase gas-liquid flow (J.Lm), 
does not extrapolate to the gas viscosity (fly) as the mass quality (x) approaches 1. 
Also, Owens [175] introduced the definition of two-phase viscosity based on 
the liquid viscosity as follows: 
(4.18) 
In addition, Garcia et al. [114] defined the Reynolds number of two-phase gas-
liquid flow using the kinematic viscosity of liquid flow (yt) instead of the kinematic 
viscosity of two-phase gas-liquid flow (v,J. They used this definition because the 
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frictional resistance of the mixture was due mainly to the liquid. This was equivalent 
to define 11m as 
(4.19) 
The main disadvantage for the forms of 11m in the second group is that they are 
not accurate as the mass quality (x) approaches 1. For example, at x = I, Davidson et 
al. definition [174], Owens definition [175] and Garcia, et al. definition [114] give 11m 
= 14fJIIpg, 14 and 14PIP1 respectively. 
Collier and Thome [24] mentioned that the definition of flm made by 
McAdams et al. in Eq. (4.8) is the most common definition of flm· The reason for 
different definition of 11m is that the friction factor depends very small on viscosity. 
4.2 Proposed Methodology 
Using the analogy between thermal conductivity in porous media [163] and 
viscosity in two-phase flow, three new definitions for two-phase viscosity will be 
introduced. These new definitions are generated by analogy as follows: 
i. 11m is analogous to ke. 
ii. 14 is analogous to k1• 
iii. J..lg is analogous to k2• 
iv. x is analogous to v2• 
These new definitions for two-phase viscosity are given in Table 4.1. Figures 
4.1 and 4.2 show the analogy between thermal conductivity in porous media [176] 
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and viscosity in two-phase flow where Fig. 4.1 shows k/k1 versus v2 [176] while Fig. 
4.2 shows f-4,/ J.ll versus x for air-water system at atmospheric conditions. 
Table 4.1 Analogy between Thermal Conductivity in Porous Media and Viscosity 
in Two-Phase Flow 
System Porous Media Two-Phase Flow 
Property Thermal conductivity (k) Viscosity (p) 
Def.l 
k ~( !..=2+2 r (]-X X r 
e k/ k2 Jlm= --+-JlJ Jlg 
(Series model) (McAdams et al. [45]) 
Def.2 k. =(l-v2)k1 +v2k2 Jlm = (1 -X)J.I-1 +xpg 
(Parallel model) (Cicchitti et al. [ 46]) 
Def.3 k. =k
1 
2k, +k2 -2(k1 -k2)v2 2p1 + J.lg -2( f.l1 - f.lg)x 
J.lm = Jli 2k1 +k2 +(k1 -k2)v2 2f.l1 +Jlg +(p,-J.L.g)x 
(Maxwell-Eucken 1 [177]) (Generated by analogy) 
Def.4 k. =k
2 
2k2 +k1 -2(k2 -k1 )(1-v2 ) 2f.lg + p 1 - 2( J.lg - p 1 )(1- X; 
2k2 +k1 +(k2 -k1 )(1-v2 ) Jlm = Jlg 2pg + p, + ( Jlg - J.li )(1- x) 
(Maxwell-Eucken 2 [177]) (Generated by analogy) 
Def.5 (1- ) k/ -k. k2 -k. -0 (1-x) PJ-Pm +x Jlg-Jlm =O v2 + v2 -
k, + 2k. k2 + 2k. JlJ+2 Jlm Jlg +2 Jlm 
Effective Medium Theory (EMT (Generated by analogy) 
[178,179]) 
Comment All definitions satisfy the following All definitions satisfy the following 
conditions: conditions: 
i. at V2 = 0, ke = k1 i. at x = 0, Jlm = f.ll 
ii. at V2 = J, ke = k2 ii. atx = 1, 11m= 11g 
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These new definitions overcome the disadvantages of some definitions of two-
phase viscosity such as Davidson et al. definition [174], Owens definition [175] and 
Garcia, et al. definition [114] that do not satisfy the condition at x = 1, f.1m =Jig· These 
new definitions of two-phase viscosity can be used to compute the two-phase 
frictional pressure gradient in circular pipes using the homogeneous model. Often, it 
is desirable to express the two-phase frictional pressure gradient, (dpldz)fi versus the 
total mass flux (G) in a dimensionless form like the Fanning friction factor (f,J versus 
the Reynolds number (Rem) as follows: 
(4.20) 
Equations (4.2) and (4.6) represent the two-phase density based on the 
homogeneous model (p,J and Reynolds number based on the homogeneous model 
(Rem). 
To satisfy a good agreement between the experimental data and well-known 
friction factor models, selection of the best definition of two-phase viscosity among 
the different definitions (old and new) is based on the definition that corresponds to 
the minimum root mean square (RMS) error. 
The fractional error (e) in applying the model to each available data point is 
defined as: 
e =I Predicted- Available I 
Available 
For groups of data, the root mean square error, eRMS, is defined as: 
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[ 
1 ]112 
eRMs = - fe:C N K=l (4.22) 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, the Fanning friction factor (f,J can be predicted 
using the Blasius equation [10] as follows: 
J: = 0.079 
m Reo.2s 
m 
(4.23) 
For the case of small diameter pipes, minichannels and microchannels, the friction 
factor is calculated using the Churchill model [104] that allows for prediction over the 
full range of laminar-transition-turbulent regions. The fanning friction factor (f,J can 
be predicted using Churchill model [104] as follows: 
J: =2 _§__ + 1 [ 
12 ]1112 
• (Re.) (a.+b./" (4.24) 
a = [2.457/n----1----]
16 
m (7/Rem/ 9 +(0.27e/d) (4.25) 
(4.26) 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Examples of two-phase frictional pressure gradient versus mass flux from 
published experimental studies in circular pipes, minichannels and microchannels 
after expressing it in a dimensionless form as Fanning friction factor versus Reynolds 
number are presented. The published data include different working fluids such as R-
12, R-22, Argon (R740), R717, R134a, R410A and Propane (R290) at different 
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diameters and different saturation temperatures. 
4.3.1 Fanning friction factor (f,J versus Reynolds number (Re,J in Circular 
Pipes 
Figures 4.3-4.7 show the Fanning friction factor (f,) versus Reynolds number 
(Re,) in circular pipes using the five different definitions of two-phase viscosity 
shown in Table 4.1. The sample of the published data includes Bandel's data [12] for 
R 12 flow at x = 0.3 and Ts = 0°C in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 14 mm, 
Hashizume's data [79] in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm for R 12 flow at x = 
0.5 and Ts = 39°C and R 22 flow at x = 0.5 and Ts = 20°C, and MOller-Steinhagen's 
data [180] for Argon (R740) flow at x = 0.3 and reduced pressure of 0.188 in a 
smooth horizontal pipe at d = 14 mm. Equation (4.18) represents the measured 
Fanning friction factor while Eq. (4.23) represents the predicted Fanning friction 
factor. From eRMS% values based on measured Fanning friction factor and predicted 
Fanning friction factor using the five different definitions of two-phase viscosity for 
this sample of the published data, it can be seen that two-phase viscosity based on 
Maxwell-Eucken 2 [177] gives the best agreement between the published data and the 
Blasius equation [10] with the root mean square error (eRMS) of 27.86%. If the lower 
point of Bandel's data [12] in Fig. 3.6 is excluded, the root mean square error (eRMSJ 
will be 18.36% instead 27.86%. 
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4.3.2 Fanning friction factor (J,J versus Reynolds number (Re,J in Minichannels 
and Microchannels 
Figures 4.8-4.12 show the Fanning friction factor (j,J versus Reynolds number 
(Re,J in minichannels and microchannels using the five different definitions of two-
phase viscosity shown in Table 4.1. The sample of the published data includes Ungar 
and Cornwell's data [89] for R 717 flow at Ts ~ 74°F (165.2°C) in a smooth horizontal 
tube at d = 0.1017 in. (2.583 mm), Tran et. al's data [181] for R 134a flow at Ps = 365 
kPa and x ~ 0.73 in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 2.46 mm, Cavallini et. al's data 
[182] for R 410A flow at Ts = 40°C and x = 0.74 in smooth multi-port minichannels at 
hydraulic diameter of 1.4 mm, and Field and Hrnjak data [183] for Propane (R 290) 
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flow at reduced pressure of 0.23 and G::::: 330 kg/m2.s in a smooth horizontal pipe at 
hydraulic diameter of 0.148 mm. Equation (4.20) represents the measured Fanning 
friction factor while Eqs. (4.24)-(4.26) represent the predicted Fanning friction factor. 
From eRMS% values based on measured Fanning friction factor and predicted Fanning 
friction factor using the five different definitions of two-phase viscosity for this 
sample of the published data, it can be seen that two-phase viscosity based on 
Maxwell-Eucken 2 [177] gives the best agreement between the published data and the 
Churchill model [104] with the root mean square error (eRMsJ of 16.47%. 
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4.4 Summary 
To compute the two-phase frictional pressure gradient using the homogeneous 
model, three new definitions for two-phase viscosity are introduced using the analogy 
between thermal conductivity in porous media and viscosity in two-phase flow. These 
new definitions for two-phase viscosity are 
21-lg + J.11 - 2( J..lg - J.11 )( 1- x) 
J..lm=J..lg 2J.1g +J.11 +(J..lg -j.11)(1-x) 
Equation ( 4.29) can be rewritten to be explicit for J.im: 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
J..lm = 1 I 4V 3x -1) J..lg + [ 3(1-x) -1] J.11 + ~[(3x -1) J..lg +( 3{ 1-x} -1) J.1J 2 + 8 J.11J.1J 
(4.30) 
It is obvious from the above equations that these new definitions for two-phase 
viscosity are satisfying the following two conditions: namely (i) J.1m = J..li at x = 0. and 
(ii) J.1m = J.Lg at x = 1. Expressing the published data of two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient in a dimensionless form as Fanning friction factor (f,J versus Reynolds 
number (Re,J can also be done as it is often desirable. Analysis of new properties of 
two-phase flow showed that the new definitions of two-phase viscosity could be used 
to analyze the experimental data of two-phase frictional pressure gradient in circular 
pipes. 
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CHAPTERS 
ASYMPTOTIC METHODS IN TWO-PHASE FLOW 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the development of robust models for predicting two-
phase frictional pressure gradient flow in horizontal pipes. A fresh view of two-phase 
flow modeling is proposed, based upon an asymptotic modeling method. Through 
consideration of liquid phase and gas phase limits, new models may be developed by 
combining the asymptotic behavior of the liquid phase and gas phase. This approach 
is direct, flexible and simple. This approach has led to great success in the modeling 
of complex heat transfer and fluid flow in single-phase flows. 
5.2 The Separate Cylinders Model of Two-Phase Flow 
We begin with a generalization of the separate cylinders model of two-phase 
flow. The separate cylinders model of two-phase flow was introduced first by Turner 
[29]. Then, it was appeared in other references such as [18] and [184]. In [29], [18] 
and [184], the separate cylinders model of two-phase flow was presented for the case 
of constant friction factor and when both liquid and gas were either turbulent or 
laminar. In the present study, a generalization of the separate cylinders model of two-
phase flow will be presented to include laminar liquid-turbulent gas flow and 
turbulent liquid-laminar gas flow that were not presented in [29], [18] and [184]. In 
the separate cylinders model of two-phase flow, the liquid and gas phases are assumed 
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to flow independently of each other in two separate parallel circular cylinders of radii 
r1e and rge respectively. The radius of the actual pipe is r 0 , and its area is the sum of 
the area of the separate cylinders. 
The gas and liquid volumetric fractions are given as follows: 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
The pressure over any cross-section of the two-phase flow is assumed to be 
constant so that the two-phase pressure gradient is the same for each phase. Due to 
this assumption, the separate cylinders model of two-phase flow is not valid for gas-
liquid slug flow that gives rise to large pressure fluctuations [29]. The pressure 
gradients in the imagined cylinders are therefore both equal to the two-phase frictional 
pressure gradient in the actual pipe. 
The pressure gradient in the separate cylinder of radius rge carrying the gas 
phase is given by 
(5.3) 
fge = c Re;; (5.4) 
(5.5) 
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For the gas flowing alone through the actual pipe of radius r 0 , the frictional 
pressure gradient is given by 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Using the assumption that the pressure gradient in the imagined cylinder of 
radius rge is equal to the two-phase frictional pressure gradient in the actual pipe of 
radius r0 and using the definition of¢/, we obtain 
.t.2 - { dp / dz} f - (~)5-n = ---:-:-J---:-:-
'I'g (d /dz) a(5-n)/2 rp f,g rge 
(5.9) 
The pressure gradient in the separate cylinder of radius rte carrying the liquid 
phase is given by 
J;. = b Re~m (5.11) 
Rele = (nr;G)(l-x)(2r1.)/(nr1;) = 2r1.G(l-x) (5.12) 
J.l1 pJl-a) 
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For the liquid flowing alone through the actual pipe of radius r 0 , the frictional 
pressure gradient is given by 
Re, = 2r0 G{l-x) 
Jli 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Using the assumption that the pressure gradient in the imagined cylinder of 
radius r1e is equal to the two-phase frictional pressure gradient in the actual pipe of 
radius roand using the definition of¢/, we obtain 
"' 2 _ ( dp/ dzJr _ (~Js-m = 1 
'1'1 - (d /dz) - (l-a)(5-m)l2 rp f,/ rle 
(5.16) 
Combining Eqs. (5.9) and (5.16) to eliminate a, we obtain 
(5.17) 
The definition of X2 is given by 
2 (dp/ dz)f,t ¢~ X- --
- ( dp/ dz)f,g - tJ>: (5.18) 
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Multiplying both sides ofEq. (5.17) by r/Jf41(S-m) and using Eq. (5.18), we obtain 
[ 
21(5-n) ](5-m)l 2 ¢1 = J + { ¢1 i(m-n)/((5-m)(5-n))(;
2
) (5.19) 
Multiplying both sides ofEq. (5.17) by ¢/rs-n) and using Eq. (5.18), we obtain 
(5.20) 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the expressions of ¢12 and ¢/ for different flow 
conditions respectively. 
Table 5.1 Expressions of ¢12 for Different Flow Conditions 
Liquid Gas ¢/ 
Turbulent Turbulent 
,: + + u, t"T"' m = 0.25 n = 0.25 
Laminar Turbulent [ ( f"'J m = 1 n = 0.25 ¢: = 1 + ( ¢: /3138) ;2 
Turbulent Laminar ;>[1+r;:r"''(;, rr"' m = 0.25 n=1 
Laminar Laminar 
;:++u, rr m = 1 n = 1 
f= constant 
¢:=[1+u, rr m =n=O 
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Table 5.2 Expressions of ¢/ for Different Flow Conditions 
Liquid Gas ¢/ 
Turbulent Turbulent ¢~=[I+ (x2 y/2.375 j- 375 
m = 0.25 n = 0.25 
Laminar Turbulent ¢! = [1 + ( ¢!/-31 38) (x2 r t 75 
m = 1 n = 0.25 
Turbulent Laminar ¢! = [1 +r¢!/3/38)(x2r/2.375) y 
m = 0.25 n=1 
Laminar Laminar ¢~ = [I + (x 2 ts r 
m = 1 n=1 
f= constant ¢~ = v + (x 2 t-4 r 
m =n=O 
From Tables 5.1 and 5.2, it is clear that the expressions of t/>12 and ¢/ are 
implicit for liquid-gas laminar-turbulent flow and turbulent-laminar flow. These 
implicit expressions can be solved by means of computer algebra systems like 
Maple™ Release 9 software [185]. 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show t/JI and ¢g versus the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
(X) for different flow conditions. 
0.1 10 
---tt 
-It 
10 - - tl 10 
-----II 
1 ~-~~~~~~~~--~-~~~~~~1 
0.1 1 10 
X 
Figure 5.1 ¢1 versus X for Different Flow Conditions 
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Figure 5.2 t/Jg versus X for Different Flow Conditions 
It is clear from Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 that t/Jt,It < t/lt,tl for X< 1 and t/Jg.It < t/Jg.tl for X< 
1, tPt.It = t/Jt.rl for X= 1 and tPg.lt = t/Jg.rl for X= 1 while tPt.Ir > t/Jt.rl for X> 1 and tPg.lt > t/Jg.rl 
for X> 1. On the other hand, when Chisholm [30] expressed the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation [16] in the mathematical form, he obtained that t/Jt.It > t/lt,tl for all X and t/Jg.It 
> ¢g.tl for all X because C1r = 12 while C11 = 10. 
The separate cylinders model of two-phase flow can be also used to obtain the 
expressions of the void fraction (a) and the liquid holdup (1-a) for different flow 
conditions. 
Rearranging Eq. (5.9), we obtain 
a= _!_ = ( tjl r21(5-n) 
( )
21(5-n) 
;: g 
(5.21) 
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From Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21), we obtain the general form of the void fraction 
(a) in separate cylinders model oftwo-phase flow as 
a= [1 + a(m-n)/(5-m) x41(5-m) ]-1 (5.22) 
The general form of the liquid holdup (1-a) in separate cylinders model of 
two-phase flow can be obtained using two different methods. First, for any flow 
mechanism, sum of the void fraction and the liquid holdup is equal to 1 [16]. Thus, 
from Eq. (5.22), we obtain 
1- a = 1- [1 + a(m-n)/(5-m) x4!(5-m) tl (5.23) 
Second, we can use the general form of the liquid holdup (1-a) in separate 
cylinders model of two-phase flow by rearranging Eq. (5.16) as 
( ]
21(5-m) 
1-a = :2 = ( ¢/ F21(5-m) (5.24) 
From Eqs. (5.19) and (5.24), we obtain the general form of (1-a) in separate 
cylinders model of two-phase flow as 
1- a = [1 + ( 1- a ;rn-m)/(5-n) x-41(5-n) ]-1 (5.25) 
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the expressions of a and (1-a) for different flow 
conditions. 
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Table 5.3 Expressions of a for Different Flow Conditions 
Liquid Gas a 
Turbulent Turbulent a= [1 + Xll 1.1875 ]-1 
m = 0.25 n = 0.25 
Laminar Turbulent a = [1 + ao.1875 X r 
m = 1 n = 0.25 
Turbulent Laminar a= [1 + a-31 19 Xll 1.1875 ]-1 
m = 0.25 n = 1 
Laminar Laminar a=[1+Xr 
m = 1 n=1 
f= constant a= [1+Xo.8r 
m =n=O 
Table 5.4 Expressions of (1-a) for Different Flow Conditions 
Liquid Gas (1-a) 
Turbulent Turbulent 1- a = [1 + x-11 1.1875 r 
m = 0.25 n = 0.25 
Laminar Turbulent 1- a = [1 + ( 1- a r31 19 x-1 I 1.1875 r 
m = 1 n = 0.25 
Turbulent Laminar 1-a = [1 +( 1-af1875 x-Jr 
m = 0.25 n=1 
Laminar Laminar 1-a= [1 + x-1 J1 
m = 1 n=1 
f= constant 1- a = [1 + x-o.8 ]-1 
m =n=O 
From Tables 5.3 and 5.4, it is clear that the expressions of a and (1-a) are 
implicit for liquid-gas laminar-turbulent flow and turbulent-laminar flow. These 
implicit expressions can be solved by means of computer algebra systems like 
Maple™ Release 9 software [185]. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show a and (1-a) versus the Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter (X) for different flow conditions. 
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It is clear from Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 that each flow condition (i.e. turbulent-
turbulent, laminar-turbulent, turbulent-laminar, and laminar-laminar) has a different 
curve although there is not much difference in the values of a and (I -a) at the same 
value of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for different flow conditions. On the 
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other hand, Lockhart and Martinelli [16] correlated the percent of pipe filled with 
liquid under any flow conditions for all four-flow types (turbulent-turbulent, laminar-
turbulent, turbulent-laminar, and laminar-laminar) by means of the Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter (X) with one curve instead of four curves. 
The main disadvantage of the separate cylinders model for two-phase flow is 
not taking into account the important frictional interactions that occur at the interface 
between liquid and gas, and, needless to say, it would simply neglect the nature of 
two-phase flow because the liquid and gas phases are assumed to flow independently 
of each other in two separate parallel circular cylinders. Also, the values of the 
Reynolds number for the liquid and gas phases are important because these values 
determine the flow condition and hence the suitable expression for this flow 
condition. In addition, the obtained expressions are implicit for liquid-gas laminar-
turbulent flow or turbulent-laminar flow. As a result, new two-phase flow modeling is 
proposed, based upon an asymptotic modeling method in the next section to overcome 
these disadvantages of the separate cylinders model oftwo-phase flow. 
5.3 Asymptotic Analysis 
5.3.1 Asymptotic Behavior 
In the present study, asymptotes and simple compact model development for 
two-phase frictional pressure gradient in horizontal pipes are proposed. Two-phase 
frictional pressure gradient is expressed in terms of the asymptotic single-phase 
frictional pressure gradients for liquid and gas flowing alone. Asymptotes appear in 
many engineering problems such as steady and unsteady internal and external 
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conduction, free and forced internal and external convection, fluid flow, and mass 
transfer. Often, there exists a smooth transition between two asymptotic solutions 
[186-189]. This smooth transition indicates that there is no sudden change in slope 
and no discontinuity within the transition region. 
The asymptotic analysis method was first introduced by Churchill and Usagi 
[186], in 1972. After this time, this method of combining asymptotic solutions proved 
quite successful in developing models in many applications like predicting forced 
convection from flat plates and in circular ducts for a wide range of Prandtl numbers 
[190,191], natural convection [192], transient conduction from isothermal convex 
bodies [193], pressure drop in channels containing periodic cuboid shaped 
obstructions [194], and fluid friction and heat transfer in low Reynolds number flow 
for singly and doubly connected cross section tubes, pipes and ducts [195-199]. 
In the asymptotic model, the dependent parameter y has two asymptotes. The 
first asymptote is y 0, which corresponds to very small value of the independent 
parameter z. The second asymptote isyaQ which corresponds to very large value ofthe 
independent parameter z. The two asymptotes y0 and Yoo can be expressed as follows 
[186-189]: 
(5.26) 
Y =c z 1 z ~ oo 00 00 ' (5.27) 
The two asymptotes y0 and Yoo are based on analytical solution. They consist of 
a constant, which has a positive real value. The two constants are called co as z~ 
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and coo as z~oo. The values ofthe two exponents i and} are often 0,1,112,114,113 [186-
189]. 
From analytical, experimental, or numerical methods, it is known that y 
frequently transitions in a smooth manner between the two asymptotes y 0 andy"'" 
For the case of two-phase frictional pressure gradient in horizontal pipes, the 
two asymptotes yo and Yoo increase with increasing values of z, and the solution y is 
concave upwards. This trend is also found in the case of external free and forced 
convection from single isothermal convex bodies. 
5.3.2 Superposition of Asymptotes 
Since Yo > Yoo as z~, so the solution y is concave upwards, and the two 
asymptotes Yo andy oo can be combined in the following method [ 186-189]: 
[ ]
// p 
y= yg + y~ (5.28) 
The parameter p is a fitting or "blending" parameter whose value can be 
determined in a simple method. The effect of the parameter p in Eq. (5.28) is only 
important in the transition region. The results for small and large values of the 
independent parameter z, remain unchanged with changing the parameter p. 
To determine a value of p, there are a number of methods as discussed by 
Churchill and Usagi [186]. For example, we can select an intermediate value of z = 
Z;nr corresponding or near to the intersection of the two asymptotes for which y(z;nJ is 
known from analytical, experimental, or numerical methods. Using Eqs. (5.26), 
(5.27), and (5.28), we can write for the intermediate value of z = Z;nr, 
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(5.29) 
Although the fitting or "blending" parameter p is unknown, it can be 
calculated by numerical methods for solving a non-linear equation or by means of 
computer algebra systems like Maple™ Release 9 software [185]. 
In another method, p is chosen as the value, which minimizes the root mean 
square (RMS) error, eRMS, between the model predictions and the available data. The 
fractional error (e) in applying the model to each available data point is defined as: 
e ='Predicted- Available' 
Available 
(5.30) 
For groups of data, the root mean square (RMS) error, eRMs, is defined as: 
[
J ]112 
eRMs = - fei N k=l (5.31) 
If p is a weak function of the mass flow rate, or mass flux of either the liquid 
phase or the gas phase, a single value may be chosen which best represents all of the 
available data for two-phase frictional pressure gradient. 
The approximate solution y is often presented in a form, which is based on one 
of the two asymptotes yo and Ywo For example, if the approximate solution y is 
presented in terms of the asymptote y0, then the model can be expressed as follows 
[186-189]: 
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(5.32) 
On the other hand, if the approximate solution y is presented in terms of the 
asymptote y"" then the model can be expressed as follows [ 186-189]: 
(5.33) 
5.4 Asymptotic Methods in Two-Phase Flow 
Using the asymptotic analysis method, two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
(dp/dz)t can be expressed in terms of single-phase frictional pressure gradient for 
liquid flowing alone (dp/dz)p and single-phase frictional pressure gradient for gas 
flowing alone (dpldz)J,g as follows: 
(5.34) 
Equation (5.34) reduces to (dp/dz)p and (dp/dz)J,g as x = 0 and 1 respectively. 
If the two-phase frictional pressure gradient (dpldz)1 is presented in terms of 
the single-phase frictional pressure gradient for liquid flowing alone (dp/dz)f,l, then the 
model can be expressed using the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) as follows: 
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(5.35) 
Equation (5.35) can be expressed in terms of a two-phase frictional multiplier 
liquid flowing alone in the pipe ( ¢/) as follows: 
[ ]
1/p 
¢/ = 1+(;2 r (5.36) 
Equation (5.36) is similar to the separate cylinders model formulation [29] for 
constant friction factor (lip = 2.5) or when both liquid and gas are either turbulent 
(lip= 2.375) or laminar (lip= 2) although the physical concept is different. Also, Eq. 
(5.36) is still explicit for liquid-gas laminar-turbulent flow and turbulent-laminar flow. 
On the other hand, if the two-phase frictional pressure gradient (dp/dz)J is 
presented in terms of the single-phase frictional pressure gradient for gas flowing 
alone (dp/dz)J,g. then the model can be expressed using the Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter (X) as follows: 
(5.37) 
Equation (5.37) can be expressed in terms of a two-phase frictional multiplier 
for gas flowing alone in the pipe ( ¢/) as follows: 
(5.38) 
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Once again, Eq. (5.38) is similar to the separate cylinders model formulation 
[29] for constant friction factor (lip = 2.5) or when both liquid and gas are either 
turbulent (lip= 2.375) or laminar (lip= 2). Also, Eq. (5.38) is still explicit for liquid-
gas laminar-turbulent flow and turbulent-laminar flow. 
5.4.1 Single-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient Equations 
The single-phase frictional pressure gradient can be related to the Fanning 
friction factor in terms of mass flow rate of both the liquid phase and the gas phase as 
follows: 
(
dp) 32f,mf 
dz = .,..2d5 p, f,/ ,. 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
Equations (5.39) and (5.40) can be written in terms of mass flux and mass 
quality as follows: 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
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The model that was developed by Churchill [104] is introduced to define the 
Fanning friction factor. When a computer is used, the Churchill model equations 
[104] are more recommended than the Blasius equations [10] to define the Fanning 
friction factor [200]. The Churchill model was a correlation of the Moody chart [51]. 
Churchill's correlation spanned the entire range of laminar, transition, and turbulent 
flow in pipes. The Churchill model equations that define the Fanning friction factor 
are 
8 I 
[ 
12 ]/112 
!=2 - + (Re) (a+b/ 12 
a= [2.457/n----1----]
16 
(7 I Re/9 + (0.27& I d) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
The Reynolds number equations can be expressed in terms of mass flow rate 
of both the liquid phase and the gas phase or mass flux and mass quality as follows: 
(5.46) 
4mg Gxd Re =--=--
g ?rdflg 1-lg 
(5.47) 
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5.5 Results and Discussion 
Examples of two-phase frictional pressure gradient in horizontal pipes for 
published data of different pipe diameters are presented to show features of the 
asymptotes, asymptotic analysis and the development of simple compact models. At 
the end of the chapter, the present asymptotic model is also extended to mini channels 
and microchannels. 
5.5.1 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Data 
Figure 5.5 shows comparison of the present asymptotic model [201] with 
Dukler's data [202] for air-water flow in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 2 in. (50.8 
mm). The frictional pressure gradient is represented as a function of the liquid mass 
flow rate on log-log scale for the gas mass flow rate values of7.8, 23.3, 81.8, 381, and 
1 103 lbm/hr (3.54, 10.57, 37.1, 172.82, and 500.32 kg/s) respectively. For the same 
value of the gas mass flow rate, the frictional pressure gradient increases with 
increasing with the liquid mass flow rate. Also, the frictional pressure gradient 
increases with increasing with the gas mass flow rate at the same value of the liquid 
mass flow rate. Equation (5.34) represents the present asymptotic model [201]. It can 
be seen that the present model with fitting parameter, p = 1/3.9 represents Dukler's 
data in a successful manner. The root mean square (RMS) error, eRMS, is equal to 
12.11%. The worst agreement is obtained for data points with an absolute error (e) of 
23.34%. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of the Asymptotic Model with Dolder's Data [202] 
Comparison of different models such as Chisholm [30], Chisholm [33], 
Friedel [63], Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck [68] as well as the present asymptotic 
model [201] withp = 113.9 with Dukler's data [202] is shown in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5 Comparison of Different Models with Dukler's Data [202] 
Model RMS (%) 
Chisholm [30] 23.08 
Chisholm [33] 63.13 
Friedel [63] 83.32 
Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck [68] 36.20 
Asymptotic [20 1] 12.11 
Figure 5.6 shows comparison of the present asymptotic model [201] with 
Chisholm's data [200] for air-water flow in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 27 mm 
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and mixture pressure - 1.3 bar. The frictional pressure gradient is represented as a 
function of the gas mass flux on log-log scale for the liquid mass flux values of 190, 
581, 1 269, and 2 786 kg/m2.s respectively. For the same value of the liquid mass 
flux, the frictional pressure gradient increases with increasing with the gas mass flux. 
Also, the frictional pressure gradient increases with increasing with the liquid mass 
flux at the same value of the gas mass flux. Equation (5.34) represents the present 
asymptotic model [201]. It can be seen that the present asymptotic model [201] with 
fitting parameter, p = 1/4 represents Chisholm's data in a successful manner. The root 
mean square (RMS) error, eRMS, is equal to 16.73%. The worst two data points have 
an absolute error (e) of 49.48% and 39.2%, respectively (lie at the left hand side for G1 
= 190 kg/m2.s). 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of the Asymptotic Model with Chisholm's Data [200] 
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Comparison of different models such as Chisholm [30], Chisholm [33], 
Friedel [63], Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck [68] as well as the present asymptotic 
model [201] with fitting parameter, p = 1/4with Chisholm's data [200] is shown in 
Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6 Comparison of Different Models with Chisholm's Data [200] 
Model RMS (%) 
Chisholm [30] 21.98 
Chisholm [33] 70.29 
Friedel [63] 79.88 
Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck [68] 38.83 
Asymptotic [20 I] 16.73 
5.5.2 Effect of Mass Flux on the Frictional Pressure Gradient 
Figure 5.7 shows effect of mass flux on the frictional pressure gradient with 
air-water flow in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 2 in. (50.8 mm) for the mass flux 
values of 500, 1 000 and 2 000 kg/m2 .s respectively. It can be seen that the frictional 
pressure gradient increases with increasing mass flux at a given mass quality. For 
example, at a mass quality of 80%, increasing the mass flux from 500 to I 000 
kg/m2.s increases the frictional pressure gradient from 23 947.07 to 84 783.42 Palm. It 
is observed that the two-phase frictional pressure gradient for x = 0 is nearly identical 
to single-phase liquid frictional pressure gradient. Also, the two-phase frictional 
pressure gradient for x = 1 is nearly identical to single-phase gas frictional pressure 
gradient. 
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Figure 5. 7 Effect of Mass Flux on the Frictional Pressure Gradient 
5.5.3 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Other Correlations 
Figure 5.8 shows comparison ofthe present asymptotic model [201] with other 
correlations such as the Wallis correlation, the Chisholm correlation, the Friedel 
correlation, and the MUlter-Steinhagen and Heck correlation with air-water flow in a 
smooth horizontal pipe at d = 2 in. (50.8 mm) and G = 2 000 kg/m2.s. The Fanning 
friction factor is represented by the Blasius equation with n = 0.25 in the other 
correlations. The frictional pressure gradient is calculated in the other correlations 
using their definition of f/JI/ and Eq. (2.1) if it is not given directly such as the MUller-
Steinhagen and Heck correlation. The MUller-Steinhagen and Heck correlation shows 
better agreement with the present asymptotic model than the other correlations. Also, 
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all other correlations give the same values for single-phase liquid frictional pressure 
gradient and single-phase gas frictional pressure gradient. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Other 
Correlations at d = 50.8 mm 
Figure 5.9 shows comparison ofthe present asymptotic model [201] with other 
correlations such as the Wallis correlation, the Chisholm correlation, the Friedel 
correlation, and the Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck correlation with air-water flow in a 
smooth horizontal pipe at d = 27 mm and G = 500 kg/m2 .s for and mixture pressure ~ 
1.3 bar. The Fanning friction factor is represented by the Blasius equation with n = 
0.25 in the other correlations. The frictional pressure gradient is calculated in the 
other correlations using their definition of ¢~/ and Eq. (2.1) if it is not given directly 
such as the Miiller-Steinhagen and Heck correlation. The Friedel correlation shows 
better agreement with the present asymptotic model than the other correlations. Also, 
all other correlations give the same values for single-phase liquid frictional pressure 
gradient and single-phase gas frictional pressure gradient. 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Other 
Correlations at d = 27 mm 
From Figs. 5.8 and 5.9, it is obvious that MUller-Steinhagen and Heck 
correlation has the maximum value of frictional pressure gradient among other 
correlations. Since the Fanning friction factor is represented by the Churchill model 
[104] in the present model while the Fanning friction factor is represented by the 
Blasius equation [10] with n = 0.25 in the other correlations. So, the Fanning friction 
factor in the present asymptotic model for a smooth pipe is greater than the Fanning 
friction factor in the other correlations at high Reynolds number. Since the frictional 
pressure gradient is a function of G2• So, with increasing the mass flux (i.e. at high 
mass flux), the MUller-Steinhagen and Heck correlation shows better agreement with 
the present asymptotic model than the other correlations. 
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5.5.4. t/Jt and t/Jg versus Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter (X) in Circular Pipes 
Figures 5.10-5.15 show rf>t versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
turbulent-turbulent flow for different working fluids in a smooth horizontal pipe of 
different diameters at different conditions using the present asymptotic model and the 
different data sets. Equation (5.36) represents the present model with different values 
ofp as shown in Table 5.7. 
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show ¢g versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
turbulent-turbulent flow for different working fluids in a smooth horizontal pipe of 
different diameters at different conditions using the present asymptotic model and the 
different data sets. Equation (5.38) represents the present model with different values 
ofp as shown in Table 5.7. 
It can be seen that there is a good agreement between the present asymptotic 
model and the different data sets in Figs. 5.10-5.17. 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of the Asymptotic Model with Dolder's Data (202] 
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Govier and 
Orner's Data [203] 
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of the Asymptotic Model with Hashizume's Data [79] 
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Figure 5.15 Comparison ofthe Asymptotic Model with Hashizume's Data [79] 
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Figure 5.17 Comparison ofthe Present Asymptotic Model with Cberemisinoff 
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Table 5.7 Values of the Asymptotic Parameter (p) in Circular Pipes at Different 
Conditions 
Author d(mm) Working Fluid . p eRMs eRMs 
Dukler [202] 50.8 Air-Water 113.9 12.11% 29.43% 
Chisholm [200] 27 Air-Water 114 16.73% 38.21% 
Govier and Orner [203] 26.06 Air-Water 113.9 8.03% 19.87% 
Janssen and Kervin en [204] 18.85 Steam 112.9 2.44% 12.90% 
Hashizume [79] 10 R12 1/3 8.44% 10.80% 
Hashizume [79] 10 R22 112.8 9.12% 16.68% 
Cicchitti et al. [46] 5.1 Steam 113.1 8.29% 9.56% 
Cheremisinoff and Davis [205] 63.5 Air-Water 112.85 14.21% 18.51% 
Calculated at p = 113.25. 
To have a robust model, one value of the fitting parameter (p) is chosen asp = 
113.25. When p = 113.25, the root mean square (RMS) error, eRMS = 23.80%. Figure 
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5.18 shows ¢1 versus X for the first six data sets in Table 5. 7 while Fig. 5.19 shows ¢g 
versus X for the last two data sets in Table 5. 7 with p = 1/3.25. 
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Figure 5.19 ¢g versus X for Different Sets of Data 
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5.5.5. 1/Jr and t/Jg versos Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter (X) in Minichannels and 
Microchannels 
Figures 5.20-5.22 show ¢1 versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
laminar-laminar flow for different working fluids in smooth minichannels and 
microchannels of different diameters at different conditions using the present 
asymptotic model and the different data sets. Equation (5.36) represents the present 
model with different values of pas shown in Table 5.8. 
Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show ¢g versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
laminar-laminar flow for different working fluids in smooth minichannels and 
microchannels at different conditions using the present asymptotic model and the 
different data sets. Equation (5.38) represents the present model with different values 
of pas shown in Table 5.8. 
It can be seen that there is a good agreement between the present asymptotic 
model and the different data sets in Figs. 5.20-5.24. 
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of the Asymptotic Model with Lee and Lee's Data [206] 
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Chung and 
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Figure 5.22 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Kawaji et al.'s 
Data [208] (Gas in the Main Channel and Liquid in the Branch) 
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Figure 5.23 Comparison of the Present Asymptotic Model with Kawaji et al. 's 
Data [208] (Liquid in the Main Channel and Gas in the Branch) 
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Table 5.8 Values of the Asymptotic Parameter (p) in Minichannels and 
Microchannels at Different Conditions 
Author d(mm) Working Fluid p eRMs eRMs 
at£_= 112 
Lee and Lee [206] 0.78. Air-Water 111.75 11.7% 14.07% 
Chung and Kawaji [207] 0.1 Nitrogen-Water 111.7 13.44% 16.09% 
Kawaji et al. [208] 0.1 Nitrogen-Water 112.15 10.39% 11.34% 
Kawaji et al. [208] 0.1 Nitrogen-Water 1/2.55 11.65% 17.36% 
Ohtake et al. [209] 0.32 Argon-Water 111.55 19.56% 24.16% 
0.42* 16.08% •• 18.24% •• 
0.49* 
Hydraulic dtameter. The two lower pomts are not taken mto account. 
To have a robust model, one value of the fitting parameter (p) is chosen asp= 
112. Whenp = 112, the root mean square (RMS) error, eRMS = 17.14% or 15.69% if the 
two lower points of Ohtake et al. data [209] are not taken into account. Figure 5.25 
shows ¢1 versus X for the first three data sets in Table 5.8 while Fig. 5.26 shows ¢g 
versus X for the last two data sets in Table 5.8 with p = 1/2. 
0.1 10 100 
" 
Lee and Lee [206) 
10 
0 Chung and Kawaji (207] 
0 Kawaji et al. [208] 10 
asymptotic 
0.1 10 100 
X 
Figure 5.25 ¢1 versus X for Different Sets of Data 
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New two-phase flow modeling is proposed, based upon an asymptotic 
modeling method. The main advantage of the asymptotic modeling method in two-
phase flow is taking into account the important frictional interactions that occur at the 
interface between liquid and gas because the liquid and gas phases are assumed to 
flow dependently of each other in the same pipe. Also, the values of the Reynolds 
number for the liquid and gas phases are not important because the Churchill model 
[104] that spanned the entire range of laminar, transition, and turbulent flow in pipes 
is introduced to define the Fanning friction factor. In addition, the obtained 
expressions of f/Jt2 and tfJ/ are explicit for all flow conditions. The only unknown 
parameter in the asymptotic modeling method in two-phase flow is the fitting 
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parameter (p). The value of the fitting parameter (p) corresponds to the minimum root 
mean square (RMS) error, eRMS for any data set. To have a robust model, one value of 
the fitting parameter (p) is chosen asp= 113.25 for large diameter (macro scale) and p 
= 112 for small diameter (micro scale). The difference between the values of p = 
113.25 for large diameter (macro scale) and p = 112 for small diameter (micro scale) 
can be due to the effect of diameter (d) on p. 
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CHAPTER6 
BOUNDS ON TWO-PHASE FLOW 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the development of lower and upper bounds for two-
phase frictional pressure gradient and void fraction in circular pipes. This approach is 
very useful in design and analysis, as engineers can then use the resulting average and 
bounding values in predictions of system performance. The approach is also useful 
when conducting new experiments, since it provides a reasonable envelope for the 
data to fall within. The bounds are intended to provide the most realistic range of data 
not firm absolute limits. Statistically, this is unreasonable as the bounds would be far 
apart. The bounds are not fit to capture all data but rather a majority of data points, as 
some outlying points are due to experimental error. If a vast majority of data is within 
the bounds, then a reasonable expectation is realistically assured. 
6.2 Development of Bounds on Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient in 
Circular Pipes 
In this section, rational bounds for two-phase frictional pressure gradient in 
circular pipes will be developed. These bounds may be used to determine the 
maximum and minimum values that may reasonably be expected in a two-phase flow. 
Further, by averaging these limiting values an acceptable prediction for the pressure 
gradient is obtained which is then bracketed by the bounding values: 
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(6.1) 
The bounds model will be in the form of two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
versus mass flux at constant mass quality. The bounds model may also be presented in 
the form of two-phase frictional multiplier, which is often useful for calculation and 
comparison needs. For this reason, development of lower and upper bounds in terms 
of two-phase frictional multiplier (¢I and ¢g) versus the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
(X) will also be presented. 
6.2.1 Large Circular Pipes 
For the case of large circular pipes, the bounds method is based on turbulent 
liquid-turbulent gas assumption [21 0,211 ]. This assumption is suitable because, in 
practice, both Re1 and Reg are most often greater than 2 000 in large circular pipes. 
Both the lower and upper bounds are based on the separate cylinders 
formulation. The reasons of choosing lower and upper bounds can be explained as 
follows: 
From Table 2.3, it is obvious that the different values of n for turbulent-
turbulent flow in separate-cylinders model can be: 
I. n = 2.375 if= 0.079!Re0·25). 
ii. n = 2.4 if= 0. 046/Re0·2). 
iii. n = 2.5 if= constant). 
iv. n = 3.5 (maximum value in mixing-length analysis). 
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v. n = 4 (good empirical representation of the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation). 
The present model is based on the minimum and maximum values of n for 
turbulent-turbulent flow, 2.375 and 4 respectively from the separate-cylinders 
formulation. 
Also, although the data points are in turbulent-turbulent flow, they cover 
different flow patterns such as stratified, wavy, slug and annular. As the mass flow 
rate of the gas in two-phase flow increases, the flow pattern changes from stratified to 
wavy to slug to annular. As mentioned in the literature, the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation has a good accuracy for annular flow pattern but it has a poor accuracy 
(over prediction) for stratified and wavy flow pattern. This is why it is taken as an 
upper bound. Further n = 4 as a closure constant was arbitrarily chosen to fit the data 
and thus accounts for interfacial effects between phases making it an upper bound, 
where as n = 2.375 as a closure constant is obtained from the Blasius friction model 
and does not account for interfacial effects, and therefore represents a lower bound for 
the data. Faghri and Zhang [212] further commented that the advantage of the 
pressure drop correlations based on the separated-flow model is that it is applicable 
for all flow patterns. This flexibility is accompanied by low accuracy. 
6.2.1.1 The Lower Bound 
In chapter 5, the separate cylinders analysis [29] was utilized and introduced 
the Blasius equation [10] to represent the Fanning friction factor for turbulent-
turbulent flow. From Tables 5.1 and 5.2, expressions of ¢I2 and ¢/for turbulent-
turbulent flow are 
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2 [ ( 1 )}1;.375 ]
2
·
375 
¢, = 1+ -2 
X 
(6.2) 
¢: = 1 + (x 2 1 2.375 [ \!/, ]2.375 (6.3) 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) can be 
expressed as [86]: 
( - )7/8( J//2( JJ/8 X = !.__!_ p g .f:!:J_ X p, f.l-g (6.4) 
The Lockhart-Martinelli expression for the two-phase frictional multiplier ( ¢/) 
is given by: 
(6.5) 
The single-phase liquid frictional pressure gradient can be related to the 
Fanning friction factor in terms of mass flux and mass quality for liquid flowing alone 
as follows: 
(6.6) 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, the Fanning friction factor is defined using the 
Blasius equation [10] with n = 0.25 as: 
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(6.7) 
The Reynolds number equation can be expressed in terms of mass flux and 
mass quality for liquid flowing alone as: 
Rei= G(J-x)d 
llJ 
Using Eq. (6.2), and Eqs. (6.4)-(6.8), we obtain 
(6.8) 
(
dp) = O.ISBG1.75 ~.~5- x/' 75 11~. 25 [I+ (-=-)0.7368 (!2)o.4211(/lg )o.Jo53] 2'375 dz f,/ower d P1 J X Pg /11 
(6.9) 
6.2.1.2 The Upper Bound 
The equation of the upper bound is similar for the lower bound case except for 
the definitions of ¢12 and ¢/ The equation of the separate cylinders model [29] in 
Chapter 2 is 
(6.10) 
Introducing the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) into Eq. (6.10), we obtain 
¢/and ¢/for turbulent-turbulent flow (n = 4, Table 2.3) respectively as follows: 
[ 
/14 ]4 
¢/= 1+(~2) (6.11) 
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Equations (6.11) and (6.12) represent well the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation 
[16] for turbulent-turbulent flow. Using Eq. (6.11), and Eqs. (6.4)-(6.8), we obtain 
[ 
0.25 00625] 4 
( dp) = 0.158GJ.7s ~.:5- x/-75 pf-25 1 + (--=--)0·4375 [1!.!_] (f..lg J · dz [,upper d Pt ] X Pg f..lt 
(6.13) 
6.2.1.3 Mean Model 
A simple model may be developed by averaging the two bounds. This is 
defined as follows: 
(6.14) 
or 
(6.15) 
and 
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(6.16) 
Otherwise the more accurate asymptotic model from Chapter 5 should be 
used, Eq. (5.34) withp = 1/3.25. 
6.2.2 Small Circular Pipes 
For the case of small circular pipes, the bounds method is based on laminar 
liquid-laminar gas assumption [213]. This assumption is suitable because, in practice, 
both Re1 and Reg are most often less than 2 000 in small circular pipes. This 
assumption is also suitable for the flow in minichannels and microchannels [213]. 
6.2.2.1 The Lower Bound 
The lower bound is based on Ali et al. correlation [214]. This correlation is 
based on a modification of the simplified stratified flow model derived from the 
theoretical approach of Taitel and Dukler [14] for the case of two-phase flow in a 
narrow channel. The correlation is 
(6.17) 
Equation (6.17) can be obtained at the critical state using the relationship 
between f/Jio 2 and ¢12 as follows: 
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(6.18) 
At the critical state, 1/Jt/ = 1. So, Eq. (6.18) becomes 
(6.19) 
The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) can be expressed as [86]: 
( _ )(2-n)/2( )//2[ Jn/2 X= !____.!._ P g Pi X Pi I-Lg (6.20) 
At the critical state, Pt = pg and PI= f.Jg. So, Eq. (6.20) becomes 
(6.21) 
From Eqs. (6.19) and (6.21), we can obtain Eq. (6.17). It is well known that 
the homogeneous model is applicable at the critical state where the properties of the 
gas phase are equal to the properties ofthe liquid phase. 
Returning to Eq. (6.17) for laminar-laminar flow (n = 1), we obtain 
2 1 
tPr =1+-2 
X 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
In the context ofthe asymptotic model from chapter 5, Eqs. (6.22) and (6.23) 
are equivalent to Eqs. (5.36) and (5.38) withp = 1. In addition, Eqs. (6.22) and (6.23) 
are equivalent to the Chisholm correlation [30] with C = 0. The physical meaning of 
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the lower bound (C = 0) is that the two-phase frictional pressure gradient is the sum of 
the frictional pressure gradient of liquid phase alone and the frictional pressure 
gradient of gas phase alone: 
(6.24) 
This means there is no contribution to pressure gradient through phase 
interaction. The above result can also be obtained using the asymptotic model for two-
phase frictional pressure gradient [201] with linear superposition (i.e. p = 1 in Eq. 
(5.34)). Also, using the homogeneous model with the Dukler et al. [13] definition of 
two-phase viscosity for laminar-laminar flow leads to the same result of Eq. (6.24). It 
is well known that the homogeneous model gives reasonably accurate prediction for 
flow pattern such as bubble flow where the slip ratio is close to 1. From the point of 
view of the phase interaction and prediction of bubble flow, this is why Eq. (6.22) is 
taken as a lower bound 
For laminar-laminar flow (n = 1), the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (A) can 
be expressed as [86]: 
( - )//2( )J/2( )112 X= ~ Pg .f!.L 
X Pi 1-lg 
(6.25) 
For laminar-laminar flow, the Fanning friction factor is defined using the 
Hagen-Poiseuille flow [215]: 
(6.26) 
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Using Eq. (6.22), Eq. (6.25), Eqs. (6.5)-(6.6), Eq. (6.26), and Eq. (6.8), we 
obtain 
( dp) = 32G(12- x) ).l1 [ 1 + (--:--) (f!J__) ( J.lg J] dz [,lower d Pi 1 X Pg J.li (6.27) 
6.2.2.2 The Upper Bound 
Although the data points are in laminar-laminar flow, they cover different flow 
patterns such as bubble, stratified, and annular. As the mass flow rate of the gas in 
two-phase flow increases, the flow pattern changes from bubble until reaches annular 
at high mass flow rate of gas. As mentioned in the literature, the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation has a good accuracy for annular flow pattern. This is why it is taken as an 
upper bound. Chisholm [30] gave a theoretical basis for the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation for two-phase flow as: 
2 c 1 ¢, =1+-+-2 X X 
For laminar-laminar flow (C = 5), 
2 5 1 ¢, =1+-+-2 X X 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
In the context ofthe asymptotic model from chapter 5, Eqs. (6.30) and (6.31) 
are equivalent to Eqs. (5.36) and (5.38) withp = 112.4. The second term of right hand 
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side in Eqs. (6.30) and (6.31) shows that there is an increase in t/>f2 and¢/ due to the 
phase interaction. Equations (6.30) and (6.31) can be written as: 
(6.32) 
int eraction 
Using Eq. (6.32), Eq. (6.25), Eqs. (6.5)-(6.6), Eq. (6.26), and Eq. (6.8), we obtain 
( dp) = 
320(12-x)pi [1+ 5(-=-)o.5(_8_)
0
·
5
[J.lgJ
0
·
5 
+(-=--) (!!.;_) [J.lgJ] 
dz [,upper d Pi 1 X Pg J.li 1 X Pg J.li 
(6.33) 
6.2.2.3 Mean Model 
A simple model may be developed by averaging the two bounds. This is 
defined as follows: 
,t,2 1 2.5 1 
'?i,av = + X + X2 (6.34) 
or 
(6.35) 
and 
( dp) = 32G( ~ _ x)pi [1 + 2·5(-=-)0·5(_8_)0.5[pg ]0"5 + (-=--) (!!.;_)[J.lg J] dz f,av d Pi 1 X Pg J.li 1 X Pg J.li 
(6.36) 
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The equations of the mean model are equivalent to the Chisholm correlation 
with C = 2.5. However a more accurate prediction can be accomplished with Eq. 
(5.34) with p = 112. 
This model can be applied for circular shapes using tube diameter, d as well as 
using hydraulic diameter, dh for non-circular shapes. The Hagen-Poiseuille constant is 
16 in Eq. (6.26) will be changed for non-circular shapes. For example, the Hagen-
Poiseuille constant is 24 for a rectangular channel with the aspect ratio of 0 while the 
Hagen-Poiseuille constant is 14.23 for a rectangular channel with the aspect ratio of 1 
(square channel). 
6.2.3 Results and Discussion 
Examples of two-phase frictional pressure gradient versus mass flux at 
constant mass quality from published experimental studies are presented to show the 
advantages of the bounds models. The published data include different working fluids 
such as R-12, R-22, Argon and R717 at different mass qualities with different pipe 
diameters. Also, examples of two-phase frictional multiplier ( t/Jl and (>g) versus 
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) using published data of different working fluids 
such as R-12, R-22, steam and air-water mixtures from other experimental work are 
presented to validate the bounds model in dimensionless form. 
6.2.3.1 Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient 
Figures 6.1-6.4 show the frictional pressure gradient versus mass flux in 
turbulent-turbulent flow. Equation (6.9) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.13) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.16) represents the average. Figure 6.1 
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compares the present approach with Bandel's data [12] for R 12 flow atx = 0.3 and Ts 
= 0°C in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 14 mm. Figure 6.2 compares the present 
approach with Hashizume's data [79] for R 12 flow at x = 0.8 and Ts = 50°C in a 
smooth horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 6.3 compares the present approach with 
Hashizume's data [79] for R 22 flow at x = 0.8 and Ts = 39°C in a smooth horizontal 
pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 6.4 compares the present approach with MUller-
Steinhagen's data [ 180] for Argon flow at x = 0.4 and reduced pressure of 0.188 in a 
smooth horizontal pipe at d = 14 mm. From Figs. 6.1-6.4, it can be seen that the 
published data can be well bounded. In Figs. 6.1-6.4, the mean model predicts the 
published data with the root mean square (RMS) error of 26.41%, 8.62%, 11.23%, 
and 21.42% respectively, while the asymptotic model gives the root mean square 
(RMS) error of29.67%, 10.65%, 8.34%, and 15.75% respectively. 
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Figure 6.1 Comparison of the Present Model with Bandel's Data [12] 
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the Model with MUIIer-Steinhagen's Data [180] 
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the frictional pressure gradient versus mass flux in 
laminar-laminar flow. Equation (6.22) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.33) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.36) represents the average. Figure 6.5 
compares the present approach with Ungar and Cornwell's data [89] for R 717 flow at 
x ~ 0.2 and Ts ~ 76°F (168.8°C) in a smooth horizontal tube at d = 0.0575 in. (1.46 
mm). Figure 6.6 compares the present approach with Ungar and Cornwell's data [89] 
for R 717 flow at x ~ 0.1 and Ts ~ 76°F (168.8°C) in a smooth horizontal tube at d = 
0.0701 in. (1.781 mm). The mean model predicts the published data with the root 
mean square (RMS) error of 32.85%, and 29.48% respectively, while the asymptotic 
model gives the root mean square (RMS) error of31.05%, and 36.72% respectively. 
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6.2.3.2 t/11 and i/Jg versus Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter (X) 
Figures 6.7-6.11 show ¢1 versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
turbulent-turbulent flow. Equation (6.2) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.11) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.14) represents the average. Figure 6.7 
compares the present model with Hashizume's data [79] for R 12 flow in a smooth 
horizontal pipe of d = 10 mm at Ts = 20°C and x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. 
Figure 6.8 compares the present model with Hashizume's data [79] for R 22 flow in a 
smooth horizontal pipe of d = 10 mm at Ts = 20°C and x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 
respectively. Figure 6.9 compares the present model with Govier and Orner's data 
[203] for air-water mixtures in a smooth horizontal pipe of 1.026 in (26.06 mm) 
diameter while Fig. 6.10 compares the present model with Janssen and Kervinen's 
data [204] for steam-water flow in a smooth horizontal pipe at a pressure of 1 066 
psia (73.5 bar) and d = 0.742 in (18.85 mm) for G = 1.68x106 lbmlff.hr (2 278 
kg/m2.s). In Figs. 6.7-6.10, the mean model predicts the published data of ¢1 with the 
root mean square (RMS) error of 14.41%, 21.47%, 16.19%, and 18.7% respectively, 
while the asymptotic model gives the root mean square (RMS) error of 10.8%, 
16.68%, 19.87%, and 12.9% respectively. 
Figure 6.11 shows ¢1 versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for turbulent-
turbulent flow for all data in Figs. 6.7-6.10. It is clear that the bounds contain a vast 
majority of the data. 
Figures 6.12-6.14 show ¢1 versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
laminar-laminar flow. Equation (6.22) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.30) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.34) represents the average. Figure 6.12 
compares the present model with Lee and Lee's data [206] for air-water mixture flow 
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in a smooth horizontal rectangular channels of 0.4 x 20 mm (dh = 0.78 mm). Figure 
6.13 compares the present model with Chung and Kawaji's data [207] for nitrogen-
water mixture flow in a smooth horizontal circular channels of d = 0.25 mm at 
different mass fluxes between 30 and 5 758 kg/m2.s. Figure 6.14 compares the present 
model with Kawaji et al.'s data [208] for nitrogen-water mixture flow in a smooth 
horizontal circular channels of d = 0.1 mm. The gas flow is in the main channel while 
the liquid flow is in the branch ofT-junction. In Figs. 6.12-6.14, the mean model 
predicts the published data of ¢r with the root mean square (RMS) error of 17.91%, 
19.29%, and 10.49% respectively, while the asymptotic model gives the root mean 
square (RMS) error of 14.07%, 16.09%, and 11.34% respectively. 
Figure 6.15 shows ¢r versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for laminar-
laminar flow for all data in Figs. 6.12-6.14. Once again it is clear that a vast majority 
of the data lie within the bounds. 
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Figure 6.7 Comparison of the Present Model with Hashizume's Data [79] 
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Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show r/Jg versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
turbulent-turbulent flow. Equation (6.3) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.12) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.15) represents the average. Figure 6.16 
compares the present model with Cicchitti et al.'s data [46] for adiabatic flow of 
steam in a smooth pipe of 5.1 mm diameter at a pressure of 30-60 kg/cm2 (29.4-58.8) 
bar. Cicchitti et al. [46] mentioned that their steam data for turbulent-turbulent flow 
( ¢g versus X) fall in the strip bounded by the Martinelli and Nelson lines drawn up for 
atmospheric and critical pressures. The advantages of the present bound models over 
the Martinelli and Nelson lines [8] at atmospheric and critical pressures are: 
i. The Martinelli and Nelson lines [8] at atmospheric and critical pressures 
were presented in a graphical manner while the present bound models are presented in 
the form of simple equations. 
ii. The Martinelli and Nelson lines [8] at atmospheric and critical pressures 
can be used only when steam is the working fluid while the present bound models can 
be used for other working fluids such as steam, R12, R22, etc. 
Figure 6.17 compares the present model with Cheremisinoff and Davis's [205] 
for stratified flow of air-water mixtures in a smooth horizontal pipe of 63.5 mm 
diameter. In Figs. 6.16 and 6.17, the mean model predicts the published data of ¢g 
with the root mean square (RMS) error of 12.84% and 22.03% respectively, while the 
asymptotic model gives the root mean square (RMS) error of 9.56% and 18.51% 
respectively. 
Figure 6.18 shows ¢g versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for turbulent-
turbulent flow for all data in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17. It is clear that the bounds contain a 
vast majority of the data. 
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Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show ¢8 versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
laminar-laminar flow. Equation (6.23) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.31) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.35) represents the average. Figure 6.19 
compares the present model with Kawaji et al.'s data [208] for nitrogen-water mixture 
flow in a smooth horizontal circular channels of d == 0.1 mm. The liquid flow is in the 
main channel while the gas flow is in the branch ofT -junction. Figure 6.20 compares 
the present model with Ohtake et al.'s data [209] for Argon-water mixture flow in 
smooth horizontal rectangular channels of 0.18 x 1.87, 0.26 x 4.28, 0.26 x 9.87 and 
0.25 x 19.9 mm (dh == 0.32, 0.49, 0.42 and 0.49 mm) respectively. The mean model 
predicts the published data of ¢g with the root mean square (RMS) error of 14.87%, 
and 28.04% respectively, while the asymptotic model gives the root mean square 
(RMS) error of 17.36% and 24.16% respectively. 
In Fig. 6.20, if the two lower points of0.18 x 1.87, and 0.26 x 9.87 mm (dh = 
0.32 and 0.42 mm) respectively are not taken into account, the root mean square 
(RMS) error will be 21.77% instead of28.04% while the asymptotic model gives the 
root mean square (RMS) error of 18.24% instead of 24.16%. These outlying points 
are likely affected by experimental error. 
Figure 6.21 shows ¢g versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for laminar-
laminar flow for all data in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20. Once again it is clear that a vast 
majority of the data lie within the bounds. 
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6.3 Development of Bounds on Two-Phase Void Fraction in Circular Pipes 
In this section, rational bounds for two-phase void fraction in circular pipes 
will be developed. These bounds may be used to determine the maximum and 
minimum values that may reasonably be expected in a two-phase flow. Further, by 
averaging these limiting values an acceptable prediction for the void fraction is 
obtained which is then bracketed by the bounding values: 
(6.37) 
The bounds model will be in the form of two-phase void fraction against mass 
quality at constant mass flow rate. The bounds model may also be presented in the 
form of void fraction against the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X). 
For the case of large circular pipes, the bounds method is based on turbulent 
liquid-turbulent gas assumption [21 0,211]. This assumption is suitable because, in 
practice, both Ret and Reg are most often greater than 2 000 in large circular pipes. 
Both the lower and upper bounds are based on the separate cylinders 
formulation. The reasons of choosing lower and upper bounds are mentioned before 
in Section 6.2.1. 
6.3.1 The Lower Bound 
In chapter 5, the separate cylinders analysis [29] was utilized and introduced 
the Blasius equation [10] to represent the Fanning friction factor for turbulent-
turbulent flow. From Table 5.3, expression of a for turbulent-turbulent flow is 
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(6.38) 
For turbulent-turbulent flow, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) can be 
expressed as [86]: 
( - )718( J/12( J//8 X = !____!__ p g .!:!.;_ 
X Pi flg 
(6.39) 
From Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39), we obtain 
1 (6.40) 
6.3.2 The Upper Bound 
In order to make the bounds model tight and present it in the form of void 
fraction (a) against the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X), the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation is chosen to represent the upper bound although the homogeneous model 
gives higher prediction of the void fraction (a) than the Lockhart-Martinelli 
correlation at same the mass quality (x) except at low values of the mass quality (x) as 
shown in Figs. 3.1-3.4. 
Butterworth [ 141] represented the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation by the 
relation: 
1 
a=----
1 + 0.28X0'71 (6.41) 
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From Eqs. (6.39) and (6.41), we obtain 
1 
a = --------------:-:::-:-
1+0.2{e:xrt: )"'(:: rJ" (6.42) 
Since (1-a) represents the liquid fraction, the lower and upper bounds are 
reversed in the case of liquid fraction data. 
6.3.3 Mean Model 
A simple model may be developed by averaging the two bounds. This is 
defined as follows: 
0.5 0.5 
a = + -----:-::-:-
a• 1+X 16 n 9 1+0.28X0"71 
(6.43) 
or 
0.5 
(6.44) 
6.3.4 Results and Discussion 
Examples of two-phase void fraction versus mass quality at constant mass 
flow rate from published experimental studies are presented to show features of the 
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bounds. The published data include different working fluids such as steam, R-12, and 
R-22 at different pipe diameters, different pressures, and different mass flow rates. 
Also, the model is verified using published experimental data of void fraction (a) and 
liquid fraction (1-a) versus the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for different 
working fluids such as R-12, R-22, and air-water mixtures in turbulent-turbulent flow. 
6.3.4.1 Comparison of the Present Model with Data 
Figures 6.22-6.25 show the void fraction versus mass quality. Equation (6.40) 
represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.42) represents the upper bound while Eq. (6.44) 
represents the average. Figure 6.22 compares the present model with Larson's data 
[216] for adiabatic flow of steam-water mixture at Ps = 1 000 psia (6 894.74 kPa). 
Figure 6.23 compares the present model with Hashizume's data [79] for R 12 flow at 
Ts = 50°C and m = 25, 35, 50, 70 and 100 kg/hr respectively in a smooth horizontal 
pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 6.24 compares the present model with Hashizume's data 
[79] for R 22 flow at Ts = 39°C and m = 25, 35, 50, 70 and 100 kglhr respectively in a 
smooth horizontal pipe at d = 10 mm. Figure 6.25 compares the present model with 
for Wojtan et al's data [217] R 410A flow at Ts = 5°C and G = 70, 150, 200 and 300 
kg/m2.s respectively in a smooth horizontal pipe at d = 5/8 in. (15.875 mm). In Figs. 
6.22-6.25, the mean model predicts the published data of a with the root mean square 
(RMS) error of 12.17%, 9.04%, 7.39% and 26.86% respectively. In Fig. 6.25, ifthe 
two lower points at G = 70 kg/m2.s are not included, RMS will be 10.6% instead of 
26.86%. 
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6.3.4.2 a and (1-a) versus Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter (X) 
Figures 6.26 and 6.27 show a versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
turbulent-turbulent flow. Equation (6.38) represents the lower bound and Eq. (6.41) 
represents the upper bound, while Eq. (6.43) represents the average. Figure 6.26 
compares the present model with Hashizume's data [79] for R 12 flow in a smooth 
horizontal pipe of d = 10 mm at Ts = 39°C and x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. 
Figure 6.27 compares the present model with Hashizume's data [79] for R 22 flow in 
a smooth horizontal pipe of d = 10 mm at Ts = 50°C and x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 
respectively. In Figs. 6.26 and 6.27, the mean model predicts the published data of a 
with the root mean square (RMS) error of9.21% and 5.78% respectively. 
Figure 6.28 shows a versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for turbulent-
turbulent flow for all data in Figs. 6.26 and 6.27. 
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Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show 1-a versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for 
turbulent-turbulent flow. The lower bound is based on the Butterworth relation [141] 
for liquid fraction (1-a). The upper bound is based on separate cylinders model [29] 
for liquid fraction (1-a) for turbulent-turbulent flow. The average is based on the 
arithmetic mean of lower bound and upper bound for liquid fraction (1-a). Figure 
6.29 compares the present model with Bergelin and Gazley's data [218] for air-water 
flow in a smooth horizontal pipe at m1 = 650, 1 070, 1 420, 1 830, and 2 275 lbmlhr 
(294.84, 485.352, 644.112, 830.088, and 1 031.94 kg/hr) respectively. Figure 6.30 
compares the present model with Baker's data [3] for simultaneous flow of oil and gas 
in pipelines of d = 8, and 10 in. (203.2 and 254 mm) respectively. In Figs. 6.29 and 
6.30, the mean model predicts the published data of (I -a) with the root mean square 
(RMS) error of 4.99% and 9.44% respectively. 
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Figure 6.31 shows 1-a versus Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (X) for turbulent-
turbulent flow for all data in Figs. 6.29 and 6.30. 
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6.4 Summary 
Tables 6.1-6.3 present summaries for bounds on two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient in large circular pipes, bounds on two-phase frictional pressure gradient in 
small circular pipes and bounds on two-phase void fraction in circular pipes. 
Table 6.1 Bounds on Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient in Large 
Circular Pipes 
Assumption Turbulent-Turbulent Flow 
Lower Bound Equation (6.2) for ¢12 
Equation (6.3) for ¢/ 
Equation (6.9) for (dp/dz)J 
Upper Bound Equation (6.11) for ¢12 
Equation (6.12) for¢/ 
Equation (6.13) for (dpldz)J 
Mean Model Equation (6.14) for ¢12 
Equation (6.15) for¢/ 
Equation (6.16) for (dp/dz)r 
Table 6.2 Bounds on Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Gradient in Small 
Circular Pipes 
Assumption· Laminar-Laminar Flow 
Lower Bound Equation (6.22) for ¢12 
Equation (6.23) for¢/ 
Equation (6.27) for (dpldz)J 
Upper Bound Equation ( 6.30) for ¢12 
Equation (6.31) for¢/ 
Equation (6.33) for (dpldz)J 
Mean Model Equation (6.34) for ¢12 
Equation (6.35) for ¢/ 
Equation (6.36) for (dp/dz)r 
*Also suitable for the flow in mini channels and microchannels. 
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Table 6.3 Bounds on Two-Phase Void Fraction in Circular Pipes 
Assumption Turbulent-Turbulent Flow 
Lower Bound Equation (6.38) for a (X) 
Equation (6.40) for a (x) 
Upper Bound· Equation (6.41) for a (X) 
Equation (6.42) for a (x) 
Mean Model Equation (6.43) for a (X) 
Equation (6.44) for a (x) 
*The lower and upper bounds are reversed m the case of hqutd fraction data. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Summary of Present Research 
This thesis examined two-phase flow modeling in circular pipes. It introduced 
new analytical models to the field of two-phase flow such as new properties of two-
phase flow, the asymptotic flow model and the bounds model. All of the models 
developed in this thesis fulfill the need for simple and accurate predictive techniques. 
Three new definitions for two-phase viscosity are introduced using the 
analogy between thermal conductivity in porous media and viscosity in two-phase 
flow. These new definitions for two-phase viscosity are satisfying the following two 
conditions: namely (i) the two-phase viscosity is equal to the liquid viscosity at the 
mass quality = 0%. and (ii) the two-phase viscosity is equal to the gas viscosity at the 
mass quality = 100%. These new definitions of two-phase viscosity can be used to 
compute the two-phase frictional pressure gradient using the homogeneous model. 
Expressing of two-phase frictional pressure gradient in a dimensionless form as 
Fanning friction factor (f,J versus Reynolds number (Re,J can also be done as it is 
often desirable. Analysis of new properties of two-phase flow showed that the new 
definitions of two-phase viscosity might be used to analyze the experimental data of 
two-phase frictional pressure gradient in circular pipes. 
The asymptotic modeling method in two-phase flow is proposed by taking into 
account the important frictional interactions that occur at the interface between liquid 
and gas because the liquid and gas phases are assumed to flow dependently of each 
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other in the same pipe. The values of the Reynolds number for the liquid and gas 
phases are not important because the Churchill model that spanned the entire range of 
laminar, transition, and turbulent flow in pipes is introduced to define the Fanning 
friction factor. The obtained expressions of ¢12 and ¢/ are explicit for all flow 
conditions. The only unknown parameter in the asymptotic modeling method in two-
phase flow is the fitting parameter (p). The value of the fitting parameter (p) 
corresponds to the minimum root mean square (RMS) error, eRMS for any data set. 
Analysis of a simple asymptotic compact model for two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient in horizontal pipes revealed that the present asymptotic model was very 
successful in representing the two-phase frictional pressure gradient in horizontal 
pipes for published data of different pipe diameters. In the present asymptotic model, 
the two-phase frictional pressure gradient for x = 0 was nearly identical to single-
phase liquid frictional pressure gradient. Also, the two-phase frictional pressure 
gradient for x = 1 was nearly identical to single-phase gas frictional pressure gradient. 
Comparison with other existing correlations and experimental data for both ¢I and ¢g 
versus X showed good agreement with the present asymptotic model. To have a robust 
model, one value of the fitting parameter (p) is chosen asp= 113.25 for large diameter 
(macro scale) and p = 112 for small diameter (micro scale). 
Bounds on two-phase frictional pressure gradient in large circular pipes, 
bounds on two-phase frictional pressure gradient in small circular pipes and bounds 
on two-phase void fraction in circular pipes are proposed. The assumption of 
turbulent-turbulent flow is used in large circular pipes while the assumption of 
laminar-laminar flow is used in small circular pipes. Simple expressions of lower and 
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upper bounds are presented for each case. A simple model may be developed by 
averaging the lower and upper bounds. For two-phase frictional pressure gradient, the 
bounds model is also presented in dimensionless form as two-phase frictional 
multiplier ( ¢i and t/J/J. Analysis of bounds on two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
and void fraction in circular pipes revealed that the present model was very successful 
in bounding the two-phase frictional pressure gradient and void fraction well for 
different working fluids over a wide range of mass fluxes, mass qualities, pipe 
diameters and saturation temperatures. Also, the proposed mean model provided 
excellent prediction of two-phase flow parameters. 
7.2 Areas for Future Research 
Several areas for future research that would benefit from a similar modeling 
approach are outlined below. 
1. Evaluate two-phase frictional pressure gradient data at different conditions 
such as microgravity two-phase flow that can be found in space applications, 
liquid-metal two-phase flow, and cryogenic two-phase flow using the new 
definitions of two-phase viscosity based on the homogeneous model. 
2. Simple asymptotic compact models for two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
data at different conditions such as microgravity two-phase flow that can be 
found in space applications, liquid-metal two-phase flow, and cryogenic two-
phase flow. 
3. Simple asymptotic compact models for two-phase frictional pressure gradient 
in different engineering systems such as porous media, packed beds and 
fractures. For example, two-phase gas/liquid flow through porous media has 
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many applications in agricultural, biomedical, chemical, mechanical, and 
petroleum engineering. For example, chemical engineering application dealing 
with porous media includes multi-phase flow in packed columns and catalytic 
reactors. In all situations, it is necessary to predict design parameters such as 
frictional pressure drop to determine the desired operating conditions and the 
size of the equipment required for the specific purposes. As a result, accurate 
expressions are needed to predict the two-phase frictional pressure drop. 
4. Bounds on two-phase flow in noncircular shapes like annulus. Two-phase 
flow in an annulus has many different applications in oil and gas industry. For 
example, to remove or unload undesirable liquids that can be accumulate at 
the bottom of gas wells; a siphon tube is often installed inside of the tubing 
string. The normal permanency of the siphon tube in the tubing string needs 
the fluids to flow upward through the tubing string-siphon tube annulus. 
Another example of two-phase flow in an annulus can be found in wells under 
different types of artificial lift. To connect the prime mover unit on the surface 
to the pump at the bottom of the sucker rod pumping wells; a rod string is 
often installed inside of the tubing string. The fluids are pumped upward 
through the tubing string-rod string annulus. 
5. Bounds on two-phase flow in inclined pipes. Two-phase flow at inclined 
orientation has many different applications in oil and gas industry. Due to the 
search for petroleum moves into new unexplored areas, the number of inclined 
or directional wells is increasing. In offshore drilling, many directional wells 
are usually drilled from one platform with deviations of 35°-45° for economic 
reasons. In the permafrost areas of Canada and Alaska, the cost of drilling rig 
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foundations and the difficultly of transportation need that many wells be 
directionally drilled from one location. 
6. Bounds on two-phase void fraction in minichannels and microchannels. Two-
phase void fraction in minichannels and microchannels is an important design 
parameter because it determines heat and mass transfer rates. For example, 
prediction of convective boiling heat transfer in microchannels requires the 
knowledge of void fraction because the local heat transfer coefficient in vapor 
slug sections is different from that in liquid slug sections as forced convective 
evaporation of a liquid film surrounding a vapor slug occurs. 
7. Finally, new concepts like scale analysis can be introduced to the field of two-
phase flow. The scale analysis concept can be used in the analysis of laminar-
laminar stratified two-phase flow in a horizontal rectangular channel. Scale 
analysis is one of the simplest and most cost effective methods in many 
engineering applications such as fluid mechanics and heat transfer. It produces 
order-of-magnitude results and trends (scaling laws). Also, it reveals the 
correct dimensionless form to present more exact results produced by more 
complicated methods. Scale analysis is beneficial as a preliminary step. The 
results of scale analysis can serve as guide to tell the researchers what to 
expect before using more complicated methods, and how to report the results 
in dimensionless form. 
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